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Electronic Library Loan
Multitype Cooperative Systems
Operational Audit

Scientificpublici\tions,
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL
BOOKS AND SERIALS
IN PRINT 1981

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH
LABORATORIES OF THE
UNITED STATES, 17th Edition

If you are respons~blefor the retrieval, dsseminatlon.
or acquisttlon of scientile and technical literature, this
comprehensive blbllography of 80,000 books publhshed or d~stributed ~n the U.S. and 16.000 serials
published in malor countries 6 indepensable. Books
are listed by author, by title, and by 12.M LC subject
headings-with full I~ndlng,ordering. and blbl~ographic
data lor each book m each Index. Serlals are mdexed
by subject and title. Full abstract~ng.Indexing, and
micropublisher information 1s provided.
ISBN 0.8352-1386-2. January 1982.
approx 2.900pp $68.00 (tent )

Thts directory IS a recognized standard reference
source llstmg 12 O W research and development lacllitles and thew 7d00 parent companies throughout the
U.S. Complete coverage for each entry ~ncludes.name.
address, telephone, telex, TWX and cable address.
names and titles of key personnel, names and addresses of dlvislon, stan data. t~elds of current
research. and more. Subject, geographcal, and personnel indexes are included
ISBN 0-8352-1360-9.January 1982
approx 908 pp. $82 50 (tent )

SCIENTIFIC. ENGINEERING,
AND MEDICAL SOCIETIES
PUBLICATIONS IN PRINT
1980-1981 4th Edition
Edited by James M. Kyed and
James M. Matarauo

Th~sIS an essent~alreference tool for galnlng blbll0graph~ccontrol over the speclallzed print and nOnprlnt mater~al-from journals to cassette recordingsof 370 U S and fore~gnsclent~tlc,englneerlng and
rned~calsocletles and related organlzatlons The arrangement IS alphabetical by soc~etywlth each entry
lncludtng address order~ngand payment Instru~tlOnS
where applicable and educatlonal and hbrary discount
tnfnrrnatlnn
08352-1403-6 October 1981
626 pp $65 00

ISBN

I

Compiled and edited by Jaques Cattell Press

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
ASSESSMENT:
A Bibliography with Abstracts
By Brian 0. Clark. Ronald Bisset, and Peter
Wathern. Co-published by R.R Bowker with
Mansell Inlormation/Publishing Ltd.. London.
Prlvate developers publlc agencles envlronmental
sclentsts engmeers and planners wdl gain a comprehens~veovervlew of the hterature on envlronmental
Impact analysls through t h ~ sb~bllographlcreference
Oescr~pt~ve
annotations are glven for 112 manuals 27
general revlews texts and symposla 30 alternate
methods of preparing Impact statements 132 stud~es
of soclal Impact assessment 79 prmted works coverIng federal requirements lor EIA and much more
ISBN 0-8352-1255-6 1980 524 pp $59 95

RMERICAN MEN AND
WOMEN OF SCIENCE: Physical
md Biological Sciences
14th Edition
Edited by Jaques Cattell Press
4s a record of personal scientlllc endeavor and
achievement In the U.S and Canada. AMWS has no
Deer Thn edit~oncontains b~ographicallnlormation on
130,500 leading scientists In 65 major dlsc~pllnes.
B~ograph~es
are lhsted alphabetically by Surname wlth
entries prov~dlnglull name, place and date of blrth.
dsclpl~nes,education. memberships, research interests, profess~onalexperience, and other pertinent
b~ographicaldata
ISBN 0.8352-1118-5 1979.6,640pp. $385.00the
8-vol, set.
Note The AMWS database IS now ava~lableonlme to
Take searches lor faculty, committee, and executive
ippointments and appropriate lecturers easier. Please
Nrlte for further mtormation.

ENERGY RESEARCH
PROGRAMS. 1st Edition
Compiled and edited by Jaques Cattell Press
Here, in one comprehensive work, is the complete
spectrum of energy research programs in Amer~ca
Dlscover the energy-related prolects, services. and
mdustr~esengaged in this area of research by 3.675
parent organizations havlng 5.900 research laclllties
ln the US. Each energy research organizat~on is
documented, w ~ t hentries provldlng name, address.
telephone telex, personnel, and spec~t~cateas of
research ~ e o ~ r a ~ h l cpersonnel,
al,
and subject Indexes
complete the volume.
ISBN 0-8352-1242-4 1980 444 pP $75.00

...from R.R. e k e r

4y%L2:2::
2102 Rio Grande
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Austin, Texas 78705

(512) 472-6753

lNCFAX (512) 477-6671

IA

Every library has a set of
unique information objectives.
That's why DATALIB, an automated library system from Sigma Data, is designed to
respond to the objectives you set. The more specific, the better.
You get information control benefits only an integrated library system like
DATALIB can offer. It's the one system for users who demand the utmost In
automated information resource management.
Whatever your applications, DATALIB gives you flexibility in meeting your
requirements. Whether you require the complete package or any of the stand-alone
modules, DATALIB addresses every management need:
Acquisitions Cataloging On-line Retrieval Book Catalogs Circulation
And as powerful as DATALIB is, you'll be glad to know how easy it is to learn and
use. What's more, you can install DATALIB in-house, or access it through Sigma
Data's service center.
DATALIB. There's no limit to what it will do for you. Because it lets you set the
limits.
Complete the coupon, or call (301) 984-3636 and ask about DATALIB.

/ .'HqIk,

YES! Show me how I can meet my information objectives
with DATALIB.
( ) Send me DATALIB literature.
( ) Have the DATALIB librarian call me.

I

Name

I

I

i
i

I

1

computing Corp.

Title
5515 Security Lane Library
Rockville, Maryland 20852 Address
Telephone: (301) 984-3636
City

1
I

!I
I

i
i

S t a t e Z i p

I
I

Much more than an automated library system
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Letters
lnterlibrary Loan in an
Integrated Environment
Nirnira Harjee
Impact of an Online
Circulation System on
lnterlibrary Services
Danuta A. Nitecki
Electronic lnterlibrary
Loan in the OCLC Library
Ann T. Dodson, Paul
P. Philbin, and Kunj B. Rastogi
lnterlibrary Loan in a Network
Environment
Dorothy W. Russell
Cooperative Group
Membership in OCLC
Dennis Reynolds
The Role of Special
Librarians in the Development
of a Multitype Library System
Audrey J. Kidder

SPLBAN

Operational Audit and
Library Staffing
Frederick A. Marcotte
File Construction Using
FAMULUS
Miranda Lee Pao
STAIRS: A Storage and
Retrieval System Applied
in Online Cataloging
William Poor

On The Scene
1982 Candidates for SLA Office

Actions of the Board of
Directors Oct 29-30, 1981
Invitation to the SLA Conference
Rebecca Browning Rankin:
Librarian of New York City
ASlS Conference Report
47th IFLA Congress
Reviews

Publisher: DAVID
R. BENDER
Editor: NANCY
M. VIGGIANO
Assistant Editor: DORISYOUDELMAN
Advertising Sales: DOROTHY
E. SMITH
Circulation: FREDERICK
BAUM
Special Libraries is published by Special Libraries Association, 235 Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10003
(2121477-9250). Quarterly: January, April, July, October.
Annual index i n October issue.
@Copyright 1982 by Special Libraries Association.
Material protected by this copyright may be photocopied
for the noncommercial purpose of scholarship or research.
Second class postage paid at New York, N.Y., and at additional offices. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to Special Libraries Association, 235 Park Avenue South, New
York, New York 10003.
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Index to Advertisers

PERSONALIZED
SUBSCRIPTION
SERVICE
Every customer is assigned an experienced "Home Office" representative. You
correspond direct; any title needs, changes, cancellations or problems can be
handled promptly by letter or phone. This makes your job easier and keeps you
abreast of your subscription needs at all times.
With over 48 years experience, McGregor has built a reputation of prompt and courteous
service on both domestic and international tides. We prepay subscriptions ahead of time
Our customers, large and small, like the prompt attention we give them. We think
you would too! Ask about McGregor's "Automatic Renewal" plan described in our
new brochure. Write today for your free copy.

Library Service Specialists Since 1933

MOUNT MORRIS, ILLINOIS 61054

Subscription Rates: Nonmembers, USA $36.00
per calendar year includes the quarterly journal,
Special Libraries, and the monthly newsletter, the
SpeciaList; add $5.00 postage for other countries
including Canada. S ecial Libraries is $12.00 to
members, the S e c i a z s t is $3.00 to members, included in mernger dues. Single copies of Special
Libraries (1981- ) $9.00; single copies of SpeciaList
$1.00. Membership Directory (not a part of a
subscription) is $20.00.
Back Issues & Hard Cover Reprints (191CL1965):
Inquire Kraus Reprint Corp., 16 East 46th St.,
New York, N.Y. Microfilm & Microfiche Editions
(1910 to date): Inquire University Microfilms,
Ann Arbor, Michigan. Microforms of the current
year are available only to current subscribers to
the original.
Changes of Address: Allow six weeks for all
changes to become effective. All communications
should include both old and new addresses (with
ZIP Codes) and should be accompanied by a mailing label from a recent issue.
Members should send their communications to the
SLA Membershi Department, 235 Park Avenue
South, New YorR, N.Y. 10003.
Nonmember Subscribers should send their communications to the SLA Circulation Department,
235 Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10003.
Claims for missing issues will not be allowed if
received more than 90 days from date of mailing
plus the time normally required for postal delivery of the issue and the claim. No claims are
allowed because of failure to notify the Membership Department or the Circulation Department
(see above) of a change of address, or because
copy is "missing from files."

4A

Special Libraries Association assumes no responsibility for the statements and opinions advanced
by the contributors to the Association's publications. Instructions for Contributors appears in
Special Libraries 72 (no. 2):193 (Apr 1981). A publications c a t a l o ~is y i l a b l e from the Association's
New York of ices Editorial views do not necessarily represent the official position of Special
Libraries Association. Acceptance of an advertisement does not imply endorsement of the product
by Special Libraries Association.
Indexed in: Book Review Index, Business Periodicals
Index, Information Science Abstracts, Historical Abstracts, Hospital Literature Index, Library Literature,
Library G. lnformation Science Abstracts, Management Index, Public Affairs lnformation Service and
Science Citation Index.

Membership
DUES. Member or Associate Member
$55; Student Member $12.00; Retired
Member $10; Sustaining Member $250;
Sponsor $500; Patron $1,000.
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Most assignments are ASAP
But one key cltation overlooked
could mean dlsaster
Start your search wlth SDCRSearch Servlce
confident of one-stop access to the most
comprehensive flles In such flelds as petroleum
energy patents, chemistry and agriculture
You get more ~nformat~on-faster more easily
and wlthout the nagging worry that you
might have mlssed some vltal Idea
SDC s exclusive features on the ORBITR
lnformatlon Retrieval System assure
the fastest most flexlble search of the wldest
range of databases startlng wlth
a ranked llstlng of appropriate files
ORBIT s unlque CROSSFILE transfers Index
file and prlnt terms Into search entrles
In multiple files And only ORBIT lets
you personalize your search style
storing and comblnlng search strategies
using your own search names wlth your
own abbrevlatlons and synonyms
ORBIT saves time And worry
It all starts when you start all your searches
wlth "S-D-C." Your keys to confidence
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...starts here.
The flrst step IS to learn all about
how ORBIT can help you
Send us the coupon or call toll free

7
I
I

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

rCl~p coupon to business card or ienerhead
and mad to

I

II SDC Search Service
1 2500 Colorado Avenue Santa Monlca CA 90406 II
1 (800) 421 7229 (8001 352 6689 (ln Cal~forniajI
1 12131 4 5 3 6 1 9 4
I Please send me deta~lson how SDC Search Service II
I ORBIT can save me rime money and worv
SL 0112 1
I
I ,AM,
I
I

: System Development Corporation

!

The State of the Arts
...from Bowker's
Art Reference Collection
250 YEARS OF AFRO-AMERICAN ART:
An Annotated Bibliography
By Lynn lgoe and James Thomas lgoe
Ten years in the making, thls volume is the most comprehens~vesource of
Information on pr~ntedmaterials about Afro-American artists, artworks,
and art history yet complied-prov~ding 25,000 citations for 3,600 art~sts
over a period of three centuries up to the present. The volume is dlv~ded
lnto three sections' a bas~c bibliography whlch contains complete
annotated entrles for books, periodicals, newspapers, catalogs, and other
wrltten material, a subject bibliography of references covering 40 topics
from "Afrlcan influence" to "weaving"; and a bibliography of l~terature
about ~ndiv~dual
artists and thew work.
ISBN 0-8352-1376-5.
1981.
approx. 1266 pp.
$135.00

AMERICAN ART DIRECTORY
48th Edition
Edited by Jaques Cattell Press
Now in its 48th edltlon, this volume serves as the smgle, standard source
for detalled descr~ptive mformation on approximately 6,000 key art
organlzatlons. librar~es,museums, associat~ons,and art schools in the
U.S. and Canada. Amencan .Art Directory lists scholarships in the arts,
open exh~bltions,state arts councils, d~rectorsof art education in the U S .
school system, art magazines, traveling exhibitions with booking
agencies. and corporatlons with art holdings or which actively support
the visual arts. ". . .the standard one-volume directory of arts and
organizations ~n the US. and Canada."-American Reference Books
Annual. Published biennially and available on standing order.
ISBN 0-8352-1250-5.
1980.
740 pp.
$49.50

WHO'S WHO IN AMERICAN ART 1980
14th Edition
Edited by Jaques Cattell Press
Thls volume is an excellent source of current information-packed
biographies of more than 10,000 living fine artists, arts administrators,
historians. crltlcs, curators, librarians, and other professionals active in
the visual arts in the US., Canada, and Mexico. Entries are arranged
alphabetically by surname and contain the following data: professional
classification, birthplace and date, education and training, publications,
pos~t~ons
held, honors and awards, interest or research statement, style
and technique, and mading address. "A great, standard, contemporary
American art title.. . "-American Reference Books Annual. Published
b~enniallyand available on standing order.
ISBN 0-8352-1258-0.
1980.
977 pp.
$50.00

Order from

R.R. BOWKER COMPANY

Order Dept., PO. B o x 1807, Ann Arbor, M I 48106

special libraries

LETTERS
Hard Copy
I am writing to correct an error in a recent
article [by Patricia Dymkar Cupoli] entitled
"Reference Tools for Data Processing, Office
Automation and Data Communications" in
the July 1981 issue of Special Libraries. On
page 237 it states that there is no hard-copy
equivalent for the Canadian Business Index
and the Canadian N e w s Index files on ORBIT
(files CBPI and CNI).
This is incorrect. Hardcopy editions of
both indexes have been published by our
firm since 1975. The error is particularly dismaying because we, like many database
publishers, are experiencing a significant
migration away from print to online use of
our files. And, of course, as has been stated
repeatedly by database producers, the economics of online bibliographic databases do
not support the high cost of producing the
files. If we had to rely on our online revenue
for production of the files, we would be unable to produce them. We depend on hardcopy subscription revenue.

So, in company with many other database
producers, we are planning to introduce upfront charges to ensure that online users
who are not hard-copy subscribers pay their
fair share of the cost of the file.
Subscriptions and back issues of both CBI
and CNI are available from: Micromedia
Limited, 144 Front St. W., Toronto, Canada
M5J 2L7.
Robert Gibson
President
Micromedia Limited
Toronto, Canada

Special Libraries welcomes communications from its readers, but can rarely accommodate letters in excess of 300
words. Light editing, for style and
economy, is the rule rather than the exception, and we assume that any letter,
unless otherwise stipulated, is free for
publication in our letters column.

the United Nations

I

I
11

I

Latest Edition
Yearbook of the United Nations: Volume 32
This edition of the Yearbook of the United Nations provides an authoritative,
objective and concise account of the activities and decisions of the Organization
during 1978
Arranged according to subject, it includes:
-bibliographic guides, by chapter, to primary source materials
-complete texts of resolutions of the General Assembly, Security Council
and Economic and Social Council, and a voting record of Member States
-a detailed analytical index of subjects, names and resolutions
E.80.1.1
$60.00
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A New
On-Line

A SERVICE OF
HARPER B ROW,
PUBLISHERS, INC

The most comprehensive file of
business and industry information

Referenced materials include:
Market Research studies
Investment banking studies
Industry-intensivejournals
Statistical reports and analyses
And more

PA

An indispensible resource for
Business Information Specialists
Librarians
Market researchers
Corporate Planners

special libraries
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Announcing the

CIS Legislathe History Service
T""-"""-"
1
o collect and organize the Every CIS history is a comitems t h a t make up a pletely integmted inPormation
hmom
infoma~n
legislative history is difficult. unit. Each history provides:
1. afree
nenslettersubscriptionl I
.
time-consuming, and expenSend me more information I
Full citations to all official
sive. yet legislative histories
publications pertaining to I on the CIS WislatiVe History
can be essential
any legal
the law's enactment, from I Service. *lso start my free I
professional who needs to
c u r r e n t and prior con- I subscription to Your monthly 1
understand the statutory inI legislative history newsletter, I
tent and meaning of public
greSSeS.
I the Public L a w Reporter.
I
laws.
0 Abstracts of the law and of
0 Have a CIS representative !
call for an appointment.
selected congressional
The CIS Legislative History
publications relating to its
I
Service offers a solution to
I
consideration and passage
---the tedium of compiling legisName Ntlc
I
by the House and Senate;
I
lative histories. Beginning
I
Complete texts of all ofwith the current (97th) Conorgan~ratmni~epartmcnf
I
ficial publications cited in
gress. the CIS Service covers
&rtually every significant
t h e Law's documentary i public law. What's more, the
record; and.
! Addreas
Service provides histories
I
--I
that are complete, timely,
Finding aids for easy iden- I ~ G S t a t e r z ~ p I
consistently accurate, and
tification and selection of I
I
I
specific items in each hiseasy-to-use.
tory's collection.
I
CIS legislative histories are
expertly edited. An experi- There are flexible purchase
I
enced law librarian, assisted options. Choose from two i C o n g ~ ~ ~ n a l
I
by a n editorial advisory com- classes of annual subscrip- I l~fomntions e d C e e InC.
I
mittee made up of experts tion. Or, purchase individual I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - W e S t H @ h w a y I
in the field, selects the laws histories "on-demand" in a
MD P0614
I
I
to be covered by the Service choice of formats ... microrrL (3011654-1550.0r
I
and the publications to be in- fiche, paper copy, or a combi- I
(800) 63e-8380 toll-free
I
cluded in each law's history.
nation of the two.
L--------------J

T

I

4
I

!

i

-

-

, ,,,.,
j ma
) ,.,,,.

!

I
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When it comes to library supplies, Gaylord has
everything you need . . . and then some! From
audio-visual to archival, labels to laminates,
stamp pads to staplers, we've got it, and you
can get it-exactly as you ordered it, precisely
when you need it.
Because whatever you need for your library,
you can be sure Gaylord has it!
Consult your 1981-82 catalog, or call TOLL
FREE 800 448-6160 for more information
on our extensive supply line and many new
products.

GAMORD

Gaylord. Box 4901. Syracuse. NY 13221 (315) 457-5070
Gaylord. Box 8489. Stockton. CA 95208 (209) 466-2576
TWX 7 1 0 545 0232

A d ~ v ~ s ~ofothe
n Amer~canChem~calSoc~ety
0

1981 by the American Chem~calSoclety

,

When it comes to choosing your scientific information team for the 801s,you'll score with
BlOSlS PREVIEWS, now available online with abstracts, and the new 1981 edition of the
BlOSlS SEARCH GUIDE. This team can't be beat when searching the life science and
biomedical literature!
By searching BlOSlS PREVIEWS, which includes references and abstracts from
BIOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS and references from BIOLOGICAL ABSTRACTSIRRM
(Reports, Reviews, Meeting), you'll have quick access to over 3,000,000 research reports
published since 1969.
And, for an invaluable playbook t o help you design effective search strategies for the
BlOSlS database, you'll need the revised and expanded 1981 BlOSlS SEARCH GUIDE.
To find out how and where to search BlOSlS PREVIEWS, or to order the 1981 BlOSlS
SEARCH GUIDE, contact BlOSlS User Services, 2100 Arch St., Phila., PA 19103-1399
USA Phone: (215) 587-4800 Toll-free: (800) 523-4806 (within continental U.S.A., except
PA) Telex: 831739

12A
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COMPETITION FOR GRANTS
HAS NEVER BEEN GREATER. . .

I

THE
FOUNDATIO
DIRECTORY
To Work For
YOU!
The Foundation Directory
contains:
Full descr~pt~ons
of the largest
3 363 foundat~onsIn Amer~carepresenting over 90°. of all
foundat~ondollars In the country
Detatls on over 600 corporate
foundat~ons-the area of prlvate
ph~lanthropyexperlenclng the
strongest growth
A descrlpt~on
of the purposes and
actlv~t~es
of each foundation - ~ l u s
current flnanctal data key off~cers
and grant appllcat~onprocedures
A comprehens~veproflie of the
foundat~onworld-~nclud~ngan
analysls of how tnflattonand government requirements are erodIng foundat~onassets
20 tables lllustrat~ngthe d~str~butlon of foundat~onsby s~zegeograph~clocat~ongrant totals and
glvlng Interests
Thorough ~ndexlngof all foundations by subject focus locat~on
and personnel
Glossary of foundation-related
terms

CALL TOLL FREE 800-424-9836
to place credit card orders
or for addhonal informat~on

january 1982

The Foundation Directory
has been recognized for
over 20 years as the
preeminent guide to
private philanthropy. And
because it's published by
The Foundation Center,
the national nonprofit
clearinghouse for grants
information, it's the most
trusted reference work on
corporate, private, and
community foundations
available.
Wlth the threat of federal funding cuts of
over $27 blll~onfrom 1981-84, ~nformatlon on prlvate funding sources w ~ lbe
l
vital to the survival of many nonprofits.
The Foundation Directory prov~descomplete, current informat~onon more
ph~lanthropic
foundations than any other
published source. Order your copy now.
The Foundation Dlrectory. Ed~tion8
ISBN 087954-0429 ISSN 0071-8092 $45
Order from.
The Foundation Center Box 42
888 Seventh Avenue
NewYork, N.Y. 10106
(Prepayment requtred)

73A

The superior serials
management system
that e:valves with your changing needs.
DATALINX for direct access
to computerized Faxon data
bases and files.
LINX SC-10 for on-line check-in
and claiming.
LINX for instantaneous electronic messages and comprehensive,
on-line training.
Get the complete story
on LINX. There's no
competition!
Mail coupon to: Fmon,
15 Southwest Park
Westwood, Massachusetts
02090 USA
Tel: 800-225-6055 (toll-free)
617-329-3350 (collect in Mass.
and Canada)

Faxon
could
have
created

-------------1
I
(
1
I
(
-- ---- 100 yearr help~ngthe world commun~cate

I.ibrary/lnfom,ation
Address
i

t

.

Center
--____--

.

_

State - .-Zip

l'elephone
(
)
plrasr send m e mere information on I.I\X and how
it would work form). library
plrase contact m e to schedule a free no-obligation
1,INX demonstration.

-

-

_-

-

I
I
I
I
I
I
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INSTOCK AND
IN4-6WEEKS

WITH GAYLORD

YOU'RE
"SHIP
FROM
IN FAST
STOCK
COMPANY

If they rely on you to provide the latest, most
up-to-date information available on America's
manufacturers, then you need THOMAS REGISTER
OFAMERICAN MANUFACTURERS 1982.

Only in THOMAS REGISTER will you find:
Every known source for more than 55,000 products and services; all-in-all, more than one million
classified listings; fully indexed.
An alphabetical listing of 115,000 US. manufacturers; complete with addresses, phone numbers,
CableITelex numbers and key management;
headquarters locations and corporate affiliations;
most entries provide information for all divisions
and subsidiaries as well as sales offices and service centers; and new in '82: a more informative
system of asset ratings.
More than 102,000 brand names and trademarks
and the companies owning them.
7,500 pages of prefiled catalogs containing valuable, much needed specification information as
well as performance and availabilitydata.
Thomas' exclusive INBOUND TRAFFIC GUIDE.
Introduced in 1981, ITG provides the data necessary to determine the best mode and carrier for all
inbound shipments.
Only THOMAS REGISTER providesa complete
four-part buying and specifyingsystem:
1. Products & Services
2. Company Profiles
3. Brand Names &Trademarks
4. Prefiled Catalogs

However, THOMAS REGISTER has many varied
uses. For instance:
Sales and Marketing: building prospect lists;
qualifying leads; an aid in planning.
Engineering: illustrationsiphotographs; performance data; detailed specifications.
Credit and Collections: current address and telephone; key management; corporate affiliations.
Production: for design and planning; for
emergency sourcing; to help solve those critical
schedule problems.
Transportation and Shipphg: for selecting mode
and carrier on inbound shipments.
Purchasing: for locating the best qualified
supplies and identifying new suppliers.

More than a million changes and 5,000 new
entries make THOMAS REGISTER 1982the most
complete and up-to-date edition ever published.
Send your order to. . .
Thomas Reaister of American Manufacturers
One Penn Plaza, .
Dept TR-SL
, A
N.V, N.Y 10119.

Now
17 Vdumes
27,000 Paae
in 198211
-.

special libraries

Make
a molehill
out of a
mountain.
There is a way to bmg
order to your world of
information-to put it
to work for vou rather

ground asunmanageable and nonproductive.The answer
is PDS, BRS'sPrivate
Database Service.A
comprehensiveservice

searchable file,

Since ~ioneerina
the PDS sfstemwerthree years ago,we've
enhcmced and refined
it to such a degree
that we have earned
an international
reputdon as the
acknowledged expert.

Corporate~eadguarterj:
702 corporationPark
Scotia.NewYork 12302
Phone:(518) 374501 1

You couldn't ask for

I

I

Minneopou.MiMesta. Philadelphia.F'eMsyivcmia. Alexandria. Virginia
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SCIENCE MEDIA announces a one-day course.. .

SEARCHING THE CHEMICAL LITERATURE
This one-day course is for librarians, practicing chemists,
academicians and students aspiring to improve their
knowledge of library reference materials in chemistry
and to sharpen their searching skills.
Format, content, access routes, and searching techniques are discussed and demonstrated for 4 major
reference works: BEILSTEIN, CHEMICALABSTRACTS,
GMELIN, and the SADTLER LIBRARY and RETRIEVAL
SYSTEMS. The introduction of search topics in discussing each work emphasizes the practical aspects of
literature searching.
The fee for initial registrants is $120.00, additional
attendees from the same organization, $90.00. For information relative to in-house presentations and schedule of courses in Atlanta, Washington, D.C.,
Philadelphia, New York and Boston, please contact John Huley at Science Media.
Future one-day courses include SEARCHING THE LIFE SCIENCE LITERATURE and
SEARCHING THE ENGINEERING LITERATURE.

AUDIOVISUAL PROGRAMS IN THE
INFORlMATION SCIENCE SERIES
FROM SCIENCE MEDIA.. .
A GUIDE TO BElLSTElN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $100.00
A GUIDE TO CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00
A GUIDE TO SEARCHING THE BIOLOGICAL LITERATURE . . . . . .
A GUIDE TO SEARCHING THE ENGINEERING LITERATURE . . . . .

165.00
165.00

THE CARD CATALOG: A USER'S GUIDE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

80.00

Soon to be released. Orders being accepted for
A GUIDE TO GMELIN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $100.00
A GUIDE TO SADTLER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.00
Each program is comprised of visuals in 35 mm slide format, audio cassette(s) and text.
Orders may be placed directly with Science Media, P.O. Box 910, Boca Raton, Florida 33432.
Phone: 3051391-0332.. Prices are FOB, Boca Raton.
Foreign Orders: Add $20.00 to your order for airmail postage and handling. Remittances must
accompany all foreign orders.
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Bowker knowswho's who...

fromart tomusic and politics.
INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
WOMEN COMPOSERS:
Classical and Serious Music
By Aamn Cohen
Eight years in the making, this unprecedented biographical encyclopedia brings together in one volume, the accomplishments of
over 4.000 international women composers of classical and serious
music. from 2450 B.C. to the present. Biographical entries list birth
and death dates, place of birth, education, relevant travels, specializations, all known musical compositions, related publications,
and a list of references. Unique to this volume is documentation of
650 women composers from Eastern Europe-material largely
unknown to the rest of the world.
ISBN 0-8352-1288-2. November 1981. approx. 896 pp
$145.00 (tent.)

WHO'S WHO IN AMERICAN POLITICS
1981-1982 New 8th Edition
Compiled and edited by Jaques Cattell Press
From the President of the U.S.. to countv chairpersons of maior
political
this comprehensive work
biographical.
political, and personal information on 23,000 politically active men
and women. Entries list: full name, party affiliation, birthplace and
date. Darents' names, education, degrees, political and governmental positions, military service, honors, business associations,
and mailing address.
ISBN 0-8352-1368-4. January 1982. approx 1.500 pp. $65.00

WHO'S WHO IN THE ARAB WORLD
1981-1982 New 6th Edition
Published by Publitec Publications, Beirut, and distributed in the
Western Hemisphere by R.R. Bowker
With 5.500 biographies of prominent individuals from 20 Arab
countries, this up-to-date volume is the most comprehensive
information book on the Arab world today Get the personal and
professional facts on Arab leaders in government, journalism.
literature, religion, art, finance, medic~ne,and more. Profiles of
individual nations outline the historic, religious, economic, and
political development of this influential region of the world.
ISBN 2-903188-02-5. 1981. 2,000 pp. $85.00

WHO'S WHO IN AMERICAN ART 1980
14th Edition
Edited by Jaques Cattell Press
This volume is an excellent source for current information-packed
biographies of more than 10,000 living fine artists, arts administrators, historians, critlcs, curators, librarians, and other active professlonals tn Amerlcan vlsual arts. Entries are alphabetical by
surname and contain: professional classification, birthplace and
date, education and training, publications, positions held, honors
and awards, interest or research statement, style and techn~que.
and mailing address.
ISBN 0-8352-1258-0. 1980. 977 pp. $50.00

1 . .

;

ASCAP BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY
4th Edition
Compiled for the American Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers by Jaques Cattell Press
A veritable music world hall of fame, this Impressive compilation
includes 8,200 ASCAP members listed alphabetically with key
information on their major works, personal lives, professional
careers, training, collaborations, publlcatlons and awards
ISBN 0-8352-1283-1. 1980 589 pp. $41.95

Order from R.R. Bowker Company, Order Department, P.O. Box 1807, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106
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SUBJECT ACCESS
AT YOUR

f

Advanced Library Systems Inc., 93 Main Street, Andover, Mass. 01810
SL
I am also interested in the NUC on microfiche.
Please rush me complete information on ALS's Library of Congress Subject Catalog on Micmflche.

;

Name

I
I

1

I
I

I
I
Address

I

I
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The following four contributions were presented as a panel
entitled, "Electronic Library Loan," sponsored by the SLA Networking Committee at the Special Libraries Association Annual
Conference in Atlanta.

Interlibrary Loan
Integrated Environment
Nimira Harjee
Special Libraries, UTLAS, Toronto, Ont.

UTLAS, a bibliographic utility supplying computer
based systems, services, and products t o libraries, is in the
process of developing a fully integrated distributed processing network. The processing power of a large central
computer supports the local mini system by performing
functions not technically possible or economically feasible
on minicomputers. A modular approach t o automation
enables each library t o choose and pay only for those functions as required. CATSS, a fully computerized online
catalog support system, enables clients t o create personal
bibliographic record files. Resource sharing and interlibrary loan is promoted through REFCATSS, a data inquiry
system. Although no formal facility exists for the recording
of ILL activity, an electronic mailbox allows for rapid online
communication.

u

TLAS is a bibliographic utility
that has supplied computerbased systems and services to
libraries since 1973. The University of
Toronto Library was one of the pioneers
in exploring the role of the computer in
library operations.
The library's experience in automation dates back to the early 1960s when
it began participation in a project using
computers in the preparation and publication of a bookform catalog for the
initial library collections of five new
institutions of higher education.
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In 1967 a separate Systems Department within the library was established
and a dedicated computer facility procured. It was stipulated then that the
system to be deviloped should provide
services not only to the University Library but to the library community at
large. During this same period the
University Library also began the conversion of most of its catalog to
machine-readable form, a project that
was completed in 1975.
In 1971, the Systems Department was
reorganized as a separate administra-

tive unit, taking its present name of
UTLAS. In December of that year, it
was announced that an online catalog
support system was being developed,
and interested libraries throughout
Canada were invited to investigate the
applicability of this system to their own
operations.
This system, known as Catalogue
Support System (CATSS), was inaugurated in 1973. Since that time, the network of UTLAS users has expanded
rapidly, stretching from St. John's,
Newfoundland, to Victoria, British
Columbia. UTLAS has more recently attracted clients outside of Canada, as
well. The Rochester Institute of Technology in New York joined the network
in 1980 becoming UTLAS' first international client. An agreement has also
been signed between UTLAS and the

editing or inputting cataloging data into
a private, client-owned file modified to
meet individual local needs and standards. Libraries establish individual files
which represent their own cataloged
collections within the CATSS database.
All automated library functions are
related to this file, and no reinvut or
multiple record creation is necessary. A
wide range of library products for both
public and technical services use, such
as COM catalogs, cards, acquisition
lists and even magnetic tapes for feeding into local systems, may be generated from the client's record file. The
system supports product generation for
individual clients or union products for
a group of clients for the purpose of resource sharing between libraries.
Through the Catalogue Support
System, network libraries may access

After a decade of major reliance on central
bibliographic computer networks, like CATSS, to
serve their automation needs, libraries can now
purchase prepackaged, preprogrammed minicomputer
systems for installation on their own premises.
Maruzen Company of Japan, an 111year old company specializing in the
import of foreign publications. Furthermore, a Memorandum of Understanding between UTLAS and the Research
Libraries Group, Inc. (RLG) has been
released. Since it became a revenuegenerating organization in 1973,
UTLAS has experienced an annual
growth rate of 409'0, a pattern which is
expected to continue.
The Database

CATSS is a fully computerized online
system providing libraries with the
facility to build and maintain useful and
flexible databases. It is at the core of all
UTLAS services and has the primary
function of enabling each client to
create its own file of bibliographic records. This is accomplished by deriving,

catalog information from any of the
machine-readable files of the national
agencies or other participating institutions. Some 200 libraries or librarv consortia currently participate in the
network. Each library builds a machinereadable file of its catalog in MARC
format, complete with local holdings including call numbers, copy and volume
information. Although libraries have
only been cataloging through CATSS
since 1973, many items published before that date have been entered into
the system through retrospective conversions. Extensive backup and maintenance procedures ensure that each file
contains the latest version of all records.
The resulting database, composed of
over 11million "source" and "user" records is an up-to-date union catalog of
the holdines
" of over 600 libraries. All
clients own their own data and may
special libraries

receive copies of their mahe-readable
records upon request. At the same time,
it is possible for clients to share access
to their respective files. Not only does
such sharing accelerate the cataloging
process, it also enables libraries to locate materials held elsewhere, thereby
facilitating interlibrary loan (ILL).
CATSS is accessible world-wide via
low-cost, standard data telecommunications. The system permits dynamic updates of user files and instant online
access. All processing related to CATSS
is carried out on the mainframe since
the large database is required for functions such as searching and verifying.
This bibliographic system is only one
part of UTLAS' network of integrated
library facilities. Also available through
UTLAS is a data inquiry system,
REFCATSS, which can be used for extended reference and ILL searching.
REFCATSS and Interlibrary Loan

As the cost of printed materials skyrockets, libraries increasingly look
toward borrowing and making buying
decisions based on the availability of
materials in other institutions. Libraries have long relied on the exchange of
bibliographic information to facilitate
resource sharing. Historically, the trend
has been a movement from the exchange of printed lists describing individual library holdings to union products, first on paper, then COM, and
now via the online catalog. Using
REFCATSS, the CATSS database can
be accessed for use as a union catalog
via the mainframe computers. Library Collection Management System
(LCMS), on the other hand, can be used
to link the holdings of individual libraries in the form of online catalogs
based on minicomputers linked to
the central system and then routed
to another minicomputer system or
several systems.
All files available in CATSS are available through REFCATSS. This module
offers an online retrieval system satisfying a variety of information needs, such
january 7982

as ILL searches. It allows network participants to have access to records in a
large database. Files in REFCATSS are
created through CATSS and provide access to both source and user files. Access to multiple locations for an item is
available by displaying a single record.
This feature is made possible by linking
records in a participating client's file to
the parent bibliographic records in the
source files. When one of these linked
records is accessed through REFCATSS,
the holdings of all linked records are
displayed. This feature enables users to
find multiple locations of an item
through a single record display. Abbreviated records, which are a subset of the
full MARC record, contain the main entry, title, edition statement, imprint,
collation, local call numbers and
holdings display.
REFCATSS also offers the advantages
provided by the controlled vocabulary
of Library of Congress headings. An
automated authorities system, which
verifies headings in bibliographic records filed through CATSS, helps to ensure that a name or subject searched
through REFCATSS will retrieve all the
items related to that name.
REFCATSS was designed to meet the
needs of public service staff. Apart from
offering an online retrieval system, the
module also satisfies information needs
such as rapid verification of bibliographic information and customized
bibliographies. This is made possible
via the two modes available for searching the database. The precise mode includes numeric search keys such as
ISBN, ISSN, and LCCN. Search keys for
browsing include the author, title, subject, and series which may be searched
precisely or imprecisely. A Boolean
search capacity is also available, and
searching by keywords is planned.
Both the National Library of Canada
and CISTI currently use REFCATSS for
their ILL searching. REFCATSS has provided the impetus for individual libraries to continue reporting their holdings
online rather than forwarding cards to
the National Library (NL). This has
eliminated the need for individual li-

braries to generate separate cards for
NL, as well as the need for NL to file this
large volume of cards.
An electronic mailbox allows CATSS
and REFCATSS users to instantaneously transmit and receive messages
online. Clients use the mailbox facility
for communicating varying kinds of information to network members. Mailbox could also be used to transmit ILL
requests online. ILL activities, apart
from such functions as searching, will
be enhanced at the minicomuuter level
since the mainframe system would not
necessarily be required. The mainframe
computers would continue to support
the central database and only those
functions requiring access to this larger
database.
The Integrated Environment

Five years ago, UTLAS began work
toward creating a fully integrated, distributed processing network. The network is intended to distribute as much
of the data processing and communication activities as is economically advisable to locally situated minicomputers.
Through the minicomputer system, libraries have access to a full range of
automated library services, from cataloging to serials check-in and local
accounting systems. The processing
power of the large, central computer
supports the local minisystem by performing functions not technically possible or economically practical on minicomputers.
Library automation in the 1980s is
evolving toward the use of a fully
integrated distributed processing network. After a decade of major reliance
on central bibliographic computer networks, like CATSS, to serve their automation needs, libraries can now purchase prepackaged, preprogrammed
minicomputer systems for installation
on their own premises.
These minicomputer systems provide
local collection management services,
including circulation control, online
catalogs, aspects of acquisitions pro-

cessing, and serials control, and even
some aspects of cataloging. The minicomputers used in local autonomous
systems possess many of the data storage and record processing capabilities
that were formerly available only on a
large, central computer system. The
processing power is more than adequate to handle the multiple terminals
and hieh
" transaction rates of local library services, such as circulation and
online catalog inquiry, and still maintain an accevtable resuonse time.
Up until now, no one network has
been able to integrate the functions of
the local system- with those of the
central system. Minicomputer vendors
offer systems containing some of the
present functions of the central computer systems, and vendors of the
central computer systems have extended their services to include certain
features of the local systems. UTLAS is
now offering libraries a Local Collection
Management System designed to function either as a stand-alone minicomputer network or as an integral part of
the UTLAS centralized network.
For users of the UTLAS network,
bibliographic records created through
CATSS are automatically added to
LCMS through a synchronized processor called Synchron and are fully maintained. Data entry is done once, and no
parallel input is required. LCMS may
also receive records via magnetic tape
from other systems, or data may be entered directly online into the minicomputer system.
LCMS currently provides three distinct yet compatible local collection
management services: online catalogue
inquiry, circulation control, and collection management and analysis. It was
designed to be fully compatible with
CATSS to provide a fully integrated distributed processing network. Two
additional modules-locallv
oriented
aspects of serials control and order1
acquisitions management-will be offered as part of the LCMS package as
they are completed.
The online catalog is the baseline
service supporting all other LCMS serspecial libraries

vices. It provides the connecting mechanism between the bibliographic description of an item and the status of
that item as a physical entity within a
library collection. The online catalog
offers features such as browsing cap&
bility, Boolean operators, imprecise
data entry, and natural language keys to
enhance searching capability.
UTLAS fully supports the exchange of
machine-readable records between different systems through its magnetic
tape services. In addition direct
computer-to-computer links are currently being analyzed as well. Providing communication links between
LCMS minicomputers is part of the
long-range development plan. UTLAS
also expects to be able to connect the
mini-computer to its central computers
and thereby transfer some of the present functions to the mini-system.
Summary

As part of its philosophy of providing
a flexible system, UTLAS is dedicated to
developing a fully integrated distributed processing network. Clients may
take a modular approach to automation
choosing only those functions they
wish to use, with the option of expanding online activities as the system matures. Modules such as REFCATSS are
developed to fit into the total picture of
an integrated system. Only those functions requiring access to the central
database will be supported on the
central system in Toronto. Micro and
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minicomputers will be able to handle all
functions at the local level in individual
libraries under their control. Functions
such as ILL activities will also be carried
out and recorded effectively with the
hookup of one minicomputer to
another. Statistical and other management data will be generated at the local
level to help areas such as collection
development.
Online catalogs will be able to
provide libraries with a versatility and
flexibility not possible with the more
static fixed card, COM, and bookform
catalogs. The trend toward library automation will dramatically affect ILL procedures and workflow.
The evolution from reliance on union
card catalogs and then printed union
lists and union lists on COM to the new
reliance on centralized online union
files or databases like CATSS for ILL
will continue further, with the aid
of minicomputers, to a decentralized
linked system. ILL functions, such as
verification of requests, will continue to
be improved, both in terms of speed as
well as the handling of ILL traffic and
the processing of requests, as ILL transactions continue to be developed centrally and decentrally.

Received for review A p r 21, 1981. Manuscript accepted for publication O c t 30,
1981.
Nimira Harjee is manager, Special
Libraries, UTLAS, Toronto, Ont.

Impact of an Online
circulation System on
Interlibrary Services
Danuta A. Nitecki
Illinois Research and Reference Center, University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, 111. 61801
The effect of using an online circulation system for interlibrary loans at an academic library is discussed from three
perspectives. The administrative impact is t o change
workflow and improve quality of service. The pragmatic
impact is expressed in the perceived relation of local and
off-campus users. The conceptual impact is viewed in
terms of changing attitudes toward services and potential
cooperative collection development.

T

HE Library Computer System
(LCS) used at the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
(UIUC) has significantly influenced interlibrary services. The impact can be
described from three perspectives: the
administrative, the pragmatic, and
the conceptual impact. The administrative effect of LCS can be measured
quantitatively in terms of workflow and
quality of service. The pragmatic impact
is expressed by perceptions concerning
the relation between local users and offcampus clients. The conceptual impact
may be seen in the speculations about
future developments. Before discussing
the impact of this automated system, a
brief description of the UIUC Library's

6

involvement with resource sharing and
the basic components of LCS seems appropriate. The on-campus use of LCS
will not be addressed here.
Background
The UIUC Library, with over six million volumes, is the country's fifth
largest library. It is also the fourth most
active interlibrary lender among research libraries (1). This heavy activity
in interlibrary services is in large part a
result of the library's role as one of four
research and reference centers participating in the Illinois Library and Information Network (ILLINET), a multitype library system. State-appropriated
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funds received in payment for network
services not only pay for operating costs
of interlibrary services but also provide
funds for collection development and
for service improvements. One service
development which was strongly supported by state revenue was the conversion of the Library's shelflist into
machine-readable form in order to use
this database for local and statewide circulation by adoption of LCS.
Organizationally, the interlibrary services at the UIUC Library which
provide off-campus access to the collection are primarily conducted by the Illinois Research & Reference Center. In
FY 1980, 116,908 interlibrary loan and
photo requests were received, approximately 70% of which were for Illinois residents. Requests are received
through LCS, OCLC-ILL subsystem,
teletypewriter, U.S. mail, and via a
statewide library delivery system. The
fill rate was 66% with 42,080 titles
loaned and 33,490 photo orders sent for
off-campus users. The Center's service
goal of completing a request within one
day of its receipt has been met for about
75% of filled loans during periods of full
staffing. The year's average response
time was around 45% within one day,
and the vast majority were filled within
two days.

LCS
The Library Computer System (LCS)
incorporates software originally designed at Ohio State University and
modified for use at the UIUC Library in
December 1978. The system is run on a
university computer in Chicago and can
be accessed through hard-wired dedicated terminals or through use of a telephone dial-up port.
Data on the holdings and current
circulation status of the collections at
the Urbana campus, as well as at the
other University of Illinois locations in
Chicago, Rockford and Peoria, are available online to users at all locations. In
addition, during FY 1980, 14 academic
libraries* throughout the state converted their holdings and circulation
january 1982

records to LCS with an agreed commitment to provide access to their collections to other LCS participants in the
state on a basis equal to their local clientele. A faculty member at one campus
has the same borrowing privileges as
his counterpart at another institution
using LCS.
The combined databases of all these
participants contain approximately 4.7
million bibliographic records online,
representing approximately 7.5 million
volumes. At the UIUC Library, the
bibliographic portion of the file was
created by converting the shelflist to
machine-readable form. It is updated
from OCLC archival tapes where all
titles added to the collection are cataloged.
LCS offers access both to an abbreviated citation of the Library's holdings, retrievable by author, title or call
number, and also to the current circulation information, including loan
period, due date, and user identification for each copy of items in use. (User
identification is confidential and is displayed only on terminals available to
UIUC Library staff.) Thus a user can
determine within seconds whether or
not a copy of a needed item is owned by
the Library, and whether it is in use, on
class reserve, at the bindery, or formally
declared missing. Since May 1981,
items on order at UIUC have also been
included in the database. Presently,
each participant's holdings are maintained on separate databases, and retrieval requires indication of which file
is being searched. Each hard-wired terminal has a default database with which
it is associated.
"The LCS participating libraries are Catholic
Theological Union, Chicago State University,
DePaul University, Governors' State University, Illinois Institute of Technology, Illinois State University, Judson College,
Kankakee Community College, Lake Forest
College, Milliken University, Northern Illinois
University. St. Xavier College, Sangamon
State University, Triton College, and the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Chicago Circle, Medical Centers at Chicago,
Rockford and Peoria.

Interlibrary Loan Use of LCS

Staff at the Illinois Research and
Reference Center (IRRC) began using
LCS locally soon after it was operational
at UIUC in December 1978 to search for
holdings and, whenever possible, to
enter circulation charges by use of fabricated user identification numbers.
Such numbers were assigned for each
ILLINET library and entered with an
address for delivery into the system's
user file. In addition, numbers were assigned to identify requests received
through the OCLC Interlibrary Loan
subsystem or from non-network libraries which are not in the user file.
A major extension of this system occurred during the latter half of 1979.
A dedicated terminal wired into the
LCS system was installed in each of 18
ILLINET system headquarters and in
the State Library. This provides system
staff with the ability to search the UIUC
Library holdings and, when a needed
item is found and a copy is available, to
charge it on the same remote terminal.
The loan is charged to the borrowing
library using the appropriate identification numbers entered in the user file.
Such a charge instantly generates a
pageslip on a print terminal in the
IRRC, identifying the requested item
by call number and brief citation, the
requesting library to which it should be
delivered, and the automatically assigned due date. The IRRC pageslip is
then used as the interlibrary loan
request form. These slips are placed in
sorters for retrieval, thereby eliminating search and charging steps for the
IRRC staff. If a wait for an item in-use is
acceptable, the requesting ILLINET
library may recall it by use of a "save"
command; upon return of the loan a
"prior save" pageslip is automatically
generated to initiate a new interlibrary
loan request.
The next major development in the
use of LCS for interlibrary services occurred in 1980 when the other libraries
which had adapted LCS for their local
circulation were able remotely to charge
from each other as well as from UIUC.

Such charges on LCS use the identification number of individual clients,
rather than fabricated numbers identifying off-campus libraries. The responsibility for the loan of remote materials
among the LCS participating libraries
thus rests with the individual client for
whom the transaction is processed,
rather than with the borrowing library
as in traditional interlibrary loan arrangements. Remote charges on LCS for
materials at the UIUC Library generate
two pageslips in the same manner as
requests from the ILLINET system
headquarter terminals.
At present, such remote charging
may only be performed for loans of
monographs. There is as yet no efficient
way to transmit on LCS all the data
needed to identify both the cataloged
bibliographic information as well as the
specific volume, article, and pages composing a photocopy order. However,
work has begun to develop the
message-sending capability of LCS to
transmit photocopy requests.
Administrative Impact of LCS

The administrative impact of LCS on
interlibrary operations is most noticeable in the areas of managing workflow,
speed of service, and volume of activities. Several tasks inherent in processing traditional interlibrary loans have
been eliminated by use of the online
circulation system. Previous delays in
communicating requests and replies
have been greatly reduced. As a consequence of this combined ease of use and
improved quality of service, volume has
significantly increased.
Use of LCS by the requesting library
staff eliminates the need to verify titles,
to search lists of holdings for locations,
and to type interlibrary loan request
forms for items found to be available on
LCS. Immediate awareness, in most
cases, of items which are not available
because they are not owned, in-use, or
non-circulating also helps staff plan for
their requesting strategy in two ways.
Nonavailable items can be located elsewhere more quickly, since the waiting
special libraries

time for the negative reply has been
virtually eliminated for most requests.
In some cases, the UIUC Library copy of
a needed item is the only one located.
Information on the reason for nonavailability, especially when accompanied
by an expected return (due) date, gives
the staff a better idea when to resubmit
the order. Improved speed of document
delivery is also a key service improvement resulting from use of LCS. The
UIUC Library now sends an average of
15% of its loans on the same day of receipt, around 50% within one day, and
over 70% within two days.
Workflow

From the lending perspective, LCS
has had a significant impact on IRRC
staffing and workflow. LCS-generated
requests do not require staff time to
open envelopes, print lengthy OCLCILL requests, search bibliographic tools
for local call numbers. comvlete circulation charge records, or notify the
requesting library of in-use and noncirculating:
" items. Since the online circulation system monitors due dates and
automaticallv, generates
overdue and re"
call notices, the staff time needed to retain a separate circulation file has been
reduced by about 70%.

retrieval of the increased volume of
loans. Staff time required to prepare
the items for loans and final delivery
has not substantially increased. (An
intrastate library delivery service in
operation since September 1980 has
contributed to the ease and speed of
physically transporting loans to offcampus locations within Illinois.)
The activities among the LCS participating libraries have quickly risen to
noticeable levels. During the month of
February 1981, for example, 11,785
charges were initiated on LCS among
participating libraries for materials
available at other locations. This figure
represents 4.4% of the total volume of
all LCS circulation transactions during
the month (268,085). (The figure does
not incorporate an additional 6,478
requests initiated by staff handling interlibrary loan requests from other libraries for materials available at UIUC.)
At the UIUC Library, LCS-generated
loans during the latter half of 1980 constituted approximately 37% of all interlibrary requests received; in recent
months this percentage has risen to
47%. Loans sent to other LCSparticipating libraries make up approximately 12% of all interlibrary loans
sent by the IRRC.

Volume of Operations

Pragmatic Impact

A precise measurement of the actual
savings in staff time is difficult to gauge
since some reduction in required tasks
has been quickly offset by increased
volume of operations. For example, the
number of requests received increased
27% during the first year after dedicated terminals were installed in the
ILLINET system headquarters (1980).
During the six months prior to January
1980, the average increase over comparable months in 1979 was only 23%. The
number of filled requests for the first
year rose by 106% compared to the previous year. Thus more requests are received, but more needed items can be
supplied. The increase in clerical staffapproximately 20% (2FTE)-has been
used almost exclusively for the physical

Some questions concerning the relationship between local and remote
users bring attention to the pragmatic,
perceived impact of LCS on interlibrary
services. A long tradition of emphasizing the research scope of the UIUC Library collection is also accompanied by
a possessive attitude among many of
the Library's primary users. The commitment to share the Library's resources on an equal basis with other
LCS participating libraries, and with
any other library with interlibrary loan
access, presents to some an uneasy
threat to the security of a locally available collection. Some users anticipate
the dispersion of the Library's collection and fear that items needed by the
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local academic community will become
unavailable.
A similar concern about the relationship between local and remote users is
noticeable in staff attitudes toward LCS
charges. Not infrequently, manual
manipulation of loan charges will give
preference to local users, e.g., placing
saves for local users above those for offcampus users for items in use.
Preliminary investigations on the
overlap of user needs among local and
remote users show a low shared interest. A study conducted in 1980 used two
approaches to estimate the overlap (2).
One approach was to examine interlibrary loan transactions initiated by
off-campus libraries which were not
filled during the months of January
through March 1980. Of the 33,771
requests processed during this threemonth period, 716 (or only 2.1%) were
not filled because all copies were in use
at the time of the request.
One drawback in determining accurate overlap in this approach is that
availability of information on the current circulation status of items through
use of LCS reduces the number of
requests for items in use. LCS participating libraries and ILLINET system libraries with access to LCS have been
encouraged not to submit requests for
such items. The estimates largely reflect
requests received by alternate channels.
The second approach used to estimate
the overlap of usage by local and remote
users involves checking a sample of
items previously loaned to off-campus
clients in two months to determine how
many were currently charged to a local
user. The sample was limited to loans
originally charged on LCS and sent on
either December 11or January 11, 1980.
Each title in this sample was searched
on LCS on April 8, 1980, to see if the
item was presently charged to a local
UIUC user. Of the 286 titles searched,
only 32 (11.1%) were unavailable
because they were locally in use and no
other copy was available four or five
months later.
One difficulty with this approach is
the time delay between the two de-

mands on the items tested. It is certainly not conclusive if there was a
simultaneous demand for the item, or if
the recurring demand did not pose any
inconvenience to local users. The estimates suggest, however, that nearly
90% of the items sent for off-campus
use are not needed locally several
months later. The low overlap on use
suggests that local and remote demands
are placed on different portions of the
collection.
LCS may not be the cause for a greater
sensitivity to the relation between these
two user interests, but it has made the
issue more visible. For example, terminals used to search for needed items
display which charges are to off-campus
clients.
What seems to be needed is promotion among local users of the reciprocal
advantages of resource sharing. The library's inability to meet all its user's
needs through its collection must be explained to local users. The use of an
automated circulation system, such as
LCS, for resource sharing accents the
need for such user orientation. It also
can be the tool to facilitate the educational process. For UIUC clients, 1,826
charges for off-campus materials were
initiated on LCS during February 1981
and an additional 1,496 traditional
interlibrary loans were processed. The
improved speed and ease of obtaining
items from remote locations by use of
LCS can reduce the perceived distance
of materials not held locally and thereby
clear away some of the psychological
barriers associated with interlibrary
loans. Without further promotion, the
benefits of automated access may be too
subtle for many users to perceive.
Conceptual Impact

The use of an online circulation
system as a channel of communication
for interlibrary loans poses a few theoretical questions concerning the future
development of interlibrary services.
The technical ability to be instantly
aware of the remote location, as well as
the current availability, of needed items
special libraries

will significantly increase the viability
of resource sharing. Collection development policies should be modified to
reflect both remote availability of less
frequently needed items, as well as responsibilities for maintaining unique
resources. Cooperative collection development can more easily become a reality as the mechanism for identifying
holdings and user demands improves
with online circulation records.
Improved attitudes toward shared
collection development responsibilities, coupled with service policies based
on equal circulation privileges for users,
suggest a new concept in interlibrary
lending. No longer should ILL be
viewed restrictively as a privilege for
researchers; rather, it may become a
dynamic support vehicle for circulation.
Policy questions about the ownership
of materials among the library participants may be raised as materials are
transported on demand to user locations with location monitors maintained online and available to any other
potential user.
This more liberal concept of interlibrary loan can exist only once equity is
established. Each participant in such arrangements must be able to balance
benefits with investments. This balance
need not be measured in the traditional
ILL concept of a shared trade-off of borrowing and lending materials. Benefits
contributing to a perception of equity
may take the form, for example, of more
selective acquisition, financial support,
political leverage, or service commitments that are helpful for obtaining
grants. An appraisal of local investments needs to consider such factors as

staff, equipment, and wear on materials. If the required investments are
satisfactorily balanced by the benefits of
participation in a resource-sharing arrangement facilitated by an online circulation system, then the process will
ultimately benefit the library users.
Summary

Library managers who plan to use an
online circulation system for ILL would
do well to observe three rules: 1)monitor the administrative impact of the use
of the technology and meet the predictable shifts in workflow and volume
in order to fully expand the quality of
service; 2) anticipate resistance among
staff and users who may perceive a conflict in interest between local and
remote users' needs-a
program of
orientation seems inevitable; and 3) expand local resources through cooperative collection development and improved access to information through
an online circulation record.
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Electronic Interlibrary
Loan in the OCLC Library
A Study of Its Effectiveness
Ann T. Dodson, Paul P. Philbin, and
Kunj B. Rastogi
OCLC Library, OCLC, Inc., Dublin, Ohio 43017

Electronic interlibrary loan has the potential t o change
resource sharing among libraries dramatically. To evaluate
its impact, data were collected on 509 borrowing transactions from one special library, the OCLC Library; these
transactions were processed through the OCLC Interlibrary Loan Subsystem. The following interlibrary loan
parameters were analyzed: verification of bibliographic information and holding location, number of libraries queried t o fill requests, and elapsed time until requests were
shipped and received. The results showed that electronic
interlibrary loan via the OCLC subsystem is effective i n
terms of verification, fill rate, and elapsed time periods.
These measures of effectiveness are particularly important
t o special libraries, which usually are net borrowers.

R

ESOURCE SHARING among
libraries has taken a giant step
forward with the advent of electronic interlibrary loan (ILL). Over the
years, librarians have mailed the traditional ALA interlibrary loan forms and
have sent messages via various telecommunications systems to process borrowing and lending transactions. The
supporting bibliographic tools for verification have been the National Union
Catalog and New Serial Titles, or local
versions of such compilations. Now an
online shared catalog, coupled with its

12

appended location information and a
means of transmitting data, places libraries online to one another for increased service capability.
The purpose of this study is to
examine the performance of an electronic interlibrary loan system, namely
the OCLC Interlibrary Loan Subsystem,
for processing ILL requests in a special
library-the
OCLC Library. Data on
verification, fill rate, and elapsed time
periods were analyzed to determine the
effectiveness of the system in borrowing both monographic and serial items.
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The professional literature includes
descriptions of the OCLC ILL Subsystem, reports on increased ILL volume and shifting lending patterns, and
comments on use of the svstem including needed enhancements (1-7).
Comparisons of the OCLC ILL System
with another system are available, as
well as descriptions of other ILL
systems (8-11). studies analyzing processing features, however, are limited.
In one study of the total use of the
OCLC Interlibrary Loan Subsystem,
data from 80,000 requests during a
nine-week period were analyzed (12).
The generalized results show online
verification of 91% of the requests, a
97% fill rate, and an average elapsed
time of 13 davs between reauest date
and received date. In comparison, this
library-specific study shows 99% verification, an 88O/0 fill rate, and an average
elapsed time of 11.5 days. The results
Figure 1. Comparisons between Library Specific Use and Total Use of
the OCLCllLL Subsystem."

'erage
apred Tim

"Data for total use of the OCLCIILL Subsystem are taken from Neal K. Kaske, Kunj B.
Rastogi, a n d F.G. KilgourIOCLC Interlibrary
Loan Subsystem (to be published).
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of these two studies are compared in
Figure 1.
Statistics comparing the OCLC ILL
Subsystem and the New York State Interlibrary Loan (NYSILL) system also
have been reported (11). For monographic requests, the OCLC subsystem
was reported to be better and faster
with a 92% fill rate in an average delivery time of 8.8 days compared to a
55% fill rate in 15.5 days for NYSILL.
However, for serial items, NYSILL
achieved a 94% fill rate in 7.4 days in
contrast to 84% in 8.6 days for the
OCLC subsystem. The extensive union
lists available in New York State probably account for the NYSILL higher rate
of success in handling ILL requests for
serial items.
Finally, a cost study comparing the
OCLC subsystem with alternative communications systems is under way in
Florida (13). Preliminary results have
been announced, but the final report on
this comparison is expected by June 30
of this year (14).
Description of the OCLC Library

The OCLC Library functions as a
special library charged with the responsibility of providing information resources and information services to
support the planning, development, research, and professional activities of the
OCLC staff. The library was established
in 1977 with a staff of one professional
information specialist and a collection
of approximately 200 miscellaneous
volumes stored in various locations
throughout the organization. As of May
1981, the library collection had increased to approximately 4,500 monographic volumes and 525 serial titles;
the staff had grown to four professional
librarians and two assistants.
The collection in the OCLC Library
has been developed in four principal
subject areas: library science, information science, computer science and
engineering, and management. The library science area is the most comprehensive and includes standard works,
as well as publications on highly spe-

cialized topics such as a collection on
library networks and networking. The
information science area is particularly
strong in information storage and retrieval systems, abstracting and indexing services, machine-readable bibliographic data, and online bibliographic
searching. The computer science and
engineering holdings are substantial in
electronic data processing, programming, and telecommunications and
are up-to-date in specialized areas
such as networking, intelligent terminals, minicomputers, microprocessors, memory and storage systems, and
distributed processing.
The most recently developed area incorporates a broad range of management materials and information in specific areas of business such as marketing, cost accounting, budgeting, and
statistics. Finally, along with materials
in these four principal areas, the library
has a growing reference collection of
general and specialized items. A more
detailed description of the collection is
available in a paper presented at the
1980 Annual Conference of Special Libraries Association (15).

The majority of the holdings in the
OCLC Library carry a publication date
of 1975 or later. The outstanding exception is the back files of serials in the
library science area. As a result, for
materials outside the specialized collection, borrowing is necessary for both
subject and date range. However, within the specialty, lending is feasible (16).
Today, the OCLC Library remains a
net borrower. Cooperation from Columbus-area resources during the
initial period of collection development
was the lifeline in handling the information requests and needs of the OCLC
staff. As the collection grew, ILL borrowing decreased somewhat, but it is
still an important method for acquiring
information.
Methodology

To determine the performance of the
OCLCIILL Subsystem in handling ILL
transactions, data were collected only
on borrowing transactions. Over a
seven-month period, from September
1980 through March 1981, 509 requests
to borrow library materials for the
OCLC Library were processed on the

Figure 2. Bibliographic Record from the OCLC Online Union Catalog.
NO HOU)INGS I N K C - FOR HOU)INGS Mm7 dh DEPRESS DISPLClY KCD SEND
OCLC:5219348
Recstat:cbtrd:798786
Used: 818428
Type: a Blb I v l : m Govt pub: Lang: eng Source: I l l u s : a
Repr: b c l v l : Conf pub: 0 C t r y : mauDat tp: sN/F/B: 10
Indx: 1 Hod rec: Festschr: 0 Cont: b
Desc: 1 I n t I v l : Dates: 1%0,
1 010
79-17627
d OCL
DLC c DLC d I.C.
2040
3 828
6876268165
4 050 0 QR76.6 b .5543
5 682
861.W4A19
OCCL
6 049
7 1BB 10 Shnelderman, Ben. w cn
8 245 10 Software psychology : b human factors i n conputer and ~ n f o r m t i o n
slystems c Een Ylne~derman.
Cambridge, Mass. : b Wmthrop Publishers, c clq80.
Q 260
Y J , 320 p. : b 111. : c 24 cm.
1C 300
1; 4'30 0 Wlnthrop computer systems s e r l e j
12 564
Blbllography: p. 282-382.
13 500
Includes indexes.
14 650 0 E l e c t r o n ~ cd ~ g l t a lcomputers x P r o g r a n m g x Psychological
aspects.
14
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Figure 3. ILL Record.
IU: 1264987 Borrower: OCC
ReqDate: 816365
Status: RENEWll OK
*OCLC:
5219348 Needlefore: 818484 RecDate: 810318
RenewalReq: 8 1 0 4 3
Lender: OCO,*CSU,FY(R,KSU, TOL
DueDate: 810410
NewDueDate: 810510
1 m:
-2
RUTHOR: Shneiderman, Ben. cn
-3
TITLE: Software psychology : human factors i n conputer and information
system /
*4
EDITION:
-5
IPPRINT: Cambridge, h s s . : Winthrop Publishers, ~ 1 9 8 8 .
6 FIRTICLE:
NO:
MTE:
MS:
7 va:
-8
VERIFIED: OCLC
9 PFITRON: ch32
18 SHIP TO: IU/OCLC Library4.0. Box iTm/Dublin, OH 43917
11 BILL TO: Same
CCPYRT COMPLIWX:
12 SHIP VIFI: Library r a t e
MXCOST: $5
13 BORROWING NOTES: obs also
14 LENDING CMRGES:
DATE SHIPPED: 810310 SHIP INWKYJCE:
15 LENDING RESTRICTIONS:
16 LENDING NOTES:
17 RETURN TO: ill/csu
1s mVICI:
NOTE:*

indicates the fields automatically transferred from the online
bibliographic record to the ILL workform.

OCLCIILL Subsystem. For each transaction, the following data were recorded:
1. Type of material requested (monograph or serial);
2. Date of request;
3. Online bibliographic verification
(yes or no);
4. Online holding institution verification (yes or no);
5. Date of shipment if supplied by
the lending library;
6. Date of receipt;
7. Position of lending library in
Lender string (1 . . . 5);
8. Unfilled requests (number).
An important aspect in processing
these transactions was the selection of
five potential lending institutions for
the Lender string. Following the guidelines in the Model Interlibrary Loan
Code for Regional, State, Local, or
Other Special Groups of Libraries (17),
selection was based on using the resources of local, state, andlor regional
libraries. If the requested materials
were not verified at a regional location,
the OCLC Library then would send
january 1982

requests outside of its region (Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia) in compliance with the National Interlibrary
Loan Code 1980 (18).
The data collected were for verification, fill rate, and elapsed time periods for both monographic and serial
requests. Verification of bibliographic
information was defined as the availability of a record in the OCLC Online
Union Catalog from which to create an
ILL request (see Figures 2 and 3). On the
other hand, verification of holding
institutions is the availability of holding symbols, other than for the Library
of Congress, as appended to the bibliographic record (see Figure 4). Fill rate is
defined as the proportion of requests
satisfied by any of the five potential
lending libraries, symbols for which are
entered on the ILL request. Data on unfilled requests were obtained from information in the ILL Message Waiting
File (19).
he elapsed time periods are twofold:
1. The time between date of request

Figure 4. Institutional Holding Symbols as Appended to a Bibliographic Record
from the OCLC Online Union Catalog.

P E G I W LOCClTIONS - FOR OTHER MILDINGS DISPLAYS ENTER dhg, dhs, dha, OR dh,
C
ENTER bib, DISPLRY RCD, SEND
DISPWY RCD, YND; FOR B I B L I ~ I RECORD
STnTE
IN
OH

LOCATIONS
IBS I11 IK IPL ITS ITU IU
KEU KUK
EEM MW M) M EYR EYW EZC
CKR BGU CIN CLE CSU CTI OR KSU MIFl MZN OCO KO W OSU OWJ OXB SLC TOL

f'i
WV

YNG
PBUXCPm:PMIml
WMI

KY

MI

and date of shipment from the
lending library and
2. The time between date of request
and date of receipt by the borrowing library.
The date of request, the date of shipment andlor the date of receipt, and
weekend days were included in counting the number of days for time
elapsed.
Results
Verification
Online verification of bibliographic
information and holding institutions
for the ILL requests processed was
significant. The results of analyzing the
verification procedure are presented in
Table 1. The 509 requests processed

were distributed almost evenlv between monographic and serial items.
For 95.3% of monographic, serial, as
well as total requests, a record was
found in the OCLC Online Union Catalog for bibliographic verification. From
each record an ILL request was created.
Bibliographic verification was for the
monograph or serial title, not for the
specific serial issue or the article within
the serial. Of the 95.3% of requests so
verified, 98.8% had one or more holding institutions noted.
These verification results confirm
Susan K. Martin's statement: "Much of
the guesswork has been taken out of the
ILL transaction" (3). No longer do librarians need to guess that the nearest
large research library is the best source
for a needed item. Instead, successful

Table 1. Online Verification of Interlibrary Loan Requests.

Type o f ILL
Requests

n
S e r i a1 s
Monographs
Total

1

254
255
509

Number o f
Requests Having
Online B i b l i o g r a p h i c
Verification
(S 1
242
(95.3)
243
(95.3)

485
(95.3)

n

1242
485

Number o f
Requests Having
Online Holding I n s t i t u t i o n
Verification
(S)

1
3

237
(97.9)
242
(99.6)
479
(98.81

n = number of items analyzed in each group,
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Table 2. Fill Rate for Interlibrary Loan Requests.
Requests F i l l e d Not Having
On1 i n e B i b l i o g r a p h i c
Verification

Requests F i l l e d Having
On1 i n e B i b l i o g r a p h i c
Verification

Type o f
ILL requests

I
Overall

I
1

Serials
(n, ~ 2 5 4 )
Monographs
(n, -255)
Total
(N

~509)

n, = number of ILL requests for serial items; n,
N = total number of ILL requests.

=

number of ILL requests for monographic items;

Table 3. Interlibrary Loan Requests Filled by Position of Library in Lender String.
Requests F i l l e b *

I1

Position of
Library I n
Lender S t r i n g

I1

I

Serials

Overall

I
I

S

1

Cumul a t i v e

Cumulative

30.4

79.7

11.1

90.8

6.4

97.2

Cumulative

* 92.7
100.0

*Only f i l l e d requests were considered.

verification can change ILL traffic so
that more and smaller libraries will
be able to participate in the lending of
resources.
Fill Rate

The fill rate for ILL requests reached
88.4%, as shown in Table 2. Consider-

ing the specialized materials requested,
this fill rate compares well with the 97%
reported in the study of the total use of
the OCLC ILL Subsystem (12).
The fill rate for serials with bibliographic verification was higher than for
monographs. Although holdings of the
january 7982

serial title were verified, the requests
were for a photocopy of an article within the serial. The OCLC Online Union
Catalog does not accommodate verification of holdings at the issue level or include titles of serial articles. In this
study, detailed verification was not
needed for the successful completion of
the transaction.
Of the filled ILL requests, 57.1% were
satisfied by the first library in the
Lender string and 25.1% by the second
library. Indeed, 92.7% of the filled
requests were from one of the first three
libraries entered in the Lender string.
As shown in Table 3, the percentage of

To fill a serial request, the average
number of libraries queried was 1.58,
compared with 1.83 for a monographic
request.

requests satisfied by the first library
was higher for serials (64.4%) than for
monographs (49.3%). The general availability of serials for photocopying the
requested material is probably a result
of policies not to loan or circulate them
which accounts for their higher fill rate
at the first library.
Following the selection procedure described earlier for the potential lending
institutions, 76.5% of the ILL requests
in the study were filled by Ohio libraries. Regional libraries, including those
in Ohio, satisfied 87.2%. Only 12.8% of
the requests were filled from institutions outside the region.
The average number of libraries queried to satisfy an ILL request was 1.70.

Elapsed Time

The average elapsed time between
the date of the ILL request and the date
of shipment was 5.3 days; between the
date of request and the date of receipt,
11.6 days. The data on elapsed times are
presented in Table 4. Since date of shipment is not a required data element in
the OCLC ILL Subsystem, this information often is not available as noted by
the reduced number of requests in this
table. Thus, even though the data may

Table 4. Elapsed Time for Interlibrary Loan Requests.

I Request Date to Shipped Date
I

Type of
I L L Request
Serials
Monographs
Total

I,

1

179

Request Date to Received Date
I

I

Number of
Requests Filled

Average Number
of Elapsed Days**

Number
of Requests*

1

I

Average Number
of Elapsed Days**

1

5.7

!

233

1

11.7

I

1

5.1

1

450

1

11.6

1

203
382

* Number of requests with shipped data ava~lablein ILL record.
** Includes day of request, day shippedlreceived, and weekends

Figure 5. Elapsed Time Segments for an ILL Transaction.

Processing Time

78

Del ivery Time
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be slightly incomplete, the indication is
that the elapsed time between date of
shipment and date of receipt, or the
delivery time, more than equals the
processing time.
The average elapsed time between
the date of request and date of shipment
was 5.7 days for serials as compared
with 4.9 days for monographs. Locating
the specific article requested and photocopying may account for the disparity.
On the other hand, the average elapsed
time between date of shipme& andhate
of receipt was 6 days for serials as compared with 6.6 days for monographs.
This difference may be attributed to
mailing photocopies of serial articles by
first-class mail versus monographs at library rate. These times are depicted
graphically in Figure 5.
Finally, the average elapsed time between date of request and date of receipt was 11.6 days in comparison with
13.3 days reported in the study of the
total use of the OCLClILL Subsystem
(12 ). The emphasis on regional borrowing in this library-specific study may
account for the faster completion time.
Findings

The findings of this study have confirmed the effectiveness of electronic
interlibrary loan for special libraries for
the following reasons:

An online union catalog providing
over 95% verification of bibliographic information and holding
institutions is a powerful tool for initiating ILL requests.
The high fill rate for ILL requests
(88%) achieved after contactin
minimum number of libraries
1.7) attests to the effectiveness of the
system.

(g =a

A high fill rate for photocopies of articles in serial issues can be achieved
with verification at only the serial
title level.

The average elapsed time for processing an electronic ILL transaction
is about one working week (5.3
days); delivery of the item takes an
additional working week.
Implications

The findings suggest the following
implications:
The successful verification and fill
rate for ILL requests points to
increased resource-sharing possibilities.
The average elapsed time achieved
(11.6 days) for processing an ILL
request within a defined area should
encourage regional cooperation.
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Interlibrary Loan in a
Network Environment
The Good and the Bad News
Dorothy W. Russell
Associate Director, PALINET and Union Library
Catalogue of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa. 19104
Five major factors inhibiting interlibrary loan in the
PALINET network are described. These include the different bibliographic utilities serving the same area; different
means of transmitting requests; and the lack of a comprehensive ILL policy and delivery system. Factors encouraging interlibrary loan are the growing number of OCLC
libraries and ILL users; the expanding OCLC online catalog;
and the lines of communication that form in a maturing
network. Special libraries account for 16% of PALINET's
membership, and their generally successful experience
with the OCLC ILL subsystem are illustrated.

A

proverb from the Bible is particularly appropriate to the subject of interlibrary loan: "The
borrower is servant to the lender." To
this could be added that the network
coordinator is a slave to them both.
This insight has been gained through
the author's role in the Pennsylvania
Area Library Network (PALINET).
PALINET has offices in Philadelphia,
Pa. Two hundred sixty-five libraries
from eastern and central Pennsylvania,
New Jersey, Maryland and Delaware are
members. PALINET owes its existence
to the needs of interlibrary loan librarians. In the early 1930s PALINET's
parent organization, the Union Library
Catalogue of Pennsylvania, was formed
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and from that time until 1974 a union
card catalog was built which eventually
grew to include about 5 million entries.
This catalog served as the basis for a
location referral service that is still continuing. The card file itself was closed
when it became too expensive to maintain, and the union catalog function became somewhat redundant with the
phenomenal growth of OCLC. The catalog was microfilmed and sold to major
libraries in the area. The 70 libraries
which still subscribe to the location service are those which have no access to
the microfilm and no access to OCLC.
Of PALINET's 189 OCLC-member libraries, 158 own their own OCLC terminals, 11 share OCLC terminals at
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neighboring institutions, and 19 use inhouse dial access terminals. For all of
these libraries, PALINET provides the
usual network services: training, documentation, consultation, and general
support services. OCLC is usually their
first introduction to automation.
PALINET is the first OCLC-affiliated
network to accept a for-profit special library as a member; it required a special
ruling from the IRS when Bell Telephone Laboratories in Holmdel, N.J.
joined in 1976. Since that time 32 other
special libraries have joined PALINET.
To the best of the author's knowledge,
except for FEDLINK, this 16% represents one of the highest percentages of
special libraries in overall network
membership.
Interlibrary loan in this kind of network environment can best be discussed from the perspective of good
newslbad news because so much of
what exists reveals this dichotomy. In
addition, it is optimistic to view things
in this light because so much of the bad
news is changing for the good.
Inhibiting Factors

There are five major headlines in the
bad news broadside; five major factors
working against perfect interlibrary
loan in the PALINET region:
Not all libraries belong to the same
bibliographic network.
Not all libraries choose to use the
same form of transmission for interlibrary loan requests.
The multi-state and multi-interest
nature of the network means that
interlibrary loan is not as controllable and definable as it is in some
single-state networks.
PALINET lacks a comprehensive
and unified delivery service, a
problem which is certainly not
unique to this area.
The fifth problem is one which, if it
did not exist, would force one to
conclude that the world had really
turned upside down. This problem
concerns costs; funding problems
will always be an inhibiting factor.

Different Bibliographic Utilities
Serving the Same Area

In the PALINET region, this is a
prime inhibiting factor for successful
interlibrary loan. There are more than
3,000 libraries in the state of Pennsylvania alone-a number equal to OCLC
membership nationwide. To reiterate,
195 libraries in the four-state region
participate in OCLC and six are
members of the Research Libraries
Group's RLIN network. That leaves
many libraries out in the cold when it
comes to automated resource sharing.
Some of these libraries belong to cooperatives that share information using
manually based systems, but even
the biggest of these-the
Union Library Catalogue of Pennsylvaniacannot compete in scope or timeliness
with OCLC. The Union Catalogue just
provides locations; it has not accepted
any new entries since 1974 and does not
handle loans for members.
Few libraries have access to the holdings in RLIN; aside from the six cataloging members in the region, few libraries have search accounts with RLIN.
And RLIN holdings are significant in
the area: in the 1979180 fiscal year,
while the University of Pennsylvania
and its medical library, Princeton,
Rutgers, Johns Hopkins, and Temple
University were all using OCLC, they
added over 90,000 location symbols to
the OCLC online catalog. Now that
these libraries have joined a bibliographic network that few area libraries
have access to, their holdings are not
available to the vast majority of area libraries. The effect of using different
bibliographic utilities is that libraries
speak different languages.
Different Forms of Transmission

Libraries, even those in the same network, use different means for transmitting interlibrary loan requests. Among
PALINET's OCLC members, about 119,
or 61%, use the OCLC ILL subsystem;
among the special libraries, 16, or just
about 5O0/0, use it. Others use the mail,
TWX, or rely on the telephone.
special libraries

In March of 1981 a small poll of the
special libraries was done to determine
why more of them have not participated
in the OCLC ILL subsystem. Most responded that they intend to use the
system eventual1J and cited reasons
such as a desire to get cataloging procedures firmly in place before having to
learn a new subsystem, and low ILL activity, which they felt did not justify using OCLC to transmit requests. Some
said that their libraries are "too small,"
a contention that mav be true to some
extent, but which uhderestimates the
subsystem's benefits and the library's
contribution as lender to regional intkrlibrary loan support.
Related to the concerns of the small
library is the "fear of being found out,"
or the fear that if the library joins the
OCLC ILL System, or joins OCLC at all,
it will be swamped with ILL requests.
The experience of the special libraries in
PALINET does not seem to justify this
fear. but more about this later.
1; larger academic and public libraries the reasons for not participating in
the ILL subsystem are somewhat more
complex. These libraries generally access OCLC through dedicated terminals
and do not have the portability and flexibility of dial access terminals used by
many special libraries. Therefore, librarians must often share a single terminal in a fixed location; some claim
they cannot use the ILL subsystem
because terminal time is too vrecious.
They are given just enough time to log
in, search for locations, and log off
again without being able to use the terminal and its transmission capabilities
to initiate loans.
Other reasons for not using OCLC's
full ILL capability stem from older
systems to which libraries are committed in some ways. 'An example of
this is the TWX network that has existed
in Pennsylvania for over 15 years. It
persists because some messages, such
as subject requests, are more easily
handled on a TWX: The TWX machines
are owned by the libraries which are
inclined to continue to make use of
them; a TWX gives a printout which the
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OCLC terminal does not, unless an optional, extra-cost printer is attached;
and the TWX is useful for communicating with non-OCLC libraries.
Different Operating Policies

This bad news item does not appear to be bad news at all. The multistate, multi-interest nature of PALINET
means its members sometimes operate
under different policies. Within the
area there are at least three ILL codesPennsylvania's, New Jersey's, and the
National Code-not
to mention the
numerous other agreements among
groups of libraries. A PALINET Interlibrary Loan Task Force recently considered the question of whether
PALINET should devise its own network code. The concensus was that
there are enough already and that
another one at this time might do more
to confuse than to clarify the situation.
However, this does not exclude the
possibility of a network ILL policy in
the future.
Poor Delivery Service

A major barrier to resource sharing
everywhere is the lack of a comprehensive delivery service. With ILL requests
travelling at the speed of electrons, it is
becoming more difficult to accept the
delivery of requested items travelling at
the pace of the U.S. mail. Unfortunately, the majority of PALINET libraries rely on that archaic mode of
delivery.

costs

Exchange Agreements

Not the least barrier to ILL is cost. Of
course, every mode of interlibrary loan
has costs associated with it, but most of
these have been hidden in the past.
With new methods of interlibrary loan,
the cost factor is brought out in the open
and it dazzles some administrators.
Putting a cost, like OCLC's transmission fee of $1.20 per transaction, up
front and in black and white makes that
method seem more expensive than earlier manual methods might be were
they submitted to rigorous analysis.

A great number of locations are unavailable to the network's OCLC libraries since six libraries in the region have
left OCLC for the RLIN network. If the
OCLC Board of Trustees acts favorably,
these locations will not be lost forever.
Before the Board is a proposal which
would allow RLIN libraries to provide
OCLC with magnetic tapes of their cataloging activity in exchange for searching privileges on OCLC.
Another change in the wind that
could have profound implications for
non-OCLC libraries is the possibility
that in the future OCLC may open the
Interlibrary Loan subsystem to libraries
which are not full cataloging members.
At present an OCLC member must
agree to perform all current cataloging
through the OCLC system before being
able to take advantage of other OCLC
subsystems. This policy prevents noncataloging agencies from using OCLC
to communicate with OCLC members when such communication would
clearly benefit all parties involved. In
response to this need, the OCLC Board
of Trustees is considering a project
whereby the US Book Exchange (USBE)
would have an OCLC terminal. USBE's
holding symbol would be attached to its
3,000 most frequently requested titles. It
could then accept requests through the
ILL subsystem, and libraries would be
able to learn at least some of USBE's
holdings.
Chem Abstracts Document Delivery
Service is now using the ILL subsystem
to accept requests for loans and photocopies; this arrangement was approved
by OCLC because CA's library is already a cataloging member.
In addition to these large, wellknown agencies, there are ILL referral
centers, union catalog offices, consortium headquarters, and other similar
noncataloging groups which could
make use of the excellent communication device that the OCLC ILL subsystem represents. PALINET is confident that the Board's decisions on these
questions will be positive.

Encouraging Factors
Network Expansion

A primary factor enhancing interlibrary loan in the area is the growth and
development of the PALINET network
itself, particularly in light of the expanding OCLC membership. As time
goes on, more libraries are joining this
nationwide system, and the growth is
not limited to large or even mediumsized libraries. Small libraries are discovering that when they consider
OCLC's overall benefits-cataloging,
interlibrary loan, serials control, acquisitions, and other opportunities-it is
advantageous to join. And they are
finding ways to do it. Some forego purchasing an OCLC terminal in favor of
an in-house dial access terminal that
can also be used for other purposes.
Some are sharing terminals belonging
to neighboring libraries. At least one
PALINET member is using a terminal
the librarian's husband built from a kit
at home.
Not only are new members joining
OCLC but current members are signing
up for the ILL subsystem. This doesn't
mean that OCLC has completely supplanted other modes of communication;
but with experience, members are
learning to integrate OCLC with TWX,
mail, and other systems. OCLC's ability
to sequentially refer an unfilled request
to a total of five libraries does make it
the preferred mode, however.
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Expansion of the OCLC Online Catalog

Another positive development is the
growth and maturing of the OCLC online catalog. OCLC's growth is so phenomenal and yet so familiar that we
tend to take for granted the technological achievement that allows the database to grow by another million records
every 9 or 10 months.
OCLC member libraries are currently
adding over 3,000 new cataloging records per day. It is a common observation by libraries preparing for PALINET
training sessions on input cataloging
that they cannot find anything which is
not in OCLC already.

the region, the Pittsburgh Regional Library Center. It is one of several such
projects currently under way across the
country.
Alternative Methods of Document
Delivery

An alternative method of document
delivery does exist in the state of Pennsylvania: the Interlibrary Delivery Service (IDS). Funded by LSCA and membership fees, this has been called the
biggest state-wide delivery service in
the country. Contracting with Purolator, IDS usually provides overnight
delivery service to its 121 members.

Not the least barrier to ILL is cost. Of course, every
mode of interlibrary loan has cost associated with
it, but most of these have been hidden in the past.
With new methods of interlibrary loan, the cost
factor is brought out in the open and it dazzles
some administrators.
Studies consistently show that most
ILL request are for items published in
the past five years-the
hit rate on
OCLC gets better every day. Of course,
aside from current cataloging, many
libraries are participating in retrospective conversion; last year alone,
PALINET libraries added over 700,000
holding symbols to OCLC in conversion projects.
The growth and development of the
OCLC online catalog benefits nonOCLC libraries, as well as members.
Some time ago, OCLC inaugurated a
union list capability whereby summary
holdings of journal titles can be maintained online for OCLC and non-OCLC
libraries. The Pennsylvania Union List
of Serials project has had holdings for
about 150 libraries numbering over
5,000 titles entered in OCLC in the past
two years. Holdings data are being entered in two central sites, and a microfiche copy of the list will be made available to hundreds of libraries in the
state. This project is being administered
by another OCLC-affiliated network in
january 1982

One hopes that IDS will eventually be
extended to libraries outside the state. It
is in the area of document delivery that
networks and other cooperatives must
devote considerable effort in the near
future.
Overcoming Barriers to Participation

Despite these advantages, some libraries still fear that being a member of
OCLC automatically lets one in for
hundreds of ILL requests from libraries
across the continent. This is a serious
concern, particularly among small libraries that cannot afford to devote
much staff time to an increased interlibrary loan load. It is true that ILL does
increase for many libraries, particularly
those who convert earlier records, but a
recent survey of PALINET's special libraries showed that for many, ILL activitv has remained constant. For others
borrowing has increased more than
lending. For the minority of the special
libraries, lending has increased more

than borrowing. Although this was not
a scientific survey and included only a
small group of libraries, it illustrates
that for small libraries particularly, the
benefits of OCLC can outweigh any
disadvantages.
For libraries concerned about proprietary materials whose very existence
could provide competitors with information too valuable to release, there are
two good things to report. One is that
OCLC has released a statement exempting libraries from cataloging proprietary materials; the other is the possibility of cataloging these materials in
disguised form. For example, one can
enter a "generic" record for "Smith
Company Reports" without revealing
the titles of individual reports, and then
edit the basic record each time a specific
report is cataloged. The specific information goes on the catalog cards and on
the library's archive tape but does not
display in the larger database. That the
CIA is a user of OCLC should dispel any
fears of having to reveal too much.
A final assurance to those who fear
being overwhelmed with interlibrary
loan: No OCLC member is obligated to
lend anything which bears that library's
symbol; and, with the ILL subsystem,
never was it so easy to say "no" to a
request: push three buttons and the record disappears from one's message file.

Conclusion
The most important factor enhancing
interlibrary loan service in PALINET's
or any other region of the country, is the
people involved. The author has found
ILL librarians to be the most inventive,
resourceful, flexible, resiliant, energetic, and cooperative people in the library profession. It is with these people
that future, successful development of
interlibrary loan lies. The technology is
at hand; it will be the people who make
it work. ILL agreements are not made
between libraries; reciprocal borrowing,
lending, and photocopy agreements are
made among people.
PALINET sponsors regular interlibrary loan discussion meetings which
have proven valuable in a time when
rapid technological advancements have
profoundly changed established interlibrary loan patterns. The network is
perhaps a cause of some of this change
since it facilitates adoption of OCLC
and automated techniques, but as soon
as the technology became available, old
routines were destined to change.
PALINET has played an important role
in coordinating those changes.
Received for review M a y 21,1981. Manuscript accepted for publication O c t 6 ,
1981.
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Cooperative Group
Membership in OCLC
Dennis Reynolds
OCLC Services Department, Bibliographical Center
for Research, Rocky Mountain Region, Inc., Denver,
Colo. 80206
--

The initial start-up costs for OCLC are unaffordably high
for many smaller special libraries. Two cooperative OCLC
special libraries groups have been established in Denver.
Organized in such a way that start-up costs, as well as
continuing costs, are minimized,they allow participation
by smaller libraries. While this structure has afforded
smaller special libraries access t o OCLC, the success of
such ventures requires close cooperation and communication among the member libraries of each group.

T

HE POTENTIAL and realized
value of the OCLC Online Computer Library Center to special
libraries has been the subject of several
reports in the library literature. A recent
overview discussed each of the four
major bibliographic utilities in the context of the special library (I ), and several
studies have documented OCLC's
potential or actual use in specific special
libraries (2-5).
Beneficial though the use of OCLC
may be, the start up costs, as well as the
continuing expenses involved have traditionally prohibited smaller special libraries from becoming members of the
system. Full leased-line participation
using an OCLC terminal with a dedi-
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cated line to the central computers in
Columbus, Ohio, is an alternative
which is out of the question for all but
the largest or most well-endowed special libraries. The cost of an OCLC terminal is $3,700. The regular monthly
telecommunications costs involve more
than $30 for a terminal maintenance
contract, over $100 for rental of a telecommunications modem, and anywhere from $30 to $250 for line charges,
depending upon location and a number
of other factors. Given the level of cataloging activity in many special libraries,
a combined monthlv terminal maintenance, modem rental, and telecommunications expense ranging from $160
to $380 is financially unfeasible.
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Alternative Methods
A far less expensive alternative for using OCLC is through the dial-access
mode. Rather than purchasing an
OCLC terminal with a dedicated line to
Columbus, a library uses a teleprinter
or a CRT other than an OCLC terminal
to communicate with Columbus via the
TYMNET telecommunications network.
Adequate teleprinters are available for
less than $2,000, and have the added
advantage of being compatible for gaining access to information retrieval databases through vendors such as Lockheed, SDC, and BRS. For many special
libraries, however, the initial equipment cost of even a teleprinter is too
great. Moreover, many OCLC networks
require a substantial one-time initial
start-up fee and, depending on the network, this may be as high as $1,500.
In 1976, Markuson outlined some
possible arrangements by which
smaller libraries might be able to participate in OCLC (6). Several variations
on these arrangements have come into
practice during the past few years. A
"cluster" of special libraries in the Chicago area emphasizes the sharing of
equipment (7), and a similar project
exists in the St. Louis area. In 1978,
a group of special librarians in the
Denver metropolitan area met with
representatives of the Bibliographical
Center for Research (BCR), an OCLC affiliate network, to investigate possible
means by which their libraries might be
able to participate in OCLC. The result
was the formation later that year of
two OCLC cooperative special library
groups.

The Denver Area Cooperative Groups
The two groups which formed were
the Denver Law Libraries, consisting of
seven special libraries, and the Denver
Special Libraries, comprised of four
hospital libraries, two medical libraries,
and four other libraries. The member
libraries in each group are listed in the
Appendix.

None of the member libraries purchased an OCLC terminal, and only two
had in-house access to teleprinters for
dial-access. However, dedicated-line
OCLC terminals at BCR and the Colorado State Library were made available
to members of the two groups for a
small rental fee. As of Jul 1, 1981, this
fee was $3.50 per hour at BCR and the
State Library. The sharing of initial
start-up costs, equipment arrangements, and implications of the organizational structure of the group for perunit OCLC cataloging costs enabled
these special libraries to gain access to a
system they otherwise would have been
unable to afford.

Cost Benefits of Cooperative
Group Membership
Rather than assigning an OCLC profile and three-character svmbol to each
library, an agreement was made to treat
each of the two groups as a single profiling entity. Each individual member
could be distinguished at the fourthcharacter level of the OCLC identifier.
This treatment is analogous to the way
in which branch libraries or the various
collections of public and academic libraries are defined for purposes of profiling. One member library in each
group assumed a central role for contractual and billing purposes.
Despite the number of libraries in
each group, the collective profiles were
still less extensive than for many larger
public and academic libraries. For this
reason, as well as the small size of each
participating library, BCR was able to
justify treating each group the same
way it would treat a single, larger library for purposes of profiling and
start-up costs. The basic start-up
charges were shared in each group by
the constituent members, and this
translated into an affordable fee for each
individual member.
The arrangements to use equipment
housed at BCR and the Colorado State
Library enabled the member libraries in
the Denver area groups to operate without a substantial investment in equipspecial libraries

ment. By renting terminal time at other
locations, the libraries did not have to
be concerned with high monthly telecommunications and terminal maintenance costs. Such costs are justifiable in
larger libraries which use a terminal
during the better part of the working
day, but for smaller special libraries
with far less time requirements, the
rental fees for actual time on a terminal
prove to be more cost effective.
In addition to start-up costs, equipment costs, and telecommunications
and terminal maintenance charges,
OCLC libraries incur per-unit costs for
cataloging activity. The basic product
cost-unit on OCLC is the first-time-use
(FTU). This cost is incurred each time a
library catalogs its first copy of an item
using an existing OCLC record. There is
an additional, nominal charge for each
catalog card ordered.
The Denver area groups were able,
through cooperative membership, to
realize a savings in FTU costs. The FTU
charge is assessed on the basis of the
three-character OCLC code, not at the
fourth-character level at which libraries
in a cooperative group are distinguished from one another. Therefore, if
several libraries in a cooperative group
catalog the same title using the same
OCLC record, the FTU is incurred only
by the first library to use the record for
cataloging. Thereafter, other libraries in
the group which use that record are
charged only for catalog cards. Between
Jul 1, 1980, and Jun 30, 1981, the
members of the Denver Law Libraries
had a total of 1,683 FTUs and 1,476 subsequent uses of the same records by
other members, representing a savings
in FTU charges of nearly 50% over what
it would have cost had each member
had its own three-character identifier
and separate profile. The savings on
FTU charges was somewhat lower for
the Denver Special Libraries group, but
still exceeded 20% (8). Apportioned
equally, the per-unit costs for each
member of the two groups were significantly lowered.
OCLC's structuring of the FTU as the
basic cataloging cost unit with subsejanuary 7982

quent copies not incurring such a fee is
a matter of some concern. Obviously, if
all OCLC members, regardless of size,
sought to share a profile with another or
several other members in order to save
on FTU charges because of collection
overlap, OCLC would be forced to
change its policy on cooperative arrangements. While this is indeed a concern, there are certain limitations to
sharing arrangements which present almost insurmountable logistical difficulties for larger libraries. The nature of
these arrangements presents logistical
difficulties, even for a group of smaller
libraries.
Limitations and Requirements
for Coordination

To operate smoothly and effectively,
cooperative OCLC groups require a
maximum cooperative effort on the part
of member libraries. It has been mentioned, for example, that most of the
libraries in the Denver groups rent terminal time at BCR or the Colorado State
Library and, more recently, at the Colorado Supreme Court Library. Such an
arrangement requires that terminal
time be available at those places. There
are a few days each month when terminals are unavailable at BCR because
they are needed for training sessions
conducted there. Similarly, a project of
the Colorado State Library has reduced
available rental time for its terminal, although this problem has been coun-

tered by the Colorado Supreme Court
Library's recent purchase of a terminal
which it makes available for rental.
In addition to rental and scheduling
arrangements, the immobility of equipment requires the libraries in a cooperative group to go through some extra
work. Each member library has access
to a photocopy machine somewhere
within its institution, and title pages
are photocopied for transport to a terminal location for actual cataloging on
OCLC. Although this is more convenient than carrying each volume, it does
require some additional time for photocopy work. On the positive side, the
libraries in the Denver groups have
found that as long as they have the title
page and verso in hand, copy cataloging
at a terminal is possible, and the absence of the physical volume is seldom
a problem. Original cataloging requires
more effort but is often unnecessary
because of the high OCLC hit-rate.
Interlibrary Loan

While placing several libraries within
one three-character-code OCLC profile
does save on costs, it also has some
drawbacks. One of these is using the
OCLC Interlibrary Loan Subsystem. It
is not generally a problem for a library
within a group to generate a request on
the Interlibrary Loan Subsystem unless
confidentiality is important. The Message Waiting File and Transaction File
on the Interlibrary Loan Subsystem are
tied onlv to the three-character code for
the group, not the fourth-character level
at which individual libraries within the
group are distinguished. Therefore, it
would be possible for any one member
of the group to examine the requests
initiated by any other member of the
group.
A second potential problem in using
the Interlibrary Loan Subsystem is the
difficulty of handling requests sent to
the group. Because holdings are displayed only at the third-character level,
it is imvossible to determine which library within the group owns the title
specified in the incoming request.

Coordinating the checking of the Message Waiting File for the group as a
whole and each member's catalog for
requests received would be an extremely difficult task; for this reason,
the Denver Special Libraries group does
not use the Interlibrary Loan Subsystem. The group could, of course,
define itself on the system as a "nonsupplier" and still be able to send their
own requests, but it has not yet chosen
to do so.
While participation in the Interlibrary Loan Subsystem is complicated
for an OCLC group consisting of several
libraries, it is certainly not beyond
possibility. Even if interlibrary loan
requests are not sent online, members
have ready access to extremely valuable
locational information on the system.
Accounting and Billing Procedures

The greatest need for coordination
and communication in an OCLC cooperative group has to do with accounting and billing procedures. OCLC billing to the networks is specific only to a
three-letter code; per-unit product usage is not broken-down at-the fourthcharacter level. This does not present a
problem for most academic and public
libraries, since all branches and collections defined at the fourth-character
level are generally part of the same
institution. In such groups as those in
Denver, however, this feature of OCLC
billing can be a potential problem area,
since the network can only bill the
group as a whole; it has no information
on the number of billing units generated by each library within the group.
There are at least two approaches that
can be used to solve this problem. The
one used until recently b y both Denver
groups has been an informal internal
accounting procedure. At the end of
each month, each library within a group
reports the number of first-time-uses
and catalog cards it generated to the
group member that acted as a liaison
with BCR for billing purposes. This approach has worked well, and continues
to do for the Denver Law Libraries.
special libraries

A more formal approach may be
taken by writing into the group's OCLC
profile a mechanism by which an extra
catalog card is mailed to a central
location-such as the network office or
the liaison library-each
time a
member catalogs an item on OCLC.
This will provide an accurate count of
the number of titles cataloged by each
library, so long as none is engaged in a
retrospective conversion project. To record the number of catalog cards produced, each member library submits to
the central location each "start-of-pack"
card, which specifies the number of
catalog cards included in a shipment. In
1981, Denver Special Libraries began to
use a formal approach to accounting by
contracting a person outside the group
to issue monthly statements to each
member.
Owing to the relatively small amount
of system use by each group member,
and good communication and coordination, billing matters have not been a
consistent problem within either of the
Denver groups. BCR has found it expedient to deal with only one member of
each group for billing and contractual
matters. This liaison library, in turn,
has its own contract with each member
library stipulating payment requirements and procedures for dealing with
such possibilities as financial default by
any member of the group. Fortunately,
such procedures have never been invoked in the Denver groups, but they
are a necessary safeguard for protecting
the membership and the network.
The option of forming cooperative
OCLC groups
of smaller special libraries in any geographic localion, and the
structure and financial relationships of
those groups to the network, will depend in great part upon the policies of
the specific regional OCLC network. By
having direct contractual interaction
with only one member of a group, BCR
is able to minimize its administrative
overhead exvenses. BCR has found the
arrangements of these groups to be
satisfactory from its perspective, as long
as the members are sufficiently small in
size and cataloging activity.
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Conclusion

Based on two years of operation in
the Denver area, some general observations can be made concerning factors
contributing to the success of cooperative OCLC groups such as the Denver
Law Libraries or the Denver Special Libraries. One of the key flactors is
size-the size of each library within a
group and the number of libraries within a group. Most libraries in the Denver
groups can concentrate their OCLC activity into one or two afternoons a
week. This makes the concept of using
OCLC equipment outside the library
more feasible. Such an arrangement
would be impractical for a library that
needs constant and rapid access to the
database.
Mainly because of billing procedures,
the number of libraries within a group
is also important. Denver Special Libraries recently expanded from 10 to 18
members. While this transition and the
subsequent operation of the enlarged
group has not presented serious difficulties, a critical point is approaching
beyond which further expansion might
be-unwise. Given future i'nterest among
other libraries in the Denver area, it
would seem a more viable approach to
form a third group rather tgin to add
libraries to the 18-member Denver
Special Libraries group.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the success of cooperative
groups relies on a spirit and practice of
cooperation, coordination, and communication among the members. The
success of such groups does require effort, but the possible gains are well
worth it.
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Appendix: Members of the Denver Law Libraries OCLC Group
and the Denver Special Libraries OCLC Group
I. Denver Law Libraries OCLC Group
CNB Law Library
"Colorado Supreme Court Library
Sherman and Howard Librar
Holland and Hart Library
Holme, Robert, and Owen Library
United Bank of Denver Information
Center
United Bank of Denver Law Library

Medical Group Management Association
Mercy Hospital Library
Mountain States Employers Council
Library
National Jewish Hospital Library
Regional Transportation District Library
Swedish Medical Center Library

11. Denver Special Libraries OCLC Group
Original members:
Blue CrosslBlue Shield Library
Cobe Laboratories Library
Denver Art Museum
Denver Museum of Natural History

Additional libraries joining in 1980:
AMC Cancer Research Center
Library
Association of Operating Room
Nurses Library
Colorado Historical Society Library
Lutheran Medical Center Library
Nursing School Library, Presbyterian Medical Center
Presbyterian Hospital Library
St. Joseph's Hospital Library
St. Luke's Hospital Library

* I n 1980, the Colorado Supreme
Court Law Library withdrew from
the Denver. Law Libraries OCLC
Group and joined OCLC as an individual member.
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The Role of Special Librarians
in the Development of
Multitype ~ i b r a r ySystems
Audrey J. Kidder
School of Medicine Library, Southern Illinois University, Springfield, 111. 62702
The Committee on Multitype Library Organizations1
Systems of the Illinois Library Association is evaluating the
possibility of converting the present Public Library Systems t o Multitype Library Systems. The advantages and
problems of this conversion are discussed. The special librarian will have a key role in this change since special
libraries have long set an example for active participation
in cooperative endeavors. They have been supportive of
change in the past and could serve as facilitators and lobbyists in developing the support of the entire library community for this conversion.

M

ULTITYPE LIBRARY cooperation presents a viable alternative for special libraries to
cope with budgetary constraints and an
ever increasing flow of information.
Illinois is developing this concept in
anticipation of a revision in the Public
Library Systems Act of 1965. Special librarians who are known for their cooperation are playing a vital role in this
endeavor.
The author is the special library representative
on the COMLOS Committee responsible for
preparing the revision of the Public Library
Systems Act and organizing the campaign for
its passage.
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History

Special librarians in Illinois have
been working together for years. On a
local level, they have participated in information exchange and in consortia,
such as the Capital Area Consortium in
Springfield, made up of academic and
health science librarians. Some cooperative endeavors have been regional,
such as Cook County's Illinois Regional
Library Council which was set up for all
types of libraries. Multi-state networks
have provided an opportunity for cooperative communication across state
lines. A good example of such an organization is the Midwest Health Science
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Library Network. None of these examples is limited to one type of library.
Special libraries have thus spearheaded
the demonstration of the advantages of
cooperation among all types of libraries.
Illinois Public Library Systems

Special librarians have also participated in the 18 Illinois Public Library
Systems. The original Public Library
Systems Act was designed to unify the
public libraries in Illinois. While many
systems informally encouraged special
library participation, it was not until
the early 1970s that the Act was
amended to promote and develop a
cooperative network for all types of
libraries.
Many systems then created the affiliate category for other types of libraries. Affiliates are non-voting members
allowed to participate in most cooperative endeavors such as the interlibrary
loan program (ILLINET). They are not
eligible for funding or governance participation. This activity was encouraged
by the interlibrary cooperative program
instigated by the Illinois State Library
using Library Services and Construction Act (LSCA) funds. In this program,
interlibrary cooperation consultants
were hired to contact and increase the
involvement of these different t v ~ e of
s
libraries in systems activities. In some
areas, the special libraries were the first
to join.
/

L

White House Conference

The Public Library Systems remained
unchanged until preparations were
started for the White House Conference
on Libraries and Information Sciences.
In 1978 both regional and state White
House pre-conferences stressed citizen
access to all library resources in the
state. In conjunction with these meetings, the Illinois Library Association
(ILA) added the study of multityping to
its calendar for the Legislative Library
Development Committee.
In 1979, the White House Conference
underscored the Illinois concerns in its
formal recommendations:

Therefore be it resolved, that a comprehensive approach be taken to the planning and
development of multitype library and information networks, including both profit and
not-for-profit libraries from the public and
private iector,
and
Whereas, formal and systematic channels
must be developed to provide cooperation
among all library and information services
in order to improve access to all information
for all citizens.

..........
Ensure that government agencies at all levels
work together to make available all new and
existing library and information services to
the maximum extent possible; and therefore
be it resolved, that barriers to such services
whether legal, fiscal, technical, attitudinal,
environmental, cultural, geographic or
other, must be eliminated, and that physical
facilities and staff must be capable of providing services to all segments of society,
and
Therefore, be it resolved, that local and state
priorities be reordered to respond to that
increasing need for excellence and wide use
of library and information services. . . (1).

COMLOS Activities

During the fall of 1979, ILA established the Committee on Multitype
Library OrganizationsISystems (COMLOS), which included representatives
from the present systems and all types
of libraries. The following year, the
Committee reviewed existing state library acts and developed some simple
suggestions for the evaluation of this
idea in Illinois. Information meetings
were held throughout the state to discuss the principle of a multitype library
system, its advantages and implementation. These meetings were followed
by statewide hearings to receive feedback from the library community.
In November 1980, the ILA Convention passed a legislative platform recommending that the Association study
and respond to the information from
the "COMLOS hearings as well as from
other sources and draft possible
changes in the rules and regulations for
the conversion of Public Library
Systems to Multitype Library Systems
for future review by the library comspecial libraries

munity. Further, that the proposed
legislation and changes in the rules and
regulations be developed by August 31,
1981, for presentation at the 1981 ILA
Conference" (2).
The Committee met during 1981 to
prepare the first drafts of the necessary
act revisions. These early drafts were reviewed in May, 1981at a COMLOS conference of representatives from all the
Public Library Systems. These representatives consisted of the system director, system coordinator, a trustee, and a
representative from each of the four
types of libraries: academic, public,
school, and special. These liaisons
served as a two-way distribution channel for information to their respective
communities. Special interest groups
such as the Special Libraries Association, Illinois Chapter, distributed this
information via their regular meetings
and newsletters.
Before the Public Library Systems Act
can be revised, the commitment of the
entire library community is required.
The conversion to formal multitype library cooperation will require everyone's understanding of the advantages,
concerns, and conversion plans of such
a change. Armed with this information
and practical experience in cooperation,
special librarians in Illinois can play a
vital role in securing the support of
other Illinois librarians.
Advantages of a Multitype
Library System

Why convert to a Multitype Library
System? The first and most practical
reason is funding. The LSCA-funded
interlibrary cooperation program in the
Public Library Systems ends in 1981. At
that time, some systems will reduce
their service to affiliate libraries
(academic, school, and special). Rising
inflation and reduced state dollars
will prevent others from maintaining
even their present programs to public
libraries.
LSCA funding sponsored library consultants who helped establish and
promote affiliate membership, developed programs and workshops for all
january 1982

libraries, extended system services such
as free pickup and delivery to other libraries, and served as a catalyst to bring
all types of libraries together. As affiliate members, libraries have been receiving free interlibrary loans from
other libraries in the svstem, as well as
free reference service and referrals to
large academic and public libraries.
They have also been eligible to join
OCLC through the Illinois State Library. Before this funding, special
libraries, notably those from the forprofit sector, did not have direct, free
access to other libraries and were not
in the mainstream of library events in
Illinois.

The greatest problem during
this development phase is a
general fear of change. Some
librarians express an isolationist attitude that any change
will be detrimental.
Interlibrary Cooperation

Without changes
in the Public Li"
brary Systems Act, there is no guarantee of library cooperation in Illinois.
Since the basic goal of all libraries is to
serve the user, statewide cooperation
would improve the ability of libraries to
meet their users' needs.
A current problem in Illinois is the
existance of several interlibrary loan
programs, cooperative networks, and
unique agreements. A single system
would be more accessible and efficient
in terms of staff time. It would also
serve as a node to regional and national
resources, often inaccessible to different types of libraries.
Cost Savings

The potential for individual library
savings is also great. Some systems now
offer reduced rates to purchase Libs 100
computer terminals and cover part of
the input costs. Others buy supplies,
such as microform printer paper, in

bulk and supply it at reduced rates to
members. Continuing education programs are sponsored by many systems
using both local expertise and the subsidy of professional programs. The
potential for other cooperative cost savings is great.
Improved Services

Finally, individual libraries would
have a mechanism for strengthening
their collections and services. Statewide
standards could be developed and enforced. Comparative statistical data
could help local libraries defend personnel and budgetary requests. Broader
planning would improve the potential
of each library and strengthen its role
in the library community. Lobbying
efforts for library legislation would
be more effective, since all libraries
would be notified and asked to support
those bills that would aid the library
community.
Concerns

For all of its cooperative benefits, a
multitype program raises certain concerns for many librarians. In some
cases, membership in a Multitype Library System would require some
changes in library operation.
Resistance to cooperation has been
created by some public and school library reiresentaGves during the attempted development and passage of
the revised act. It is gratifying to Illinois
special librarians to know that they are
leading the vanguard for cooperation.
But in order to convince other librarians
of the need for a Multitype Library
System, special librarians must understand their fears.
Loss of Funding

A real fear among public libraries is
the possibility of loss of funding. Public
and school libraries are especially hurt
by the reduction in state dollars during
an inflationary economy. Yet the whole
point of the system change is to guar-

antee continued program support for all
types of libraries. This would require
more state dollars to replace those lost
from federal grants and other programs.
No one wants to take money from any
one type of library and give it to
another. Instead, using the present
system as a base, new systems would
build on the current program while
maintaining its quality and the minimum standard of service.
Loss of Autonomy

All types of libraries fear a loss of
autonomy. Some special librarians are
concerned about state regulations that
will require information &n reports that
would be against their institutional
policies. Reciprocal borrowing and reciprocal access can also be a problem for
certain types of libraries. Many librarians feel that their libraries' collections
would be depleted as they become
inundated with requests. Others feel
that their institutions would not approve many of these changes.
- Drafts of the amended act clearly state
that regulations will not violate local
autonomy or negate the rights of the
primary clientele. The present guidelines from the Illinois State Librarv
uphold these local rights, and there are
no plans to change this status. Special
librarians can reassure others that while
usage rises during cooperation, the
availability of collections can be protected by the policies enforced in the
local library. The local library always
holds the right of refusal of participation in any program, such as distribution of reserve, classified, or special material from its collection.
A Fear of Change

The greatest problem during this
development phase is a general fear of
change. Some librarians express an isolationistic attitude that any change will
be detrimental. For the most part, special librarians have been the leaders in
change and do not share this problem.
But for staffs in other libraries, fears inspecial libraries

crease as they see the threat of competition. Special librarians in Illinois could
consider this a backhanded compliment, but it does give them a unique
role to play: performing the task of being a motivating force without being a
threat.
Conversion

The proposed changes also present
some areas of concern in evaluating
conversion, membership obligations,
governance and regulation.
Conversion from a Public Library
System to a multitype organization will
require the agreement of its system
board and the majority of its public libraries' boards. The present members
in an area must agree to this conversion
plan. Special librarians can be a strong

that a Public Library System could
choose not to change. It would require a
strong lobbying effort on the part of
other types of libraries to precipitate
multitype conversion.
Membership Requirements

Any library that met the basic membership requirements could join the
multitype library system. The definition of a library that is being formulated
includes such requirements as an organized collection with a dedicated staff
and a budget commitment to certain
minimum standards. This will create
problems for small libraries, but it will
set a goal for them to achieve. If necessary, they could receive provisional
status for a short period, during which
they upgrade their collection or staff.

The special librarian should be an example, a facilitator, and a lobbyist to develop the revised law,
see it implemented, and show that it can work. So
far, special librarians have been supportive of the
proposal to revise the law.
lobby, however unofficial, in helping
their system's public libraries to support the change.
The present system, based on the
public libraries, will be retained because these libraries provide the population and geographic configurations
needed to determine funding distribution between systems. According to the
current law, funding is based on a per
capita (head count) and acreage formula. Any alteration of this formula
might jeopardize the approval by the
Illinois legislature of the revisions in the
act. If a public library changed its membership to another system, the libraries
in its area would also have to move.
If a public library does not join a
system, the other libraries in the area
would not be penalized in any way.
They would be allowed to join the
system in which the public library
would normally participate. It follows
january 1982

Governance

Governance in each system would
require the representation of all types of
libraries on the board. Board members
would be chosen on the basis of local
decisions. These decisions would be
part of the local bylaws developed by a
representative from each library in the
system's area. The number of members
representing each type of library on the
board would also be decided locally,
but public libraries would probably always be in the majority.
Regulation

Enforcement of the necessary regulating guidelines would probably remain
with the Illinois State Library. The
original regulations will be drafted by
COMLOS, but the State Library will finalize these requirements and develop
the plans for their implementation.

changed; 2) the plans' implementation
will require the support of the whole
Funding for these programs remains
library community; and 3) rather than
a matter of real concern. Naturally, the
weakening local library autonomy, the
present Public Library Systems do not
plan will strengthen it through cooperafeel that they can undertake increased
tive efforts and unity. This is an opporprograms without additional funding.
tunity for all libraries to prove to themA tentative proposal suggests a 30%
selves and their users that they can
minimum increase in state funding to
cooperate with others and still improve
support 1)maintenance of current proservice to their primary clientele.
grams for public libraries, 2) extension
What is the role of the special librarof current programs to all types of
ian in this endeavor? The special librarlibraries, and 3) adding new programs
ian should be an example, a facilitator,
for all libraries.
and a lobbyist to develop the revised
law, see it implemented, and show that
Conclusions
it can work. So far, special librarians
have been supportive of the proposal'to
Since the act revisions and regularevise the law. Their opinions have
tions are in their early stages of develbeen uniformly favorable, but realistic.
opment, the impact of these rules on the
They have advocated compromise withspecial library remains unclear. Because
out weakening their stand for equality.
conversion is not mandatory, special liIf all librarians in Illinois prove to be
braries in some Public ~ i b r a r y ~ ~ s t e mequally
s
supportive, the revisions
may not have the opportunity to enjoy
should be quickly passed and rapid
these proposed cooperative systems.
conversion in all systems should occur.
For those that can join, the Multitype
Library System should provide a voice
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Operational Audit and
Library Staffing
Frederick A. Marcotte
Clermont College, University of Cincinnati, Batavia,
OH 45103
An application of the industrial engineering operational
audit technique used to determine staffing needs of a U.S.
Air Force technical library is presented. The methodology
of performing an operational audit is discussed in depth,
including the four techniques which comprise an operational audit: good operator, historical performance, technical estimate, and directed requirement.

PERATIONAL audit is one of
the techniques evolved by the
U.S. Air Force in its management engineering program, which was
set up to scientifically determine specific staffing needs of the Air Force (1 ).
The operational audit technique is sophisticated enough to provide an objective determination of staffing needs, yet
not so complicated that it takes an
industrial engineering degree to apply
it. The author gained familiarity with
the technique while serving for five
years as a Manpower Management Officer in the Air Force.
In addition to h ~ sposition as libranan, Clermont College, the author is Manpower Management Officer, Air Force Systems Command, Andrews AFB.
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The principal use for operational
audit is to provide objective, quantitative, and verifiable workload information documenting the staff time expended in a particular work situation
where the techniques of work sampling
or time study are not applicable. This
data can be used to justify additional
staff to higher management which is
unfamiliar with the specific activities of
a library operation. It provides a more
potent argument for increased staffing
than a general complaint that the library
is overworked and understaffed. However, one limitation is that an operational audit documents only work that
is currently being performed; it does
not necessarily include work which
should be done, nor proposed new services. The basic technique can be used
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to improve work flow and identify
superfluous work techniques by using
the task list which is generated as a part
of the operational audit.
The operational audit technique can
be applied to any work situation, including all phases of library work. It is
particularly suited to technical services
within the library. While familiarity
with the processes being studied is
helpful, an operational audit can be accomplished by someone unfamiliar
with the specific details, since much of
the study is performed cooperatively by
the staff of the work center and the
study staff.
Based on an online search of the
ERIC, LISA, NTIS, and Compendex
databases, no literature is known to
have been published on operational
audits. However, a significant amount
of literature exists on job analysis and
task analysis, which is basically what is
accomplished if an operational audit is
stopped prior to determining time per
activity and frequency data.
Methodology
Preparation of a work center description is an extremely important part of
the preliminary work of an operational
audit. In a small library, the work center
will be the entire library. In larger
libraries, there may be separate work
centers for areas such as public services
and technical services. In the largest libraries, specialized areas such as interlibrary loan, shipping and receiving,
binding, and so on, would be appropriate work centers. Work centers are
almost always described in terms of the
organizational structure of the unit
involved.
A work center description contains a
task-by-task list of all activities performed in the work center, with a brief
definition of each task (see Table I*).
Compiling a comprehensive work
"Data in Tables 1 and 2 are representative
samples only. Copies of the complete data
may be obtained from the author on request.
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center description is normally the most
time-consuming aspect of an operational audit. For libraries, task or job
analysis check lists such as the one in
Ricking and Booth's Personnel Utilization in Libraries: a Systems Approach ( 2 )
can be of great assistance in determining the appropriate tasks for a work
center.
Operational audit is a technique
within the field of industrial engineering that measures the amount and type
of work being performed. It is a very
flexible work measurement method and
integrates four primary techniques:
good operator, historical performance,
technical estimate, and directed requirement. These are alternative techniques; not all will be used in every
application, and the extent of use will
depend upon the specific situation.
The four techniques form a systematic
method for work measurement.
Good Operator Technique
This technique is best used for estimating unit time values for individual
tasks. Most managers place more value
on the accuracy of estimated staff hours
based on actual time values rather than
from less objective means. This technique determines time values by selecting a qualified individual (ideally, one
who performs the task at a normal
pace), and then measuring the time that
individual requires to do the task.
If possible, the performance of several
qualified individuals should be observed and measured. The time required by the good operator technique
represents the time that all operators
should need to do the work. The technique requires sufficient samples and1
or observations to give accurate estimates. Thus the number of observations should be proportionate to the
number of staff hours associated with
the task. When the task is infrequent
or relatively small, fewer observations
may be appropriate. However, when
the task is frequent or requires a large
amount of effort, more observations are
justified.
special libraries

Table 1. Sample List of Task Definitions.
Direct
1. Selection and Acquisition:
A. Consults ProfessionalSources: Consults professional sourcesfor information pertaining t o the reference collection of the technical libraw.
(1) Reviews announcements: Reviews publishers announcements.
(2) Reviews journals: Reviews professional journals (those periodicals
published especially for librarians).
(3) Reviews GPO index: Reviews catalog index of Government Printing
Office (GPO) publications.
0. Evaluates users' requests for new materials:
(1) Receives and reviews: Receives and reviews AFESC Fm 13, "Technical
Library Materials Request."
(2) Verifies: Verifies request using Books in Print: Forthcoming Books;
Defense Tech Information Center (DTIC), National Technical lnformation Service (NTIS), and GPO Indexes; Technical Abstract Bulletin
(TAB); and technical and trade journals.
C. Procures Materials Selected:
(1) Selects procurement method: Checks against various call contract criteria t o determine proper procurement method.
(2) Provides information: Providesfull source information and solesource
justification for items unavailable through normal channels.
(3) Ascertain correct price: Ascertain correct price through search of pricing tools such as Cumulative Book Index, Forthcoming Books, Books
in Print, or calls and letters t o publishers.
(4) Processes requisition:
a. Processes LP requisitions: Types, dispatches, signs and files local
procurement purchase requestions.
b. Process miscellaneous requisitions: Types, signs, dispatches and
files miscellaneous requisitions.
(5) EstablisheslMaintains Ledgers:
a. Establishes ledgers: ~siablishesaccounting ledgers by fund.
b. Maintains ledgers: Enters into accounting ledgers purchase, receipt, or non-receipt of materials.

Historical Performance Technique

This method draws on documented
past work performance of the work
center (the functional area being
studied). Historical data include mistakes or inefficiencies of past operations. The fact that "it was done that
way" does not mean that staff time was
used to the best advantage, or that
future work should be completed under
the same circumstances.
If available, production records
should be searched for historical
data. The supervisor should be consulted concerning possible changes in
method, product, or type of services
that might affect projection of historical
data. In some cases, the effects of
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changes may not be significant; in
others, the records and data may no
longer be valid and should not be used
in the measurement.
Technical Estimate Technique

The individual performing the operational audit must rely on estimates
when task times and frequencies cannot
be obtained using the other operational
audit techniques. The time estimates
are based on the combined experience
and background of the person performing the operational audit, the
worker, and supervisory personnel.
Some tasks may be divided into subtasks to determine appropriate times
and frequencies.

Although some use of the technical
estimate is almost always necessary, its
sole use is not desirable to achieve a
quality operational audit. The technical
estimate technique relies on judgment
and exverience. and a more confident
estimate is reached by sampling the
judgment and experience of all work
center personnel. The number of sample time estimates for a particular task is
determined by how significant the task
is within the work center. The more
significant the task, the more estimates
are needed for a valid standard.
Directed Requirement Technique
This method recognizes that some activities are directed reauirements bv
law or regulation. An example of a directed activity in an Air Force technical
library is the requirement in STINFO
regulations that a literature search must
be verformed before anv new research
project can be approved. A directed
requirement may apply to an entire staff
position, to directed frequencies such
as inspections, or to directed time
values.
While a directed requirement may
cause a minimum staffing situation, it
is not the sole determinant. Minimum
staff can be assigned to a work center to
assure uninterrupted services, even if
the personnel is not continuously productive. This technique will not apply
to most libraries, although it could apply in public service areas where the
library is directed to remain open a certain number of hours and the staff is
directed to not perform other tasks
while on duty.
Obtaining the Best Results
Judgment is required in selecting
which of the four primary techniques or
combination of techniques should be
used to determine each separate frequency and unit time within a study.
Thus, the one which gives the most accurate and realistic data should be used.
The staff hours should be determined
by using good operator or historical

performance. The technical estimate
and directed requirements techniques
are used only when it is not practical or
is not cost effective to calculate staff
hours using the first two techniques.
The techniques can be intermingled in
determining task frequencies and task
times. The multi-technique, multisource nature of operational audit gives
it a degree of flexibility that is not found
by solely using time study or work
sampling.
In determining the frequency of the
tasks, every effort should be made to
obtain accurate frequencies of occurrence. Generally, the best source is
historical reports, such as monthly statistical reports and annual reports. A review of available documents, such as
letters, rosters, and messages, often
gives needed frequencies. A work area
is generally visited several times during
the course of the study. By sampling the
activity at various times, enough data
can be obtained to find the frequency of
occurrence.

Judgment is required in
selecting which of the four
primary techniques or combination of techniques should
be used to determine each
separate frequency and unit
time within a study.
When compiling task frequencies and
time per accomplishment, all data are
recorded in tenths of an hour and converted to monthly times (see Table 2).
For example, an activity which takes 15
minutes and is accomplished once a day
would be recorded as 1 ID .25 hours and
20.99 times per month. Other frequencies are similarly converted and computed in the appropriate columns as
noted in the headings for the columns
in Table 2."
"Appropriate conversion factors are: Daily
( D l ) = 20.99; Weekly (WK)= 4.38; Monthly
(MO) = 1 ; Quarterly (QT) = .3333; Yearly
(YR)

=

,83333.
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Table 2.

Operation Audit Data.

werational audit data

HQ AFESC

Technical Library
FREQUENCY

ACTIVITY TITLE
A

NO.
PERS
RQRD

B

ACTIVITY
FREQUENCY
C

CONVERSION
FACTOR
D

PER MONTH
(C x D = E)
E

ALLOWED MANHOURS
PER ACCOMPLISHMENT
F

PER MONTH
(E x F = G )
G

lirect:
1. Selection and acquisition
A. Consults professional sources
(1) Reviews announcements
(2) Reviews journals
(3) Reviews GPO indexes

21D1
31MO
1IMO

20.99
1.O
1.O

41.98
3.00
1.OO

.05
.25
.25

2.10
.75
.25

68 IMO

1.O

68.00

.05

3.40

681MO

1.O

68.00

.17

11.56

(1) Selects procurement method
(2) Provides source info
(3) Ascertains correct price
(4) Processes requisition

481MO
481MO
481MO

1.O
1.O
1.O

48.00
48.00
48.00

.05
.12
.05

2.40
5.76
2.40

a. Processes LP requisition
b. Process miscellaneous
acquisitions

361MO
121MO

1.O
1.O

36.00
12.00

.I2
.12

4.32
1.44

B. Evaluates users' requests
(1) Receives and reviews (AFESC
FM 13)
(2) Verifies request
C. Procures material selected

(5) Establisheslmaintains ledgers
a. Establishes ledgers
b. Maintains ledgers

1IYR
31MO

.08333
1.O

.08
3.00

1.OO
.50

.08
1.50

1IMO

1.O

1.OO

1.OO

1.OO

(6) Follow-up
a. Establisheslmaintains follow
up system

*Total represents total category hours (e.g., category 1 selection and acquisition).

TOTALS
H

After all task times have been standardized by being converted to equivalent monthly times, they are added up
and the total is the number of hours
needed to staff the work center each
month. The number of staff needed is
determined by dividing this total by the
average number of hours one person is
available for work each month. This will
vary among organizations because of
different policies concerning vacation,
sick leave, and so on.

The Method Applied
An operational audit using the described techniques was performed at
the Technical Library of the Air Force
Engineering and Services Center
(AFESC), Tyndall Air Force Base, Fla.,
over a three-month period.
AFESC is a separate operating agency
that is an extension of Air Force Headquarters. It is responsible for providing
guidance and assistance to major
commands, bases, and other federal
agencies in the design of real property
facilities, readiness and contingency
operations, fire protection, real estate
acquisition and disposal, environmental planning, billeting, family
housing, food service, and other areas
which affect the worldwide, daily operation of the Air Force community and
mission.
The author was invited by the AFESC
in December 1979 to do an overall evaluation of library services. The evaluation report recommended that the technical library staff should be expanded
through the addition of one librarian
(3). The AFESC Commander requested
that a study be done to validate this
requirement. The study was completed
in March 1980.
Preliminarv work was done over a
three-month period and consisted of
developing a work center description,
task definitions, and activity titles (see
Tables 1and 2). The use of standard task
lists and a previous study of another
technical library aided in the development of these items by providing examples of tasks which could then be trans-

lated into the specific application for
the AFESC Technical Library. Most of
the preliminary work was done by the
AFESC library technician with the author providing guidance and answering
questions over the phone of by correspondence. Since Air Force Regulation 215-15 "Air Force Library Services"
(4) describes little in the way of standards for technical libraries, the final
task list was based primarily on what
the AFESC library was accomplishing at
the time of the study. Some recommendations for changes in activities were
made in the final report.
During the final phase of the audit,
the task frequency and per accomplishment times were added to the data and,
with conversion factors, computed to
attain the monthly allowed manhours
(see Table 2). The time per accomplish-

In determining the frequency
of tasks, every effort should be
made to obtain accurate frequencies of occurrence.
ment and activity frequency were verified where possible. For example, a
count was taken of the periodical check
in file to determine not only the number
of titles received but the frequency of
receipt of individual titles. The interlibrary loan records were also counted
for the last six months, and note was
taken of the library traffic during the
week the author was in the work center.
Because of a one week limitation of
on site time, as well as other commitments and time constraints, the technical estimate (best judgment) method
was used more heavily than is usual for
an operational audit. A comparison of
accomplishment times using work sampling techniques was not possible,
since the work center consisted of only
one person, a library technician. All of
the on site consultation in the library
was with the library technician. Others
consulted included the heads of two
other Air Force technical libraries, the
technician's nonlibrarian supervisor,
and users of the library.
special libraries

Conclusion
In the final study, 193.5 hours of staff
time per month were validated as
necessary. Using the Air Force's workload factor of 144 hours per month, this
equaled 1.34 manyears. Since Air Force
policy mandates that two civilian staff
are needed for workloads exceeding one
manyear but less than two, 1.34
manyears of workload requires two
people. This conclusion did not take
into consideration the expansion of
services (such as online database
searching) as proposed by the author's
earlier evaluation of the AFESC Technical Library.
The study was submitted to the
AFESC Library Improvement Committee as a quantitative analysis of the
staffing requirements of the library. It
offered objective evidence of the need
for more staff for the library, which the
Committee could use to request increased staff. It also substantiated the
author's prior subjective conclusion
that the Technical Library was understaffed for the work it was expected to
do.
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File Construction
Using FAMULUS
Miranda Lee Pao
Matthew A. Baxter School o f Information and Library
Science, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland,
Ohio 44106
An existing, packaged set of computer programs was
used to teach library science students indexing, file construction and retrieval. Hands-on experience was gained
by the class in computerizing a small file using FAMULUS.
The special features of the program and their use in the
course instruction are described and evaluated.

ESPITE the ever-increasing
addition of new online databases every year, the need to
create and maintain special files for
special materials or data for local use
remains. Many information scientists
have recognized the documentation
problems of individual researchers
(1,2,3). Lancaster and others refer to the
development of several personal information systems (4,5,6). Moreover, it has
become commercially viable to offer
services to consult, develop, and implement private files for businesses, corporations, and government agencies.
Through its online search service, Lockheed has made available a private file
service to provide storage and access
capabilities to data of local interest.
Online storage and retrieval offers
multiple access and ease of maintenance
to files of every description-from data
on local artists and musical performances by local students and faculties,

46

to project specifications and conditions,
products and services, contracts and
correspondences, or employees experience and training.
With the decreasing cost and ready
availability of computing facilities, professionals should be encouraged to gain
greater computer literacy in order to be
better equipped to make informed decisions on the development, implementation, and continuation of special files.
Exposure and practical experience in
computerized file construction, maintenance, and searching are, therefore,
important components of library school
training
At Case Western Reserve University,
students at the Baxter School of Information and Library Science are offered
a course in indexing, file construction,
and retrieval using
" FAMULUS. The
course is derived from a similar course
offered at the University of Missouri (7).
Through the use of a packaged set of
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computer programs, students at Case
Western are expected to learn: 1)to design the structure of a record, 2) to generate a file, 3) to index in several indexing languages, 4) to have hands-on
experience in inputting data via a computer terminal with associated editing
facilities, 5 ) to sort and maintain the
records, 6) to produce several indexes to
the file, 7) to search the file, and 8) to
evaluate the search results.
FAMULUS

FAMULUS is a database management
system developed in the sixties by
Yerke and Burton at the Pacific Southwest Forest and Range Experiment Station (1). Originally a batch system
designed to accommodate the idiosyncratic personal documentation needs of
research workers, it is a simple yet flexible system. It is also a powerful system
with maximum capabilities to edit,
modify, index, and search files of textual data by Boolean operators. Most of
it was written in FORTRAN.
Although limitations are noted by
Crennel and others, FAMULUS was
well-designed; the original eight major
programs have been enhanced and implemented at many sites and in several
versions (6,8). Current versions are
running on IBM-3601370 (at the University College, London, and at the
University of Missouri); CDC 6400 and
6600 (at Manchester University); UNIVAC 1110 and 1108 (at the University
of Wisconsin and the University of
Maryland, respectively); and Xerox
Sigma 7. An article by McCrank and
Batty contains a selected bibliography
on FAMULUS (9).
Some limitations of earlier versions
have been overcome, and many options
are now available. For example, a postprocessor, written in SNOBOL, was
developed at the Kansas State University to interface with the print program
by taking its output as direct input. It
then formats and edits the file in a
variety of ways with indentions and
with inverted form for the second
author name. Another version permits
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a much larger number of fields per
record.
FAMULUS has enjoyed extensive
use. In 1969, Burton and Yerke reported
over 30 applications (1). More recently,
it has been used to catalog small collections including a hand-press book and
manuscript collection, and a worldwide
bibliography of viral diseases of insects with extensive subject analysis
(9,11,12). It was also used to print a
union list of selected music journals, to
establish an automated job-matching
service, and to test indexing languages
by searching the same file with several
indexes in experiments (13,14,15).
At Case Western Reserve University,
the Kansas version, which has incorporated improvements and additions
developed at the University College,
was implemented on the Harris computer under Vulcan (10). Since 1981,
FAMULUS has been implemented on
the new DEC system 2060 which has
replaced the Harris. The Kansas version
consists of a pre-processor, a postprocessor, and a suite of 12 independent programs. Each program is designed to perform a set of specific tasks.
Data is stored in files consisting of records. Each record may have up to ten
fields of variable length. Each field is
identified by a four-character name
chosen by the user.
The EDIT program requires a raw file
of records to be compressed into
FAMULUS format so that subsequent
manipulations may be performed on
the file. It also allows for updating and
editing, that is, addition and deletion of
records, data elements, and individual
characters.
The SORT subprogram is called to
sort and realphabetize by specified
fields, and in specified hierarchy. One
may sort by years of publication, and
within each year, by journal titles, and
so on. One may construct an inverted
file by the INDEX program. For example, a file on a collection of art slides
mav benefit from an inverted file bv
subjects, as well as one by locations of
the obiects. With a s t o ~list of trivial
words, one may automatically derive

a list of descriptors from the titles of
art objects using the KEY program.
Another inverted file of these title keywords may be constructed. Or one may
elect to print a KWIC index from any
specified field by the KWIC program.
Cumulation of any number of sorted
files may be accomplished by the
MERGE program. Tabulation by the
COUNT subprogram shows frequencies of occurrence, vocabulary size, and
other statistical data of individual
words.
The MULTIPLE program, added by
the installation at the University College, allows for a rather sophisticated
operation. If a field contains several entries separated by a designated delimitor character, this program can create a
new file containing one complete record
per entry, thus multiplying the master
file by as many entries as were contained in the specified field. For example, to produce a union list of journals
which includes many journals held
by several libraries, the holdings lists
for each participating library may
be printed by the sequential operation
of MULTIPLY which duplicates each
journal record by each holding library.
SORT then arranges the new file by libraries, and GALLEY lists it out by
holding libraries.
Since FAMULUS was originally designed as a batch system, the major
limitation in the version used at Case
Western University is the awkwardness
of the SEARCH program. Searching is
done sequentially by the usual combinations of Boolean operators, but no
interaction is allowed. That is, if a
search statement yields 40 postings, one
must reenter the original search statement with additional qualifying terms
in order to further limit or expand on
the search. At present, the program
does not set aside the subset retrieved
with the first search statement to allow
modification. However, CIFAMULUS,
a program developed at the University
of Missouri, allows up to three modifications on each search. This version
also has been implemented at another
site (16).

Course Content

At Case Western, students who
participated in the course on indexing,
file construction and retrieval using
FAMULUS were able to use the facilities at the computing center, which is
physically removed from the Library
School. In addition, dial-up access was
also available from the Information Resources Laboratory at the School via
several terminals. Instead of the original
punched card input, the pre-processor
for data entry adopted for the online terminal supplied appropriate prompts for
specified field names, and actually took
the "card image" of the input data so
that the format is acceptable for input to
the EDIT program. The execution and
response from online access reduced the
batch mode operation to a minimum of
delay.
The major components of the co
consisted of:
abstracting;
indexing, ranging from strictly
controlled classification to free indexing, with practice in several
post-coordinate indexing schemes;
design of the record structure by
determining fields for access;
use of thesaurus as input device
and output aid;
principles of thesaurus construction;
automatic keyword indexing;
distinction and examples of sequential and inverted file structure;
Boolean logic and its application in
searching;
devices affecting recall and precision measures, and evaluation of
search results by such measures;
overall comparison of search performance of several indexing
languages.
Since the instructor had manually
maintained and updated a selected bibliography on information science listing
approximately 130 citations, it was expedient to computerize this file. These
articles fell into twelve subtopics.
special libraries

Performance measures of recall, precision, specificity, and efficiency (the
latter two were developed at the Center
for Documentation and Communication Research in the 1950s) were introduced early in the course so that each
student was able to compute and to understand the limitations and advantages of the use of such measures. Boolean logic via Venn diagram was related
to the performance measures with practice in the formulation and reformulation of search strategies. Devices such
as weighting and word proximity were
discussed and applied in the light of
performance measures.
With the goal of retrieval firmly in
view, the class moved to the major task
of information representation. Practice
in abstracting was followed by extensive correction, revision, and discussion. Eventually the class cooperated in
abstracting all items in the bibliography. similarly, lectures on indexing
were followed by indexing experience
in Uniterm, use of the ERIC Thesaurus
(17),Schultz Thesaurus ( l a ) ,and subject
headings in the current annual volumes
of Library Literature (19).
Competence in terminal operation
was gained gradually by using the
Harris system's editor, and the preprocessing program. Each student was
responsible for inputting, revising, and
correcting ten assigned articles. Each
record included the full bibliographic
citation, abstract, and descriptors from
four indexing languages. FAMULUS
was used to edit and print the student's
private file of ten items.
By now, many students were curious
to use the other subprograms. On their
private files, they proceeded to print a
KWIC index, to sort by years and
journal titles, to print indexes of descriptors used i n the four indexing
languages, to count unique words used
in the abstract field with their frequencies of occurrence, and finally, to
test the SEARCH program by simple
searches. A certain degree of confidence
was develoved.
The instkctor merged the files from
each student into a master file. A crude
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stop-list was prepared to produce a list
of keywords from the abstract field;
thereupon, a search by keywords in the
abstracts was offered as the fifth language available. By making the master
file public-read, students were able to
have printouts of the master file and descriptor list of any of the five indexing
languages.
For the final experiment, twelve
questions were assigned corresponding
to the twelve subtovics of the biblio~ra"
phy; that is, for perfect recall and precision, one should retrieve items listed
under the corresponding subtopic. Using Uniterm, ERIC descriptors, Schultz
descriptors, Library Literature subject
headings, and keywords possibly contained in abstracts, the students formulated search statements with the aid of
the appropriate thesauri and queried
the master file to retrieve the most relevant set for each of the twelve questions. Thus, a minimum of 60 searches
had to be made. Their retrieval results
were compared with a "perfect" set
based on the subtopics in the bibliography. In this way, recall, precision, specificity, and efficiency measures were
computed. For each of the indexing
language, average scores of the four
performance measures were calculated.
With the help of Minitab, standard
deviation scores were obtained. The
students were able to interpret the performance of each of the five indexing
languages based on their own experiences in indexing and retrieval.

Evaluation

Instruction in the course was guided
by two principles: 1)each instructional
component was constantly related to
and kept within the framework of
the information retrieval system, and
2) maximum hands-on experience was
provided along with lectures and discussions. Most of the students had
no previous experience with computers. Confidence was soon developed
through many hours spent at the
terminal.
In the early stages, the numerous details involved in gaining familiarity
with the operations of the computer
system and the use of FAMULUS were
quite overwhelming for the uninitated.
Such mechanics as backspacing, erasing a character, subdivision by dashes
instead of commas, could easily cause
those unfamiliar with them to lose sight
of the goal of file construction. Indexing and abstracting information science
literature were quite a challenge for students in areas such as archive program
and art library program.
Even though the main focus of the
course was on information representation and file building, knowledge of
searching and retrieval were essential to
link document surrogate meaningfully
to the function and results of retrieval.
Skills in searching and evaluation had
to be developed. In spite of the variety
of components, FAMULUS was able to
manipulate easily and at incredible
speed.
The course offered the students
several valuable learning experiences.
They were able to develop a logical approach to file construction. For example, it was clear that anticipation of its
potential uses was crucial in structuring
the file. Fields had to be determined.
Upper and lower cases had to be
decided beforehand. As trivial a matter
as a comma or the addition of a space
after the last name of an author had to
be agreed upon and consistently followed to produce a well-organized file.
Students were able to appreciate the
problems of indexing. For example,

such linguistic problems as variant
word forms and synonyms were magnified ten-fold when the descriptor list
from the master file was first printed.
Frustration in indexing using the three
different thesauri brought home the
discussion of term specificity and topic
coverage of thesauri.
Students were able to extrapolate
from this experience the use of any appropriate program to construct files of
their own interest. Some attempted trial
files of their own and suggested several
areas of application:
a computerized file of a picture
collection;
a file for documents emanating
from the university president's
office;
a file for book orders with printouts
by vendors, by dates, and by
author1title;
a union catalog of music journals
for local music collections, and;
museum documentation, since the
FAMULUS version that was used
provides up to ten fields with up to
7,200 characters per record.
At the second offering of this course,
scheduling problems were still not
overcome. Not enough time was allowed for "cleaning up" the master file.
As a result, variations in word forms
and bound terms were not totally standardized. Hence, in searching the master
file, topics related to the quality of indexing suddenly became factors that affected the retrieval results at hand. In
that sense, a lesson was learned. Future
course offerings will attempt to offer
more use with the COUNT subprogram, since frequency of word occurrence may be used as the basis for a
project in thesaurus construction. As for
the instructor, the selected bibliography was quickly updated for the information science course offered for the
next semester.
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STAIRS
A Storage and Retrieval System
Applied in Online cataloging
William Poor
Technical Library-50120, Cummins Engine Co., Inc.,
Columbus, Ind. 47201
H STAIRS is an IBM software package used i n the creation
of bibliographic or t e x t databases and the retrieval of information from these databases. The retrieval function permits free text, natural language searching w i t h boolean
logic capability. The STAIRS system was adapted for use
as an online card catalog i n a corporate library system. The
functions of the STAIRS system are described, along w i t h
detailed examples of search strategies. The pros and cons
of the system's features are discussed, as well as recommendations for its use i n other library settings.

T

HE Storage and Information
Retrieval SystemlVirtual Storage
(STAIRSIVS) system, a computer
software package developed by IBM,
provides the capability to create bibliographic databases and retrieve information from these databases in an online
search mode. Retrieval is executed by
free text searching with boolean logic
capability. STAIRS can be adapted for
library use to create an online catalog
and to provide access to library holdings via a network of terminals connected to the system.
STAIRS was used to develop such an
online catalog for the Business Library
and Technical Library at Cummins
Engine Company, Inc. The two libraries
have combined holdings of over 7,000
52

book titles,. 13,000
internal technical re.
ports, and numerous other documents,
directories, and vublications. While
physically separate: the libraries have a
common acquisitions and cataloging
function. STAIRS was selected for its indepth search capability and for the ability to provide multiple point access to
the libraries' index of resources.
Since the company has an IBM computer installation, the STAIRS package
was readily accessible via the in-house
data processing system. STAIRS was
seen as a means to provide in-depth retrieval of both internal reports and the
traditional card catalog. In addition, the
system's accessibility to national and
overseas company affiliates was viewed
as an added bonus.
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Development of STAIRS Databases
To implement the transition to an online retrieval system, databases for the
system had to be designed. It was
decided that the library retrieval system
would consist of several databases, each
containing specific types of information. The databases were assigned fourcharacter names as prescribed by
STAIRS (see Table 1).
The card catalog (CARD) database
consists of bibliographic data for the
book collection in the company libraries. This data includes conference proceedings, annuals, directories, and government publications, but not journal
articles. The technical reports (TECH)
file contains the abstracts and bibliographic data for all internally written
technical reports. The business reports (BREP) file, similar to the TECH
file, focused on the marketing, planning, and financial reports of the company. The parts 1service1sales literature
(CPUB) database contains the bibliographic data and any abstract information for publications written by the
company for external use by service and
sales personnel.
Table 1. Library Databases.

Content

Name

Card catalog
Internal technical reports
Internal business reports
Partslse~icelsalesliterature
Combines tech, brep, cpub

CARD
TECH
BREP
CPUB
CLlB

Figure 1. CARD Database Format.
CARDNUM = 79-3389
DATEENT = 801107
DATEPUB = 1980
CALLNUM HD31.D7734
AUTHOR
Drucker, Peter F.
TITLE
Managing in Turbulent Times.
PUBLISHER New York.. Haroer & Row.
1980.
LOCATION BL
COMMENTS 239 pages.
SUBJECTS Industrial management.

.

A fifth database was developed
to take advantage of the concatenation feature of STAIRS which combines (concatenates) several individual
databases into one. This "super" database, CLIB, combines TECH, CPUB,
and BREP into a larger database of
all company-originated publications.
Thus, a searcher is able to search just
two databases: CARD for all external
literature housed in the libraries, and
CLIB for all company literature housed
in the libraries. Even with the CLIB
combined file, STAIRS still allows individual searches of the concatenated
TECH, BREP, and CPUB files if a
requestor needs to narrow the search by
type of document, such as technical
reports.
The Card Catalog
The card catalog (CARD) database
was designed to provide a readily accessible and easily readable online catalog to information housed in the libraries. The information in the card catalog
database was to be as complete as possible yet not too encumbered with details which might discourage the end
user (who possibly would be discouraged enough by using a new online
system). The CARD database was set up
to include the basic bibliographic information from the standard catalog card
using the LC classification system, such
as author, title, publisher, and so on.
Edition n ~ t a t i o n ~any
o r other notations
(i.e., title changes) would be entered in
the comments paragraph. The format of
each entry in CARD was altered to present a more readable and more understandable entry (see Figure 1).
In STAIRS, database information
must be structured into either a formatted field or paragraph. The formatted field, as its name implies, is a
field of fixed length which is generally
designed for dates, document numbers,
and similar data that do not vary in
length. The paragraphs, on the other
hand, are basically open ended (providing multiple lines of data) for text

material such as abstracts, titles, and so
on. As illustrated in Table 2, the basic
CARD entry contains the three formatted fields and seven paragraphs.
An important feature of STAIRS is
that the system only searches paragraphs, not formatted fields. The data
in the formatted fields is accessible but
not through the direct searching mode.
However, the formatted field does serve
a useful purpose, since STAIRS entries
can be sorted by the formatted field
data. For example, in the CARD database, search results can be sorted by the
formatted field "date of publication" in
order to get a chronological list.
Company Publications

The internal publications databases
were set up somewhat differently from
CARD. In addition to the basic bibliographic data, each entry includes the
abstract of the respective report. Within the parameters described earlier
concerning paragraphs and formatted
fields, the basic format for the CLIB files
was established (see Figure 2).
This format permits searching by
document number, author, title, issuing department, and abstract. As in the
CARD file, each entry in either TECH,
CPUB or BREP was completed with the
addition of several formatted fields.
These non-searchable (yet sortable)
fields are document number, date (year)
of publication, and date of entry into
STAIRS.
Input

Establishing the database format required considerable thought and planning; however, the input of the data
into STAIRS was even more timeconsuming. For the CARD database,
each title entrv had to be manuallv
keyed. The input process lasted one
year, since the cataloging clerk who
keyed the entries performed additional
routine duties as well. Although extracting data from other machinereadable sources would be an alterna-

Table 2. CARD Database Paragraphs
and Formatted Fields.
Paragraphs

Formatted Fields

LC call number
Author
Title
Publisher
Library location code
Contents notes
Subjects

LC card number
Date of publication
Date of entry

Figure 2. CUB Database Format.
DATEENT = 790620
DATEPUB = 1979
DOCNUM = 3984561-XX
DOCNUM
3984561-XX
AUTHOR
Smith, H K
TITLE
Analysis of camshaft
materials.
DEPARTMENT 3984, Materials Engineering, 6115180.
LOCATION
TL
SUBJECTS
Project 78-000-01
ABSTRACT
This report discusses
the various materials
tested. . . . .

tive method for obtaining this input, it
was not considered practical for the
Cummins application.
The TECH database was handled differently. Since there was an accumulation of old reports that had not been
abstracted, it was decided to start the
TECH file using current reports and to
add only new, incoming reports. Later,
the older reports could be added, using
at least the bibliographic data for each
report.
The IBM Advanced Text Management
System (ATMS) is used to format data
for the STAIRS databases. Each entry is
entered into ATMS using a "form"
document (see Figure 3). Data is entered
on the appropri'gte line of the blank
form document, overtyping the line
name. Figure 4 is an example of a completed ATMS entry. Following the entry
through the system, ~ ~ ~ e n 1dillusi x
trates the retrieved entry in STAIRS.
Via ATMS, data is input daily;
however, this process does not automatically update the respective dataspecial libraries

bases. Rather, the data in ATMS is
queued for batch updating. Currently,
this batch updating is on a weekly
schedule, thus providing no more than
a five-day delay in retrieval of new
materials.
Searching STAIRS

Once the information is stored in the
STAIRS databases, retrieval access is
available to any company employee using a systems terminal. (In this application, IBM 3278 terminals are used.) For
company-wide access, three general
purpose ID's were established. These
ID'S may be used by any employee for
sign-on. The libraries maintain several
separate, private ID's for library use
only.
Upon completion of sign-on, the user
is prompted for a command to begin the
searching process. STAIRS has preprogrammed commands for executing
search routine, each with a specific
function. On the IBM 3278 terminals,
these preset commands correspond
with the programmed function (PF)
keys on the right side of the key board,
as shown in Table 3. By depressing the
appropriate key, the respective STAIRS
command is executed.

To begin a search, the PF1 key is depressed. At this point, STAIRS puts the
user into the search mode, indicates the
search statement number, and accepts a
search strategy. The search strategy can
be a single search term or a more complex boolean search string. Multiple
terms can be linked by the logical operators AND, OR, NOT. In addition,
several other operators provide increased search capabilities:
ADJ - search items must be adjacent
to one another within the database.
WITH - terms must be within the same
sentence within the document.

SAME - search terms must be in the
same paragraph within the
document.

Another feature of the STAIRS search
mode is truncation. Words mav be
searched by their word "root" s t e 6 and
subsequent suffix. That is, a word is
truncated by using the dollar sign "$" to
search all possible endings of that word.
For example, computer$ would retrieve
computer, computers, computerization,
com~uterized,and so forth.
arch strategy can be further defined
by the location of the requested search

Figure 3. Blank ATMS Input Format.
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Table 3.
Keys.

Programmed Function (PF)
PF3
browse

I

display
PF4
PF7
print

PFIO
mail

I

PF5

PF6
change

PF8

PF9

PFl I
exec

PF12
COPY

element with the document paragraphs.
This location must be defined as one
of the paragraphs established in the
database format. For example, in all
databases there is an author paragraph. Thus, to execute an author
search, the search strategy would be:
johnson.aufhor.
STAIRS provides a "limiting" function in the SELECT mode. After a successful search, the searcher can qualify
or limit the results by hitting the PF2
key in order to SELECT specified entries. The SELECT mode works with the
formatted fields mentioned earlier. To
select documents dating from the last
two years, the searcher would "select"
datepub GT 1979-where datepub is
the formatted field, GT equals "greater
than," and 1979 is the year.
Viewing Search Results

Once a search andlor select has been
successfully entered, STAIRS responds
with the number of citations (if any)
which meet the search criteria. The user
can BROWSE the results by hitting the
PF3 key. The system then prompts the
user to choose a display format (i.e.,
any combination of paragraphs and formatted fields). For example, a lengthy
search result might be best browsed by
looking at titles only. In this case the
searcher enters title. If a short list of retrieved items results from the search,
the user might want to see the complete
entries with abstracts included. This is
accomplished by entering all.
Reviewing the list of retrieved items,
the user can move within the list by

either moving ahead one or more documents at a time by entering doc + n
(where n = the number of documents),
or the searcher can back up to reexamine previous documents by entering doc - n .
Several sample searches, utilizing
the search, select, and browse features,
are illustrated in the appendices.
Additional Features

Printing output is possible while in
the BROWSE mode. A hard copy of the
search results can be obtained either by
hitting the PF12 key-to have the copy
printed at the local printer associated
with the terminal-or
by hitting the
PF7 key-to have the printout run in
the batch mode on the data center line
printer. STAIRS will only print the listing that is being browsed. To print the
results of a previous search, the user
must go back and browse that list.
DISPLAY (PF4) provides a list of previous search statements and their
respective results. This command is
useful in review search strategies.
PURGE (entered. .purge so as not to
be interpreted as a search term) deletes
any previous search statements. With
the command . .purge all, all previous
search statements are deleted and the
searcher is reset to search statement
number 1.
SAVE is used to store a set of search
statements for later use. To save a
search, the save command is followed
by a four character name (designated by
the user). For example, . .save weld
might be used to save-a search strategy
for searching on the subject of welding.
To reexecute a stored search, the command EXEC is followed by the stored
search name. As in the above example,
. .exec weld would reexecute the search
stored under the name "weld". To remove a stored search from the system,
the purge command is used in conjunction with the name of the stored search.
Using the above example, . .purge weld
would delete the saved search strategy.
CHANGE is a time-saving command
executed by the PF6 key. This command
special libraries

allows the user to change databases
without having to sign off one database
and sign back onto the next database.
The system prompts the user for the
new database name, and starts the
search mode with search statement
number one.
HELP provides the user with a brief
preprogrammed tutorial session with
STAIRS. By hitting the PF8 key, the user
can obtain an online explanation of
some of the STAIRS features including
sign-on, command format, available
databases, and so on.
Conclusion

The online card catalog has provided
an indepth, flexible, and widely accessible index of the library collection.
Bibliographies and acquisition lists can
be quickly compiled. The ability to do
in-depth free text searching, including
truncation, on card catalog entries is a
valuable new retrieval tool.
One unique and beneficial feature of
STAIRS is the PF key capability. These
programmed commands eliminate the
need to type in frequently used commands. Eliminated, too, are the possibilities of typographical errors and
command format confusion. In addition, the speed of command execution
is increased.

terms within the database also indicates
the frequency of term usage, thus providing an authority list of database
terms.
Constraints

STAIRS, however, is not without its
problems. One of the major disadvantages is the inability to make corrections
to a database entry quickly and easily,
STAIRS is a relatively static system. The
formatted fields are the only alterable
elements within a STAIRS database.
While in the BROWSE mode, these
fields can be "modified." However,
correcting the text of any particular entry is an involved process that requires
deleting the entry from the database
and then reentering it via ATMS.
In reentering a corrected entry, the
catalogerlindexer has two options. The
entry can be reconstructed, like new, in
ATMS and resubmitted in the next update; or, if the entry has been maintained in ATMS, corrections can be
made in ATMS and resubmitted in the
next update. Either process takes time.
Unless the entry is maintained in
ATMS, the entire entry has to be
rekeyed in order to correct, perhaps, a
simple typographical error. Keeping all
entries in ATMS can be a costly storage
space requirement. An attempt has

In application, STAIRS has worked well in the Cummins library system and has been well-received. The
use of STAIRS by non-library personnel has created a
new dimension in information processing.
The flexibility in display of output is
also of value. Instead of providing a
choice between a few formats, STAIRS
lists all or any combination of established entry paragraphs andlor formatted fields. The output listing format
can be as complete, brief, or varied as
needed.
Another helpful feature is that each
time a database is updated, the system
provides an off-line printout of terms in
that database. This a-to-z listing of all
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been made at the Cummins libraries to
adapt to this situation. Only the last few
months of entries have been maintained in ATMS with the intention of
catching any major problems within
this time frame. This procedure has
eliminated the storage of all records on
ATMS and has allowed relatively quick
updating of the latest entries.
The most prevalent problem encountered with STAIRS is the sign-on sequence, particularly for new or infre-

quent users. In signing on, the user
must identify which database is to be
searched. The most common mistake
made is to overlook this step and to start
searching. If the same mistake is made
twice, the system will "lock up" the ID,
inform the user of "violated privacy,"
and not let the user sign-on. Once the
ID is locked, the user must call the data
center to free the ID. No clear explanation is made to the user at the time the
mistake is made. The error message
does not clearly inform the user that a
mistake has been made, nor does it ex-

plain the "violated privacy" statement.
A more visible and understandable
error message, repeated each time the
error is made, would be helpful.
Despite these problems, STAIRS is a
powerful retrieval package, and newer
releases to STAIRS will upgrade and
further enhance the features of the
system. In application, STAIRS has
worked well in the Cummins library
system and has been well-received. The
use of STAIRS by non-library personnel
has created a new dimension in information processing.

Appendix 1. Sample Search for a Specific Book in the CARD Database.
Search Parameters: library call number.
Example: (user input designated by underscoring).
After initating the search by pressing the PF1 key, STAIRS responds:

Enter the search term (I).*

The resultslresponse (2):

To look at the results, press the PF3 key.

Enter the print specifications (3).

The printed entry:

* Notes appear on p. 61.
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Appendix 2. Sample Search by Subject and Title in the Card Database.
Search parameters: subject terms (COMPUTER, PROGRAMMING, BASIC) specifically in the
title. Example: (user input designated by underscoring).
After initiating the search by pressing the PF1 key, STAIRS responds.
!

-

>

! I1

"lcc!

I

1 '

4

/ I

I//

/

'

/

1'11

/ I / /

I,,

I

'

'

I , " l 1 ;I

Enter the search terms (I).'
I

I

,/I

1

The resultslresponse:

To look at the results, press the PF3 key.
1

.

I / /

Enter the print specifications.

The printed entries:

I

ill

* Notes appear on p. 61.
Appendix 3. Sample Extended Subject Search in the CARD Database.
Search parameters: basic search (OFFICE) narrowed by specific terms (MANAGEMENT,
TECHNOLOGY, AUTOMATION FUTURE) limited by date.
Example: (user input designated by underscoring).
STAIRS responds:

1. After initiating the search by pressing
,..'i:,:iL;%~..'l
,,;I.:::s~

!',i,.,~,;

,I. k.~::

.. 1. i

E.

2 Enter the first search terms
/ ' /

I ' / /

/'

1

I
/

I

/
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The resultslresponse:

Continue the search by pressing the PFI key.
V!\I1, i. ~,

%

,

,

.

! i ' 3.

The results1response:
,

'

,

!(i

Continue the search by pressing the PF1 key.
, J , )I

!:iJ!.':.!c!i:l I , , '

,, . ,!(',,;..,i'.,I.'!
, . , > $ ,. a
.. ..~
... ,
!.~811l ili7;..I!:
>,,

!,~81i I... I..! ?q 1;:

,'%

! ! ,:..'
'? ;.,'

)

. ) y.

I

:#
[ jI. t ! rq I:r! i ,:.'

1

1

1

p:

To select (limit) the results, press the PF2 key.

Enter the select (limit) criteria (6).

* Notes appear on
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p. 61.
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12. T h e resultslresponse:

13. T o l o o k at t h e results, press t h e PF3 key.
, ,. ,:

I

1.8,.

Notes
1. Any search string with an inbedded period must be put in quotes. In a regular search the period indicates

a specific paragraph location.
2. The number of results for each term is listed; the bottom line "results" is the result of the search criteria.
(OCCURRENCES = the number of times the term is in the database. DOCUMENTS = the number of
entrles w h ~ c hinclude the term.)

3. "explain" lists the available paragraphs.
4. Previous search statement results can be combined with new terms by referring to the previous search
statement number.
5. "$" is the truncation symbol used to retrieve all variations of the root word. Note in the results listing all
variations of the word are listed, whether relevant or not.

6. where: datepub

=

the formatted f ~ e l dfor date of publication: NL

=

not less than

7. If there is no data in a requested paragraph for a particular entry, the blank paragraph is om~ttedin the
printout (i.e., the author in document 1).
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On the Scene

1982 Candidates for SLA Office
For President-Elect
S L A Division Activities. She has been a
member of the Physics-Astronomy-Mathematics Division since 1970. She served as
chairman, Astronomy Serials Project (19741
75); Division chairman-elect (1975/76), and
chairman (1976177); and membership
chairman (1978179).

PAT MOLHOLT
is assistant director of libraries, Folsom Library, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y. She received a
BA in philosophy and English (1966), an
MLS (1970), and a Specialist (post-master's)
degree (1978) from the University of
Wisconsin-Madison. During 1978 she attended the University of Munich, majoring
in German.
She began her professional career as a library intern at the Milwaukee Public Library (1966167). Following a series of positions at the University of Wisconsin-as
teaching assistant at the Library School
(1969170), as librarian, Woodman Astronomical Library (1970173), and as physics
librarian, General Libraries (1973177)-she
was named director and assistant professor,
Science and Technology Library, University
of Wyoming (1977178). In 1978 she assumed
her present position at Rensselaer, and the
following year accepted a concurrent position as adjunct lecturer, School of Library
and Information Science, SUNYlAlbany.

S L A Chapter Activities. She has held membership in three Association Chapters: Wisconsin (1970177), Rocky Mountain (1977178),
and Upstate New York (1978 to the present).
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Association Level Activities. She served as
member, Networking Committee (1977180);
Director (1978180); Board Proctor, Plenum
Publishing Corporation Award Committee
(1978179); member, Association Office
Operations Committee (1979180); Board
Proctor, Government Information Services
Committee (1979180); Board Proctor, Positive Action Program for Minority Groups
Committee (1979180); Representative to the
Science and Technology Libraries Section
and the Astronomical & Geophysical Round
Table, IFLA (1979180). She has been a
member of SLA since 1970.
Other Professional Activities. She is currently a member of ALA; secretary, Standing Committee on Scientific and Technical
Libraries, IFLA; chairman, Astronomical
and Geophysical Libraries Round Table,
IFLA; and consulting member, International
Astronomical Union Commission 5 (Documentation). She has served as consultant,
Aspen Center for Physics (1977 and 1978);
Kluwer Publishing Group Boston (1979);
and Repertoire International de la Literature
de 1'Art (1980). She has received research
grants from the Council on Library Research
and the National Endowment for the Humanities in support of an Art and Architecture Thesaurus Project.
Her name has appeared in Who's W h o of
American Women since 1978. A frequent con-

tributor of reports to ChapterlDivision bulletins, she has also published two research
reports, one article in Special Libraries, and
two articles in other scholarly journals. Her
three most recent publications are: "Cooperative Program for Collecting Government Documents between Depository and
Non-Depository Libraries" (with J. Sheviak
and J. Stephens), Science and Technology
Libraries l(no.2) Winter 1980; "The Art
and Architecture Project," Visual Resources,

when she accepted the position of librarian;
in 1975 she assumed her present position.

S L A Chapter Activities. As member of the
Pacific Northwest Chapter, she served as
secretary-treasurer (1966167); membership
chairman (1967168); publicity chairman
(1969170); president-elect (1970171); president (1971172); member, Chapter Executive
Board (1972173); and chairman, Consultation Committee (1973175).

a n International Iournal of Documentation
l(nos.213):19%199 (Fall 1980lWinter 1981);
and a contribution to Introduction to Visual
Resource Library Automation, A. Z . Richardson and S. Hannah, eds., Mid America College Art Association, 1981, pp. 151-160.

M. PRIVAT is assistant vicepresident and manager, Library, SeattleFirst National Bank, Seattle, Wash. She received a BA in business administration
(1960) and an MLS degree (1969) from the
University of Washington.
She was assistant librarian, United Control Corporation (1960164) before being promoted to librarian (1964168). Her career at
Seattle-First National Bank began in 1968

JEANNETTE

S L A Division Activities. She served as secretary, Business and
(1970172).

Finance Division

Association-Level Activities. She has been
active on the Education Committee, serving
as member (1974/77), and chairman (19761
77). She was chairman-elect, Chapter Cabinet (1977178) and chairman (1978179). She
was member, Awards Committee (1978179)
and, most recently, served as chairman, 1981
Atlanta Program Committee (1979181). A
member of SLA since 1965.
Other Professional Activities. She is a
member of the National Association of Bank
Women.

For Division-Cabinet Chairman-Elect
treal (1965166); reference librarian, Metro
Toronto Business Library (1966169); and librarian, Economics Division, CIB (1969171).
She has held her present position at CIB
since that time and has also served as associate instructor, Faculty of Library Science,
University of Toronto (1974179).

JANE COONEYis manager, Information
Centre, Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce (CIB), Toronto, Ont. She received a
BA from Marianopolis College, Montreal
(1963) and a BLS (1964) and MLS (1973) from
the University of Toronto.
She was reference librarian, Calgary Public Library (1964165); circulation librarian,
Redpath Library, McGill University, Mon-

S L A Chapter Activities. As a member of the
Toronto Chapter, she has served as placement chairman (1974175); president-elect
(1975176); president (1976177); past-president (1977178); and chairman, Consultation
Committee (1978179).
S L A Division Activities. In the Business
and Finance Division, she served as director
(1977179); chairman-elect (1978179); chairman (1979180); past-chairman (1980181); and
chairman, Nominating Committee (19811
82). She has also been a member of the Library Management Division since 1979.
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Association Level Activities. Since joining
SLA in 1969, she has been SLA representative to CASLIS (1980- ), and member, Government Information Services Committee
(1981183).
Other Professional Activities. A member of
the Canadian Library Association since
1964, she has been a member of the
LibrarylPublisher Relations Committee
(1966), Membership Committee (1967168),
Nominating Committee (1970), and the
Committee on Publications (1975179).She is
also a member of the Editorial Advisory
Board, Canadian Business lndex (1975- );
member, Library Techniques Advisory
Committee, Seneca College (1976181); and
chairman, Commerce Employee Campaign,
United Way of Greater Toronto (1981).
She has been a contributor to two books
and has had four journal articles published.

SUSANM. HILLis librarian, National Association of Broadcasters, Washington, D.C.
She received an AB in English from Pennsylvania State University (1961), an MA in
English education from Teachers College,
Columbia University (1962), and an MLS
from Rutgers University (1969).
She was a teacher of English and journalism in California and New Jersey high
schools (1962168) before becoming a librarian at the Free Public Library of Woodbridge, N.J. (1969173). She assumed her
present position in 1973.

S L A Chapter Activities. As member of the
Washington, D.C. Chapter, she served as
chairman, Placement Committee (1980181).
S L A Division Activities. She was a founding member of the Telecommunications
Division and served as Division chairman
(1977179); chairman, Bylaws Committee
(1979181); and chairman, Nominating Committee (1980181). In the Social Science Division, she was co-chairman, Telecommunications Section, Reference Update Committee
at the 1976 Annual Conference. She was also
active in the Advertising and Marketing
Division, serving as membership chairman
(1976177).
Association-Level Activities. She has been a
member of SLA since 1973.

Other Professional Activities. She is a
member of the American Library Association; American Women in Radio and
Television; Washington, D.C. Library Association; Law Librarians' Society of Washington, D.C.; and Beta Phi Mu. She was
assistantlassociate editor, N e w Jersey Libraries, the journal of the New Jersey Library
Association (1969171).
She has published one journal article and
three articles in Chapter and Division bulletins. Her most recent contribution is the section on Telecommunications and Communications in "SLA Prepares for Leadership
Role in the 801s," Bulletin of the American
Society for Information Science 6(no.6):3>34
(Aug 1980).

For Chapter Cabinet Chairman-Elect

H LAVA
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JOHNSON

MARJORIE
HLAVAis president, Access Innovations, Inc., Albuquerque, N.M. She received a BS in botany and a secondary education certification from the University of
Wisconsin-Madison (1970). She was a
master's candidate in public administration
and in library and information science, University of New Mexico (1974176).
Before assuming her present position in
1979, she was assistant biologJ librarian,
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Biology Department, University of Wisconsin-Madison (1965167); information scientists, NASA Technology Applications
Center, University of New Mexico (1974178);
project manager, State Agency Documents Computerization, Bureau of Business
and Economic Research, University of
New Mexico (1977178); and information
manager, Technology Applications Center,
Albuquerque, N.M.

S L A Chapter Activities. As member of the
Rio Grande Chapter, she served as chairman, Special Projects Committee (1976177);
chairman, Career Guidance Committee
(1978179); chairman, Employment Committee (1978179); program chairman (1979180);
president-elect (1979180); and president
(1980181).
S L A Division Activities. She is a member of
the Special Technology Committee, as well
as the Exhibits Committee, Information
Technology Division.

Association-Level Activities. She joined
SLA in 1975 and is currently chairman; Long
Range Planning Committee (1980182).
Other Professional Activities. As a member
of Western Information Network, she served
as treasurer (1979181), annual meeting chairman (1979181), and chairman, Education
Committee (1978180). She was chairman,
New Mexico Online Users Group (1976180);
and chairman, Online Bibliographic Users
Group. She was a member, Southwest Library Association (1976178). As member of
American Society for Information Science
she was online liaison SIG-CRS, (1979180);
secretaryltreasurer, SIG-EEI (1980181).She is
a member of the Greater Albuquerque Library Association, as well as a member of
the New Mexico Library Association in
which she served as chairman, Online
Roundtable (1979180). She was a member of
the Steering Committee, National Online
Circuit (1977181) and committee chairman
(1978180). She also holds membership in the
National Honor Society.

She has made numerous presentations at
seminars and association conferences and
has written seven articles. Her most recent
works are: "Effective Search Strategies,"
with D. R. Knox, On-Line Review 3(no.2) Jun
1979; and "Are You Ready for a Search
Center," Information World l(no.3):55,516
(Apr 1979).

MARILYN
K. JOHNSON is manager, Information and Library Services, Shell Oil Company, Houston, Tex. She received a BA in
chemistry from Wellesley College (1949).
She joined Shell Development Co.,
Emeryville, Calif., as junior chemist in the
library (1950), to become library supervisor
(1968). She assumed her present position in
1972.

S L A Chapter Activities. As a member of the
San Francisco Bay Region Chapter (1951172),
she held several offices including the presidency (1963164). She is currently a member
of the Texas Chapter, having served as
president-elect (1977178) and president
(1978179).
S L A Division Activities. She was chairman,
Petroleum Division (1964165).
Association-Level Activities. She was a
member, Conference Advisory Committee
(1969172); program chairman, 1971 San
Francisco Conference (1970171); member,
Scholarship Committee (1972175), serving as
committee chairman (1974175); invited participant, SLAINCLIS Conference (1975);
SLA coordinator, AFIPS 1977 National Computer Conference (1976177); member, Joint
Chapter-Division Cabinets Archives Study
Committee (1978179); and .program chairman, 1982 Detroit Conference (1981182). She
has been a member of SLA since 1951.
Other Professional Activities. She is currently a member of ASIS and of Associated
Information Managers (AIM) of IIA. In 1978
she served as delegate, Texas Governor's
Conference, and as chairman, ASIS midyear meeting.
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For Treasurer (1982185)

S. KIRKLAND
CABEENis director, Engineering Societies Library, New York, N.Y.
He received a BA in chemistry from
Lafayette College (1952) and an MS in library
science from Syracuse University (1954).
Before assuming his present position in
1964, he was assistant librarian, American
Mutual Co. (1956158),and librarian, Ford Instrument Co., Division of Sperry Rand
(1958164).

S L A Chapter Activities. A member of the
New York Chapter, he was treasurer, SciTech Group (1957-59); chairman, Sci-Tech
Group (1961-62); Chapter treasurer (19621
65); and president (1966167).
S L A Division Activities. He was business
manager, Sci Tech N e w s (1966168) and chairman, Sci-Tech Division (1970171).
Association-Level Activities. Since joining
the Association in 1956, he has served on the
Finance Committee (1975180); Special Committee on Copyright (1972175); Nominating
Committee (1974175). He has also served as
SLA Representative to the U.S. National
Committee, United Nations Educational,
Scientific, and Cultural Organization, General Information Program.

Other Professional Activities. He is a
member of the American Library Association; American Society for Information Science; New York Library Club; Archons of
Colophon; Melvil Dui Chowder and Marching Association; and the New York State Library Association. He has published three
journal articles and 6 articles in Chapter and
Division Bulletins.
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MURIEL
REGANis librarian, The Rockefeller Foundation, New York, N.Y. She received a BA from Hunter College, CCNY
(1950), and an MSLS from Columbia University, School of Library Service (1952).She
expects to complete coursework for an MBA
at Pace University in June 1982.
She was previously employed as deputy
chief librarian, Borough of Manhattan Community College, CCNY (1965166); and as
librarian, Booz, Allen & Hamilton, N.Y.
(1966167).She assumed her present position
in 1967. In 1980 she co-founded and became
secretaryltreasurer of the library services
firm of Gossage Regan Associates, Inc., N.Y.

S L A Chapter Activities. She is a member of
the New York Chapter and has served as
chairman, Union List Revision Committee
(1972174); program planner (1974175); chairman, Social Science Group (1975176); treasurer (1975176 and 1977178);president (19791
80); member, Ad Hoc New Members Committee (1981182); and member, Nominating
Committee (1981182).
S L A Division Activities. As member of the
Social Sciences Division, she served as bulletin editor (1975176) and chairman, Intemational Affairs Section (1977178). She is also a
member of the Museums, Arts & Humanities Division.
Association-Level Activities. She was
deputy program chairman, Contributed
Papers-1977 Annual Conference (1976177);
member, Education Committee (1978181)
and Committee chairman (1978179). A
member of SLA since 1956.
Other Professional Activities. She is a
member of IFLA, ALA, New York Library
Association, ASIS, AIM, CLENE, and New
York Library Club. In addition, she is a
member of the Association of Population
and Family Planning Libraries and Information Centers (APLIC), editor of the APLIC
Communicator (1979- ) and second vicepresident, APLIC (1981182). As member of
the New York Metropolitan Reference and
Research Library Agency, she is on the Administrative Services Committee (1980- )
and the Task Force to Study New York State

Interlibrary Loan System (1980- ). During
1976178, she served on the Board of Directors, Universal Serials & Book Exchange.
She has served on the Board of Directors,
Columbia University, School of Library Service (1976181) and was president of the
Alumni Association (1979180). She is a
member of Phi Beta Kappa.

She has published one book, two articles
in Special Libraries, and four submissions to
Chapter and Division bulletins. Her most
recent article is "Internship Programs in
Special Libraries: A Mutually Beneficial Experience for Librarian and Student" (with
Ron Coplen), Special Libraries 72(no.l):31-38
(Jan 1981).

For Directors (1 982185)

DAVIDE. KING is librarian, Editorial Library, Standard Education Corporation,
Chicago, Ill. He received a BS in English
with a library science minor from Ball State
University (1958), did graduate study at
Hofstra University (1959160), and received
an MALS from Rosary College (1971).
He was a member of the U.S. Army
Dependent Education Group (1960161) and
served in the U.S. Peace Corps in the Philippines (1961163) before taking a position as
college traveller, American Book Company
(1963165). He was librarian, R. R. Donnelly
& Sons Co., Chicago (1965169) and visiting
lecturer, University of Illinois Graduate
School of Library Science (summer 1976 and
1977).

S L A Chapter Activities. As a member of
the Illinois Chapter, he was chairman of
the Nominating Committee (1970171);member, Hospitality Committee (1970172); chairman, Education Committee (1971173);chairman, Bylaws Committee (1976177); editor of
the Chapter's Membership Directory, 19681969; president-elect (1978179); president
(1979180); and chairman, Long Range Planning Committee (1981- ).

S L A Division Activities. As a member of
the Publishing Division, he served as program chairman (1970171); bulletin editor
(1971173); chairman-elect (1973174); chairman (1974175); projects coordinator (19751
76); and chairman, Bylaws Committee
(197% ).
Association-Level Activities. He was chairman of the Publisher Relations Committee
(1969171); member, American Book Publishers CouncillSLA Joint Committee (19691
71); member, Recruitment Committee (19721
73); conference chairman, 1975 Annual Conference; chairman, Conference Advisory
Committee (1975176); chairman, Publications Committee (1979- ). He joined SLA in
1966.
Other Professional Activities. He is a
member of American Library Association;
Illinois Library Association; Illinois Regional Library Council; Chicago Library
Club. In 1979 he was a delegate to the White
House Conference on Library and Information Services.
His published works include one book, a
research report, two articles in scholarly
special libraries

journals, including one in Special Libraries,
and numerous contributions to Chapter and
Division bulletins. His most recent publications are: Special Libraries: A Guide for Management, 2nd ed. (with Jan Ahrensfeld and
Elin Christianson), Special Libraries Association, 1981; and "Library and Information
Services for Business and the Professions,"
testimony before the Joint Congressional
Hearing, Nov 19, 1979, published in Illinois
Libraries 62(no.3):228-231 (Mar 1980).

ROBERTB. LANEis director, Air University
Library, Maxwell AFB, Ala. He received
his AB and MLS from the University of
California at Berkeley in 1954 and 1957,
respectively.
He was USAF area librarian, Hq, 3AF,
South Ruislip, England (1963165) and USAF
staff librarian for the Middle East, Ankara,
Turkey (1965167). During the following
years, he was chief, Reader Services Division, Air University Library (1967171).
From 1971 to 1973, he held the positions of
field director, Library of Congress Office,
Karachi, Pakistan, and acting field director,
Cairo, Egypt. He assumed his present position in 1974.

S L A Chapter Activities. He is a member of
the Alabama Chapter and served as chairman, Bylaws Committee (1975176).
S L A Division Activities. He is a member of
the Military Librarians Division and served
as chairman-elect (1968169) and chairman
(1966170).
Association Level Activities. He was SLA
representative to the Conference on Interlibrary communications and Information
Networks (1970); member, H.W. Wilson
Company Chapter Award Committee
(1970171); chairman, Networking Committee (1975177); member, ad hoc panel to review the final draft of the NCLIS program
document (1975); chairman, Conference
Program Committee (1977178); and chairman, Consultation Service Committee
(1981- ). A member of SLA since 1967.
Other Professional Activities. H e has written several articles for Special Libraries and
other journal publications, plus two contributions to Chapter and Division bulletins.
His most recent works are: "Toward New
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Horizons for Academic Libraries: Impressions of the First National ACRL Conference" [SL70(no.2):11C-111 (Feb 1979)l; "The
USAF Air University Libraries," Encyclopedia of Library and Information Science (to be
published in 1982).
He is a member of American Library Association; Alabama Library Association;
and Southwestern Library Association. He
served as president, Federal Librarians
Round Table, American Library Association
(1975176); chairman, Alabama State Library
Advisory Council (1976179); and chairman,
Nominating Committee, American Library
Association (1978179).
He received the Air Force Decoration for
Distinguished Civilian Service (1978).

FRANK H. SPAULDING
is head, Library
Operations, Libraries and Information
Systems Center, Bell Telephone Laboratories, N.J. He received a BA from Brown
University (1957) and an MSLS from Case
Western Reserve University (1961).
He was disbursinglfinancial officer, U.S.
Navy (1957159), and supply officer, U.S.
Navy Civil Engineers Corps (1960). He
began his professional library career as
supervisor, Information Services, ColgatePalmolive Co. (1961165). In 1964 he was adjunct instructor, Graduate School of Library
Service, Drexel University. He joined Bell
Telephone Laboratories as group supervisor, Library Technical Processes in 1965
and assumed his present position in 1970.

S L A Chapter Activities. He was chairman,
Membership Committee, Sci-Tech Group,
New York Chapter (1969170). As a member
of the New Jersey Chapter, he was
president-elect (1976177) and president
(1977178); delegate, New Jersey Governor's
Conference on Library and Information Services (1978); and chairman, Nominating
Committee (1979180).
S L A Division Activities. Currently a
member of the Information Technology and
Library Management Divisions, he has participated in many Division projects and
activities. He was a member, Special Projects Committee, Engineering Division
(1969170); member, Bylaws Committee, SciTech Division (1975176); member, Special
Projects Committee, Documentation Division (1977178); chairman, Special Projects
Committee, Information Technology Division (1978179) and chairman of the Divi-

sion's Planning Committee (1979180). As a
member of the Library Management Division, h e was contributing editor to the Division's bulletin (1978179), chairman-elect
(1980/81), and chairman (1981182).

Association-Level Activities. During 19801
81, he served on the Special Committee on
SLA Division Structure. A member of SLA
since 1961.
Other Professional Activities. He is a
member of American Library Association,
American Society for Information Science
(ASIS), and the Advisory Council, Brookdale College. He is also an advisory associate, Graduate School of Library and Information Studies, Rutgers University;
member, PALINETIULC Board of Trustees;
and member, Library Advisory Board, New
Jersey County and Municipal Government
Study Commission (1977180). As a member
of ASIS, he served on the Education Committee (1975176). He was a member
(1979180) and vice president (1980181) of
Documentation Abstracts.
He is the author of "Computer-Aided
Selection in a Library Network," Journal

of the American Society for Information Science 27:269-280 (SeplOct 1976), and a frequent contributor to the New Jersey Chapter
bulletin.

MARYLOU STURSA
is manager, Information Services, Governor's Energy Office, Office of the Governor, Talahassee, Fla.
She received a BS in industriallfood microbiology from the University of Wisconsin
(1950) and an MS in librarylinformation science from Florida State University (1969).

After working as a microbiologist in
industry and research positions, she was research librarian, Florida Department of
Commerce (1969170); information coordinator, Florida Coastal Zone Planning Agency
(1971178); instructor (1970171) and visiting
lecturer (1978), School of Library Science,
Florida State University. She assumed her
present position in 1978.

S L A Chapter Activities. She is a member of
the Florida Chapter and served as chairman,
Archives Committee (1975178), presidentelect (1977178), president 1978179, and chairman, Bylaws Committee (1980181).
S L A Division Activities. As member of the
Natural Resources Division, she was secretary (1972173, 1980182); bulletin editor
(1972175); and editoricompiler of the Division's Directory of Natural Resources and
Environmental Newsletters. She is also a
member of the Petroleum and Energy Resources Division.
Association-Level Activities. She was chairman, Joint Cabinets Archives Study Committee (1978179); member, Nominating
Committee for Spring 1981 Elections (19791
81); and member, Special Study Committee
on Division Structure (1980181). She has
been a member of SLA since 1969.
Other Professional Activities. She is a
member of Beta Phi Mu, Phi Kappa Phi, and
American Business Women's Association.
Her published words include three research
reports, three articles in nationallinternational journals, one in Special Libraries,
and three articles in Chapter and Division
bulletins.

Ballots and voting instructions will
be mailed from the Association
Office in early April.

Officers and Directors who will continue to serve on SLA's Board of Directors in 1982183
are: Janet Rigney who automatically succeeds to the office of President. George H. Ginader
who will serve as Past President. Vivian J. Arterbery who automatically succeeds to the
office of Chairman, Chapter Cabinet. Valerie Noble who automatically succeeds to the office
of Chairman, Division Cabinet. Charles K. Bauer and M. Elizabeth Moore will serve the
second year of their three-year terms (1981184) as Directors. Jacqueline J. Desoer will serve
the third year of her three-year term (1980183) as Director; Ruth S. Smith will serve the last
year of Sandra K. Hall's three-year term (1980183) as Director.
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Actions o f the Board of Directors
October 29-30, 1981
The Fall Meeting of the SLA Board of Directors is primarily a budgetary meeting in
which the draft budget for the next fiscal
year is discussed, amended, and finally
adopted. This year the Board met Oct 29-30,
1981, at the Vista International Hotel in New
York City. The following actions were taken.

Finances-Following the dues increase in
January 1981, total membership has decreased by approximately 1%. As a result,
the projected income from dues and fees will
not be met in FY 81. The Executive Director
reported that this shortfall will be more than
offset by a projected surplus of several thousands of dollars from the Atlanta Conference, the Continuing Education Program,
and the Special Libraries Program.
The Finance Committee recommended
that the following funds and programs be
given priority consideration in the event of
a surplus in the FY 81 budget: the Reserve
Fund, the Special Programs Fund, the
Computer Fund, and a special project of
the American Society of the Association
Executives.
Membership on Oct 29, 1981, totaled
10,986. The approved budget for FY 82 projects a membership of 11,500. The Assistant
Executive Director reported that the
Association anticipates meeting the dues1
fees income projected for FY 82 through
special efforts to recruit new Personal
Members, Sustaining Members, Patrons,
and Sponsors.
The accounting firm of Weber Lipshie and
as the
Company was aGpointed by the ~ d a r d
Association's auditors for FY 81.
In other actions, the Board approved a recommendation of the Finance Committee to
abolish the Equipment Reserve Fund, with
any monies remaining in that fund to revert
to the General Fund. The Board also voted to
increase the per mile reimbursement for the
use of personal automobile for association
business from $0.18 to $0.20.
A condensed budget for the General Fund
as approved by the Board appears on page
88 of this issue of Special Libraries.

Chapter and Division Allotments-The
Board approved the recommendation of
both the Chapter Cabinet Chairman and the
Division Cabinet Chairman for the Chapter
and Division allotments for FY 82. Membership figures on Dec 31, 1981, will be used to
calculate the allotments.
The Chapter allotments will be based on
the following formula: Chapters having 117
members or less will receive $500 plus $1.00
for each member; Chapters having more
than 117 members will receive $5.25 for each
member. The Division allotment will be
determined as follows: Each Division will
receive a minimum of $500 or $4.50 per
member, whichever is larger.
Chapter and Division Requests-The Board
extended an interest-free loan to the Southem California Chapter for an Employment
Register Pilot Project, pending approval by
the Association's legal counsel and pending
presentation to the Executive Director for
approval of 1) a budget in justification of the
project, 2) clarification of the operation of
the Employment Register, and 3) justification of the ability to repay the loan within
three years after its receipt.
A late request from the Picture Division
for a $3,000 grant or loan to support the Division's Bulletin, Picturescope was not placed
on the agenda because the Finance Committee had not been given the time to consider
and act upon it.
Nominating Committee for Spring 1983
Elections-By unanimous vote of the Board,
Vivian D. Hewitt (chairman), Joanne Clifton, Margaret Cunningham, Nancy Suvak,
and Richard Funkhouser were elected to
serve on the Nominating Committee.
Membership Services-The
Board approved two new membership services: 1) a
25% discount on Texas Instruments Data
Terminals, and 2) the availability of subscriptions to Business W e e k at a 29% discount over the regular subscription price.
The Board authorized the Association staff
to take whatever action is necessary to
finalize agreements with the commercial
firms involved in supplying these two new
services.

Mailing Label Service-The
Board approved a plan to charge Association units for
their emergency requests for mailing labels.
For purposes of this action, "emergency
requests" are defined as requests which
must be filled before the next normally
scheduled time for running mailing labels
on the System13 Computer. The charge for
emergency label runs are the same as the
current rates the Association charges commercial firms for SLA mailing labels. The
Association will continue to fulfill nonemergency requests for mailing labels by
Association units at no charge.
Scholarships-An
annual $1,000 scholarship for a beginning student in a Ph.D. program in library or information science was
established. The scholarship will be funded
by the Institute for Scientific Information
(ISI) and will be known as the IS1 Scholarship. The program will be administered by
the Association through the Scholarship
Committee. The first IS1 Scholarship will be
awarded at the SLA Annual Conference in
1983.
Research Grants-in-Aid-The
Board approved the recommendation of the Research
Committee to abolish the SLA Research
Grants-in-Aid Program effective immediately. All monies currently in the Research
Grants-in-Aid Fund will be transferred to
the SLA Special Program Fund.
Networking Committee-The
Board did
not approve a request of the Networking
Committee for $450 to fund its newsletter,
N E T L E T , in FY 82. As a result, publication of
N E T L E T ceased with the December 1981
issue. Networking news items from the Networking Committee will henceforth appear
in the SpeciaList and, thereby, reach a wider
audience.
The Board approved the Networking
Committee's request for $100 to fund the
Committee's participation in the Ontyme I1
Electronic Mail System.
Positive Action Program for Minority
Groups Committee-The
Committee requested $500 to cover expenses at the 1982
Annual Conference in Detroit. The funds
will be used to hold Committee meetings as
well as meetings with Chapter Liaisons and
other interested people, and to fund the expenses of speakers at a program during the
Conference.

Legislation and Government Relations-A
legislative program for 1982 was adopted by
the Board. The program indicates nine areas
of legislative importance and concern to the
Association:

Enactment of legislation which advances library and information services in
the for-profit and not-for-profit sectors:
Monitor copyright legislation to ensure
that libraries in the for-profit and not-forprofit sectors receive equitable treatment;
Enactment of legislation which will
foster the uses of new information technologies;
@ Enactment
of legislation which will
foster international exchange of library resources including internships and the sharing of library and information personnel;
Enactment of federal legislation which
will foster the exchange and sharing of library resources by means of telecommunications and postal services;
Seek a program whereby public documents and information are easily accessible
and readily available to the special library
community;
Encourage the collection of library statistics which reflect the needs of the special
library community;
Support funding for library and library
related programs; and
* Support increased funding for the
National Endowment for the Arts, National
Endowment for the Humanities, and the
Institute of Museum Services.

The Board discussed testimony that had
been prepared by the Executive Director and
the Chairman of the Government Relations
Committee on Senate Bill 1431, the National
Library and Information Services Act. The
Board voted to support the Act in concept.
In response to a report that the public
printer had proposed closing all Government Printing Office Bookstores outside of
Washington, D.C., the Board passed a resolution opposing the proposed closing because it would deny citizens and libraries
ready access to government-produced information and place greater demands on the
already overburdened Government Printing
Office for fulfillment of orders for government publications. The resolution has been
sent to the members of the Joint Committee
on Printing.
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Conferences and Meetings-The Chairman
of the Program Committee for the 1982 Annual Conference reported that the Committee had received a gift of $1,000 from the
Upjohn Company to help defray costs associated with the Conference Program.
The Board voted to rescind an action,
taken at the June 1981 meeting, cancelling
Contributed Paper Sessions at future
Annual Conferences. The Board decided
that each Conference Program Committee
should have the option of including Contributed Paper Sessions in SLA Conference
Programs.
As an economic measure, the Board asked
the Division Cabinet to investigate the feasibility of revising the formats of the Preliminary and Final Conference Programs in a
manner that combines the two current formats. Currently, the preliminary program is
arranged by Division and the final program
is arranged chronologically. The Division
Cabinet will make its recommendation to
the Board on this matter at the June 1982
meeting.
The Board scheduled its 1982 Fall Meeting
for October 27-29 at the Vista International
Hotel in New York City.
The Board approved member-rate registration fees for members of the American
Association of Law Libraries (AALL) who
wish to attend the 1982 SLA Annual Conference. A reciprocal action has been taken
by the AALL Board for SLA members who
plan to attend AALL meetings.
Regional Continuing Education ProgramThe recommendation of the Education Committee for continuation of a split of 70% for
the Association and 30% for the sponsoring
Chapter or Division of the net earnings for
regional continuing education courses was
approved. The 70-30 split had been approved by the Board in October 1979 for
fiscal years 1980 and 1981. The Committee
indicated to the Board that it is comfortable
with the split and that Chapters and Divisions have not voiced any disagreement
with this arrangement.

Publications Program-The Board decided
to continue until 1983 the Association's policy of offering a 15% royalty plus a 25%
production fee on a case-by-case basis to
authors and editors who submit for publication manuscripts that are in camera-ready
copy or that require minimal editing. This
policy has been in effect since June 1980.
New Staff Position Created-The growth of
the Association's membership and the addition of new or expanded services have increased considerably the data entry workload in the System13 Computer area. Data
processing staff has not been added since
the System13 was installed in 1970. Since
that time there has been a 77% increase in
membership. Therefore, the Board authorized a new position, Data Entry Clerk, effective Jan 1, 1982.
The Board also approved funds in the
FY 82 budget for continuation of a part-time
Information Assistant position for the Information Services Department. The position
was originally authorized Jan 1, 1981.
Equipment Purchases-Funds
were approved in the FY 82 budget for the replacement of fully depreciated equipment, for the
purchase of equipment for the newly
authorized Data Entry Clerk, and for new
equipment that will improve office efficiency. Items to be purchased include: three
replacement typewriters, two replacement
desks, a bookcase for the Membership
Department, a Data Recorder, a storage credenza, and dictation equipment.
Office Space-In June 1981 the Board authorized the Executive Director to investigate the purchase of property in the New
York City area because the present Association office facility can no longer accommodate the growth in staff and program
areas. At the Fall Meeting, the Executive
Director reported that due to the prohibitive
cost of property in Manhattan, he plans to
widen his search to the other borroughs and
to areas outside New York City.

A number of omissions or errors appeared in the Directory listings in the Oct 1981 issue of Special Libraries.
Our apologies to the European Chapter for failing to
include the following information:

European (est 1972)
Bulletin editorltreasurer (pro tem), MICHELE BURDET,
Case Postale 6, 1885 Chesieres, Switzerland [025/3
26 921. No other Chapter officers.
Patricia Marshall's activities are described on page 7s,
not 6s as listed in the Directory index.
The listing for the Nuclear Science Division on page
15s should have included: secretary, SANDRA R. LOVE,
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, P.O. Box
5500, Livermore, CA 94550 [4151422-58411.
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Special Libraries Association
73rd Annual Conference
Detroit, June 5-10, 1982

New Technologies-New

SLA last met in Detroit in 1970. Michigan's "Motor City," with its cosmopolitan
atmosphere and its cultural and technological attractions draws us again in 1982.
Detroit's Metro Airport is 20 miles from
downtown, a 40-minute ride by airport bus.
The airport bus charge at this time is $4.75
each way. Taxi rates are 90$ first mile, $1.00
each additional mile. The bus service includes stops at the Detroit Plaza, The Pontchartrain, and the Book Cadillac Hotels.
Rooms are blocked at each of these hotels for
the SLA Conference.
Hotels and exhibit hall are a comfortable
6-8 block walk apart. A trolley car connects
the Renaissance Center, Westin's Detroit
Plaza Hotel, The Pontchartrain Hotel, Cobo
Hall, and the Book Cadillac Hotel.
Exhibits, registration, poster sessions,
Employment Clearinghouse, film showings,
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and staff offices will be located in Cobo Hall.
Meetings will be held in Cobo Hall and the
Detroit Plaza Hotel.
Registration will begin at Cobo Hall on
Friday, Jun 4, 1982, at 12:00 noon. Advance
registration fees for the conference only will
be $75 for members of SLA, ASIS, ARLIS,
AALL; $90 for nonmembers up to May 5,
1982. Registration after May 5, as well as
on-site registration, will be $105 for
members of SLA, ASIS, ARLIS, AALL; $125
for nonmembers. One-day registration is
$45 for members of SLA, ASIS, ARLIS,
AALL; $55 for nonmembers. Students,
retired members, and accompanying persons pay $25 for registration.
On-site registration fees have been increased in an effort to stimulate advance
registration. This will allow more accurate
forecasting on meeting-room sizes and food
functions.

Hotel Information
Single
Occupancy

Double Occupancy
2 Persons

Parlor Suites

Hotel

1 Person

1 Bed

2 Beds

1 Bedroom

2 Bedrooms

Detroit Plaza
(The Westin Hotel)
Book Cadillac
Pontchartrain

$65
$54
$58-73

$80
$65
$73-88

$80
$65
$73-88

$1 50-400
$1 50-200
$315-500

$240-475
$200-300
$315-500

Notes

Third-person rates available on request.
Parking available; price to be advised.
Major credit cards accepted, however, check again with hotel; policy may change on Bank Cards.
Cut-off date for reservations is May 5, 1982. After that, space will be assigned on "as available" basis.
Cancellations prior to 72 hours before arrival should be sent to SLA Housing Bureau in Detroit; within 72
hours, contact assigned hotel directly.
If rate requested is not available, next avadable rate will be conf~rrned.
All rooms are subject to 4% Michigan tax and 1.04% housing assessment fee.

All requests for hotel reservations are to
be sent to the SLA Housing Bureau using
the official registration form included in the
Preliminary Conference Program. This mailing will commence the first week in March.

Exhibits
Exhibits will be located in Cobo Hall. Full
information and application forms were
mailed in September. Promotion of Detroit
exhibit space at the Atlanta Conference resulted in the rental of more than 50°h of
available space before the promotional brochure was mailed. Exhibitors who are interested in participating but have not received
the material should write to the Conference
and Exhibits Coordinator, SLA, 235 Park
Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10003.
The exhibits will open on Sunday, June 6,
at 4:OOp.m. and close on Wednesday, June 9,
at 5:OOp.m. Daily hours will be: 4:OOp.m.8:OOp.m. on Sunday; 12:00 noon-7:OOp.m.
on Monday; 8:OOa.m.-5:OOp.m. on Tuesday
and Wednesday.
All librarians in the area are invited to
visit the exhibits. If not attending the Conference, write for a free pass to exhibits only,
specifying the number of persons attending.
Send a self-addressed, stamped envelope
before May 21, 1982, to the Conference
and Exhibits Coordinator, Special Libraries Association. These passes will admit
you to exhibits only during these times:
12:OO noon-7:00 p.m. Monday; 8:00 a.m.-

5:00 p.m. Tuesday; and 10a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Wednesday.
Details regarding the Employment Clearinghouse and the Career Advisory Service
will be available later. Requests for information and registration forms may be
addressed to: SLA Employment Clearinghouselcareer Advisory Service, 235 Park
Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10003.

Continuing Education Program
The Professional Development Department announces plans to offer a series of
courses as part of the Continuing Education
Program during the Annual Conference.
Two workshops will also be offered.
Courses and workshops will be held
Saturday, Sunday, and Thursday, June 5, 6,
and 10. Many courses will be offered twice
to allow participants more scheduling freedom. The tentative list of courses includes:
1) Budgeting Techniques for Special Librarians, 2) Future of Telecommunications,
3) Appropriate Technologies in the Library:
The Role of the Small Computer, 4) Space
Planning for Information Centers, 5) Consulting Skills for the Information Industry,
6) Copyright Law: Implications for Special
Librarians, 7) Geography and Map Course,
8) Managing in a Changing Environment,
9) Effective Advocacy Writing, 10)User Education in a Technologically Advanced Special Library, l l ) COM: A Realistic Ap-
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proach, 12) Motivation and Productivity:
The Key to a Successful Organization,
13) Staff Training, 14)Information Brokering
Techniques for New Business Ventures,
15) Advanced Communication Skills for
Special Librarians, 16) Understanding and
Use of Video Technology in Information
Centers, 17) Databases: Their Construction,
Editing, and Use, 18) The Basics of Technology for Newspaper Libraries. Of the two
workshops that will be offered, one will explore "Expanding Library Careers"; the
other will be a "hands-on" equipment program.
SLA's Continuing Education Program is
designed to meet the changing needs of information specialists by preparing them for
new duties and responsibilities in such
areas as management, communication, and
library automation techniques. Knowledgeable specialists have been chosen to
lead the seminars, basing their instruction
on expertise they have acquired through
personal experience.
Participants will earn 0.6 Continuing Education Units and a certificate upon completion of each course. SLA Conference registration is required for enrollment in CE
courses. For further information, contact
Mary Frances Hoban, Manager, Professional
Development, SLA, 235 Park Avenue South,
New York, N.Y. 10003.
Joining SLA in Detroit in '82 will be the
American Association of Law Libraries.
Their meetings and exhibits will be held in
The Westin Hotel, Jun 11-17, 1982, immediately following the SLA Conference
and Exhibits. For local arrangements, contact Bernice Frank, Burroughs Corporation,
Legal Accounts Library, Burroughs Place,
Detroit, Mich. 48232. Exhibitors should contact Lorraine Kulpa, General Motors Corporation, 3044 West Grand Blvd., 15th
Fl. -Rm. 235, Detroit, Mich. 48202.

relationships of various departments to
one another and their relationship to
the corporate entity;
stimulating new ideas through interaction among participants representing
a variety of organizational structures.
The Certificate Program is a 75-hour program divided into 5 units. Each unit is a
15-hour, two-and-one-half-day session. The
participants will earn an management
Certificate and 7.5 continuing education
units. In order to obtain a certTficate, each
participant must complete the 5 units within
the allotted 24-months period.
The framework for the five units is:
1) management skills; 2) analytical tools;
3) human resources; 4) marketing and public
relations; and 5) materials and machines.
Each of these units will consist of a number
of related topics.
The schedule for the Middle Management
Institute Certificate Program will be:

Unit 1-June
1982, Detroit, Michigan
(Conference)
Unit 2 -November 1982, New York City
Unit 3-January 1983, Newport Beach,
California (Winter Meeting)
Unit 4-June 1983, New Orleans, Louisiana (Conference)
Unit 5 -January 1984, Colorado Springs,
Colorado (Winter Meeting)
Unit 1 -Management
Skills-will
be
offered Thursday, Friday, and Saturday,
June 4,5,6. This three-day course will be
limited to 50 persons. It will include a study
of organization theory, role of the library
information center in an organization; decision-making skills, problem-solving skills,
time management, managerial image, and
management styles.

-

Division Programs

Middle Management Institute
The Middle Management Institute Certificate Program is the second phase of SLA's
Continuing Education Program. The objectives of the Middle Management Institute
Certificate Program include:
developing the skills and tools of management;
sharpening decision-making skills:
providing practical training in specific
areas of management;
helping participants to understand organizational behavior, including the
january 7982

"Energy From Coal" will be offered by
the Public Utilities Division on Wednesday,
Jun 9, 1982. This is a joint session cosponsored by the Environmental Information,
Natural Resources, and Petroleum & Energy
Resources Divisions.
The Business and Finance, Information
Technology, and Petroleum & Energy Resources Divisions are cosponsoring a program on nonbibliographic databases, tentatively scheduled for Tuesday, Jun 8, 2:3&
5:30p.m. Exhibitors at the Conference have
been invited to participate.

The new SLA Government Relations
Committee is meeting on Wednesday,
June 9, 1:15-2:OOp.m. to gather ideas from
members and officers on the new committee's role and activities.

Poster Sessions
Poster Sessions will return to the SLA Exhibit Area in 1982. The Geography and Map
(G & M) Division will present a Poster Session entitled, "Maps for Special Libraries."
The session is designed to illustrate sample cartographic materials, information on
sources of such items, and potential uses of
map-related publications.
There will be approximately 15 posters
mounted on 5' x 8' boards. One or more
members of the Division will be assigned to
choose a Division or Divisions as a theme
for the poster. With the exception of the
G & M Division, all Divisions within
SLA will be addressed. Some divisions
have been grouped with others in a selective matching. Divisions will follow this
grouping:
Renaissance Center-symbol of the revitalization of Detroit's downtown area

The Natural Resources and Geography
and Map Divisions are planning a joint, allday field trip to Windsor, Essex County, and
Fort Malden on Thursday, June 10.
Mary Larsgaard, SLA Representative to
the American Library Association's Committee on Cataloging, invites all SLA
members interested in cataloging to attend
an information meeting on Sunday, June 6,
2:OO-3:OOp.m.
"Information Marketing-Your
Library
and You" will be offered Tuesday, June 8,
2:OO-3:30p.m. by the Library Management
Division. The Division is also working on a
program on space-planning focusing on the
new technology, private databases, and job
descriptions.
The Advertising & Marketing, Education,
and Transportation Divisions will offer
"Videodiscs: A Tool for Advertising, Education, and Transportation Marketing" on
Monday, June 7.
The Food & Nutrition and Advertising &
Marketing Divisions are cosponsoring a
field trip to the Harrow Research Center in
Essex County. Lunch in Learnington will
feature a speaker from the Heinz marketing
staff. Participants will tour the Hiram
Walker Distillery before returning to the
hotel.

Biological Sciences
Pharmaceutical
Business and Finance
Insurance and Employee Benefits
Chemistry
MetalslMaterials
Education
Library Management
Engineering
Science-Technology
Environmental Information
Natural Resources
Information Technology
Telecommunications

Food and Nutrition
Newspaper
Publishing
Advertising and Marketing
Public Utilities
Transportation
Physics-Astronomy-Mathematics
Nuclear Science
Military Librarians
Social Science
Museums, Arts and Humanities
Picture
Petroleum and Energy Resources
Aerospace
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Each poster will be divided into three
parts: 1) sample map products relating to
"subject" interests of other Divisions will be
mounted on one portion of the board; 2) lists
of these map products along with titles and
sources; 3) "case studies" illustrating two or
more uses to which maps may be put for use
by librarians andlor library researchers and
clients. The G & M Division Membership
Committee will also have a table during the
session.
Map librarians will be available for two
hours (4:OOp.m. to 6:OOp.m. Sunday, June 6)
for consultation on any topic illustrated or
any aspect of map librarianship: selectionacquisition, cataloging-classification, storage, reference, and more.

Scholarship Event
The Scholarship Event-an
entertainment highlight of the Annual Conferenceis scheduled for Sunday, June 6, 8:OO11:OOp.m. We'll leave Cobo Hall right after
the Exhibitors' Reception and walk out to
the pier to board one of the Bob-Lo Boats for
a delightful three-hour cruise on the Detroit
River. There will be jazz, food, and beverages. Leave time for an evening of fun!
The Special Programs Fund will benefit
from an evening of jazz and ethnic food at
the Westin Hotel at Renaissance Center on
Monday, June 7,9:00-12:OO midnight. Singalong, dance-along, drink-along and enjoy
the view overlooking the Detroit River.
Downtown Detroit's summer ethnic
festivals will be in full swing by the time
SLA arrives. Look for great food, lively
music. and fun on the riverfront.

General Sessions
Opening Session-The
keynote address
will be given by Truett Airhart, senior vicepresident, Zytron Corporation, on librarianship and the new technologies. He will
discuss how we, as practitioners, can
take advantage of these new tools in our libraries' operations, and how we can best
assure that our parent organizations take
advantage of our information management,
expertise in designing advanced systems.

Session 11-This session is organized in
two tracks, to run concurrently. ~ a c is
h in
panel format with three speakers and a
moderator. Track A, Technology Overview,
is intended for those who have had little
working experience with the new techniques. Track B, Technology Update, is designed for those with more experience. Each
speaker will give a half-hour presentation.
Technology Overview will be moderated
by GladysAnn Wells. The speakers will be
Charles Phillips, Radio Shack; Mark Radwin, Telenet and Video Media; Jean Paul
Emard, Online, Inc.
The speakers on the Technology Update
panel will be Audrey Grosch, University of
Minnesota; Robert Pollack, Xerox Corp.;
and David Margolis, BRS and Columbia
Medical Center. Jim Bement will moderate
this part, which is organized by the Information Technology Division.
Session 111-"The Issues: Challenges to
be Addressed," is being organized by Frank
Spaulding and the Library Management
Division. Toni Carbo Bearman, NCLIS, will
discuss "Why We Must Change to Survive
in the Information Marketplace;" "What
Technology Is and Will Be Available to
Handle Information," will be addressed by
Robert Lucky of Bell Telephone Laboratories; and "How to Integrate Systems and
Manage Technology" will be the topic addressed by Joseph Becker of Becker & Hayes,
Inc.
Session IV-A
"Glimpse into the Future," by Gordon Thompson of Bell Northem Research Laboratories, will show us
some of the exciting new things to anticipate
down the road. So plan now to be with us in
Detroit. If your library is already automated,
thinking about automating, or if you just
want to know what the new world of information technology is all about, then this
Conference is one you won't want to miss.
Travel Savers will once again work with
you to arrange your travel itinerary and to
secure the lowest possible airfares to Detroit. Call them at 1-8001327-1295; Florida
residents: 1-8001432-1217; New York City
residents: 212 891-4200. American Airlines
has been designated the official carrier of
Special Libraries for this year's Conference.

See you in Detroit!
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Rebecca Browning Rankin (1887-1965):
Special Librarian of New York City
Linda Panovich-Sachs
"How ya gonna keep 'em down on
the farm after they've seen New
Y-o-ork?"(l) This well-worn phrase is
associated with an entrancing time and
a nostalgic feeling about metropolitan
New York that is difficult for some to
conjure up in these hard times. Rebecca
Browning Rankin, the adventurous girl
from Kankakee, Ill. (2 ), was dazzled by
the possibilities. New York City was
the most modern, the most creative
place in the world. She was stimulated
by and rose to the challenge of being
reference librarian to municipal New
York City-the city she referred to as
"The World's Capitol City."
The glitter and the excitement of
"Gotham" in the thirties and forties are
communicated down through the years
in the life work of Rebecca Browning
Rankin, special librarian. In her 32-year
tenure as librarian of the Municipal
Reference Library, she worked closely
with six New York City mayors.
She worked most closely with controversial and popular Mayor Fiorello La
Guardia, supplying his departments
with information.
Social Concern-Professional

Goals

At times, life was not all rosy, as both
Rebecca Rankin and La Guardia knew.
Rankin assisted her fellow librarians
during the Great Depression by establishing the first employment clearinghouse for special librarians. Due to her
urging, Mayor La Guardia included liThis biography was adapted from Rebecca
Browning Rankin: A Bio-bibliography, by
Linda Panovich-Sachs. The bio-bibliography
was made possible by a 1981 grant from a
Simmons College School of Library Science
alumna. The author is currently marketing
coordinator, Harfax Database Publishing,
Cambridge, Mass.

brarians in the City pension plan.
Rankin's commitment to her profession
made her a pioneer in special library
standards and services. She engineered
"
accreditation committees for library
schools, taught courses, and participated in the ALA Committee on Racial
Discrimination and the ALA Victory
Book Campaign, among others. she
was president of the New York Chapter,
SLA (192011922)and president of Special
Libraries Association (192211923).
as
,.
well as a member of many civic groups.
She also pulled together the local chapters and the U.S. organization of the
Special Libraries Association into a
stronger federation in the twenties (3).
Personal History

Even in her youth in Illinois and
Ohio, Rankin was unusual. She convinced her parents that she should attend the University of Michigan, a rarity for women in 1905. They did talk her
out of her goal of becoming a doctor,
and the library profession has benefited
by her change of program (3). She
worked part time during college at the
University of Michigan Library and,
after receiving her BA, continued working there as a cataloger (4). At age 24,
when most women of her era were marrying, she picked up her bags and
moved to Boston, where she accepted a
scholarship from Simmons College. In
1914, she received her second college
degree, a BS in librarianship (5).
After graduating from Simmons College, Rankin spent her first five years as
head librarian and teacher at Washington State Normal School in Ellensburg
(6). In 1920, she started her career as
municipal reference librarian of the
New York Public Library (4,7).
The lack of personal information on
Rankin during her years as municipal
special libraries

reference librarian is in sharp contrast
to her active professional life. She never
married. and little is known about her
family. However, among the characteristics she exhibited-beyond the amazing energy displayed during her active
career-were humility and a love for
nature.
Rankin's personal humility is shown
in her letter to the Simmons News in 1936
approving the draft of a biographical article on the successful Simmons College
alumna. In approving the Simmons
News biography, Rankin stated that
there were many things in the laudatory
article that she could not or would not
say about herself, even though the facts
given were correct (3).
Though she spent most of her adult
life in "the Metropolis," she still retained a bit of her rural roots. Her love
of nature and wilderness is evident
from the amount of time she spent on
her summer farm in Nova Scotia. Her
outdoor hobbies ran the gamut of gardening, tennis, canoeing, and motoring. Moreover, Rebecca Rankin made
her home in Dobbs Ferry, New York, a
quiet suburb far from the fast pace of
New York City.

Municipal Research

As municiual reference librarian. she
felt her rniss'ion was to answer ali the
questions of city officials and to supply
the facts that would help make city
administration more efficient. She
enjoyed this role and once commented
that, "the library profession is my avocation as well as my vocation" (8).
Beyond the bouidaries of metropolitan New York, she extended her help to
many other municipalities. Rankin's
response to requests for information
was both helpful and scholarly. Surveys
of city housing, public health, municipal golf courses, city automobile use,
civil defense. and other citv and state
procedures were sent far beyond "the
Big Apple." In addition, she shared her
library's data with the people of New
York in biweekly radio broadcasts or
talk shows on WNYC during the thirties
and forties. She disseminated her reference research through over five dozen
books and periodical articles on librarianship and civic topics. One example
of her wide-ranging interests was her
uarticivation in the 1935 International
konfe;ence on Librarianship held in
Madrid.

Rankin (third from the right) joins fellow librarians in a performance of "Rather Special" at the
Lake Placid Club during SLA's Annual Conference, Jun 16, 1932.
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A Civic-Minded Librarian
Beyond her regular tasks as municipal
reference librarian, Rebecca Rankin
contributed to the civic organization of
New York City. A member of the
Mayor's Municipal Archives Committee for over 10 years, she once dramatized the plight of New York City Record Centers by having her picture taken
amidst a cascading pile of documents.
She served on a city committee for
scholarships to Latin American college
graduates and a mayoral committee on
children's books. She also was active in
the American Economic Association,
the American Academy of Political and
Social Science, and many other political
and social committees (9). Her knowledge of the services and personalities of
the City of New York was so broad that
she was commissioned to write the 1931
World Book Encyclopedia's article on the
City and represent the Municipal Reference Library at the 1939 World's Fair (4).
It was at the 1934 Special Libraries
Association Conference in New York
City, that Miss Rankin was lauded by
Mayor La Guardia as "the human index
to New York City affairs" (3). For her
work within librarianship and for the
City of New York, she also received
several distinctions, including a listing
in the 1931 Special Libraries "Who's
Who"; the Women's City Club Scroll for
distinguished city service (1936); the
New York City Distinguished Public
Service Award (1952); and induction
into the Special Libraries Association
Hall of Fame in 1959 (2, 3 ) .
Rebecca Rankin was a true Renaissance woman. Her diverse interests
meshed perfectly with the enthusiasm
and optimism evident in New York City
during the first half of this century. This
dynamic and civic-minded woman continued to contribute professionally after
her retirement in 1952. Rankin's last recorded article, published in the July
1964 issue of Special Libraries, reviewed
the Special Libraries Association's history in the 1920's. It discussed the
group's efforts-much
of which she
was responsible for-to unify, stand-

ardize, and encourage growth of special
libraries to serve business and government in New York City and across the
country. This article was written shortly
before her death in 1965 at age 77.
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Selection of Suitable Books for Children in
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HELP!
The SLA Library often receives
requests from special librarians seeking information on library management and is trying t o develop a
collection of sample management
documents t o help answer these questions. Some materials have already
been collected, but more are needed
to make this collection a really useful
resource.

Do you use any of the following
kinds of documents i n your library?
Can you make them available t o other
special librarians? If you can, please
send your contributions to:
Wanda Kemp
Manager,

Services

Special Libraries Association
235 Park Avenue South
New York, N.Y. 10003

JOB DESCRIPTIONS
CORPORATE ORGANIZATION CHARTS
USER GUIDES & PROMOTIONAL LITERATURE
STAFF MANUALS
COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT POLICIES
BUDGETS (IN PERCENTAGES)
FLOOR PLANS
USER-SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRES
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American Society for lnformation Science
Annual Conference
Oct 25-30, 1981
Approximately 2,000 people gathered at
the Washington Hilton for the 44th ASIS
Annual Meeting. Organized around the
theme "The Information Community: An
Alliance for Progress," the program was designed to bring together information professionals from around the world to share
knowledge and prepare for the future.
The conference opened with the introduction of the keynote speaker, Anthony Smith,
director of the British Film Institute and
author of Goodbye Gutenburg. In a speech
entitled, "Information and Creativity," he
stated: "Information belongs to mankind,
and the property rights that go with information are bound to wither. At earlier
points in the history of man authors were in
total control, and the machinery of information was under the control of authors. As a
result of the computer age that we live in,
research and authorship are being recognized as collective acts, not individual
ones."
The ASIS Continuing Education Program
offered a variety of courses including a repeat of a course taught in 1980 at the Anaheim Conference. "The Dynamics of Effective Communication: An Experimental
Workshop in Assertive Techniques for Information Science Professionals" was organized by Carol Wasserman, information
systems consultant, Aspen Systems Corp.,
Rockville, Md. This course was designed for
persons at the entry or intermediate level of
the information profession who want to
learn and practice communication skills that
incorporate basic assertive techniques. The
workshop included dramatic group presentations, aimed at improving basic commu-

nication and training participants to ask for
what they want.
The conference offered briefings by world
renowned experts on such subjects as microcomputers, online systems, office automation, and computer graphics. The sessions
included: "New Directions for Information
Science Education," in which Roger Green,
University of Southern California, Robert
Taylor, Syracuse University, and Joan
Cherry, Roger Flynn, and Leon Montgomery
of the University of Pittsburgh discussed recent changes in the information science curriculum at the undergraduate and graduate
levels; "Career Paths for lnformation Professionals," designed to help junior information professionals evaluate their career
potentials; "Basic Approaches to Fundamental Research in Information Science";
"Videotex and Applications of Mini and
Microcomputers for Information Systems,
Parts 1 and 2."
A highlight of the conference was the unscheduled appearance of NBC correspondents Bernard and Marvin Kalb. The authors
of the best-seller, The Last Ambassador, presented their views on "Washington and the
Worldu-a candid look at the Administration's policies and their effects abroad.
Another popular event was the product
exhibition. More than 100 exhibitors were
on hand, representing database producers
and distributors, data processing systems,
video systems, publishers, information
brokers and service companies, and
informationilibrary consultants.

Wanda D. Kemp
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47th IFLA Congress and
Council Meetings
No matter how long one's association with IFLA may be,
each conference brings new views, different politics, and interesting surroundings. This year's conference, held in Leipzig, East Germany, presented all those aspects and more. The
logistics of travel between Western Europe and Eastern
Europe always present some challenge and uncertainty. In
addition, this was an election year within the organization
which meant there was a scramble, more intense than usual,
to claim voting papers, assign proxies, and cast votes.
Approximately 1,000 people from 64 countries attended the
meetings of the 47th IFLA Council and Conference. Program
sessions were held at the Karl Mam University, and the Council sessions were held at the Opera House.
The meetings coincided with the celebration of 500 years of
printing in Leipzig. A number of special exhibits were staged
for the meeting, including one titled, "The Most Beautiful
Books in the World." In addition, our hosts provided a wide
range of cultural events-an organ concert in the Thomas
Church, the musical home of J.S. Bach, and a splendid concert
by the Gewandhaus Symphony Orchestra.
IFLA is growing in size and complexity. Its major programs,
Universal Availability of Publications (UAP) and Universal
Bibliographic Control (UBC), are now coordinated by a new
steering body, the Program Management Committee. This

Committee will also have responsibility for the International
MARC program when it is established in the near future.
Detailed reports of the organization and its units may be
found in the IFLA lournal, v. 6, no. 2 (1980) and v. 7, no. 2
(1981).
Due to growth and complexity, financial pressures on IFLA
have increased. Besides institution and association member
dues, grants have been received from the Canadian International Development Agency, Unesco and the Council on Library Resources. Such special monies support specific projects or limited aspects of IFLA's general operation.
The theme for this 47th conference--"National Institutions
and Professional Organizations of Librarianship"-offered
executive officers of national and international library associations the opportunity to explain and expand upon the role
their respective organizations play in librarianship, ranging
from education to national policy decisions. One came away
with the knowledge that Special Libraries Association is respected internationally for its range of services and programs.
The following reports were assembled with the assistance of
several people: Vivian Hewitt (Social Sciences Section), Irwin
Pizer (Biological and Medical Sciences Section), Mary Murphy
and David Carrington (Geography and Map Libraries
Section), Peter Anthony (Art Libraries Section), and Pat Molholt (Science and Technology Libraries Section and Special
Libraries Division).

Social Sciences
Section

The 1981 edition of the Directory of Economic Libraries in
Canada, edited by R. G. Prodrick, has been published. It is one
of the ongoing
- - -projects of the Section. In addition, the Section
is cooperating with other related organizations to produce a
joint newsletter titled SSID Liaison Bulletin. Copies of the first
issue were distributed at Leipzig.

The Opera House, site of the opening session. Music played a prominent role throughout
the conference.
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The program meeting for the Section was held in two sessions, with three papers presented. The significance of the
Social Science Libraries Section of the Library Association of
the GDR (German Democratic Republic) was the topic of
J. Stroech's paper (Library of the Institute for MarxismLeninism, Berlin, GDR).
Ms. N. N. Egorycheva, All-Union State Library of Foreign
Literature, Moscow, told of information work of the VGBIL in
the field of social sciences in the USSR. Another interesting
paper given by Professor A. Sprudzs (Law School Library,
University of Chicago) related to "Problems With Sources of
Information in International Law and Relations: The Case of
the World-wide Treaty Jungle".
Kyllikki Ruokonen, Helsinki School of Economics, Finland,
was elected chairman of the Section while Dr. David Bender,
executive director, SLA, was elected secretary (1981-1984).

Biological and Medical
Sciences Section

The Section conducted a full program in Leipzig. Two meetings of the Standing Committee were held, as well as meetings
of the Section's two Working Groups-the WG for the World
List of Biological and Medical Sciences Libraries, and the WG
for the 5th International Congress on Medical Librarianship.
The Section heard five papers, including one given by
David Bender titled, "Serving the Needs of the Biological Sciences Librarian."
The program of "twinning" medical libraries in developing
countries with those in Europe and the United States was
discussed with the aim of broadening participation in this
already successful approach to sharing. Reports were also
heard on the 1980 International Congress on Medical Librarianship (Belgrade), and the success of the Section's newsletter.
It was with great regret that the Section noted the resignation of Ruth Smith as the Section's secretary. Smith retired
from her position as director, Library of the National Institutes of Health in January, 1981. She had served as secretary
of the Section since its establishment as a provisional section
in 1977.

Geography and Map
Libraries Section

The Geography and Map Libraries Section convened three
professional paper sessions and two Standing Committee
meetings during the conference. The theme for all three paper
sessions was "Map Curators and the Cartographic Community." Dr. Egon Klemp, director, Map Division, Deutsche
Staatsbibliothek, Berlin, GDR, spoke on access to the cartographic collection in GDR libraries.
Dr. Lothar Zogner, director, Map Section, Staatsbibliothek
Preussischer Kulturbesitz, Berlin, FRG, read a paper entitled
"Map Libraries in the Federal Republic of Germany and West
Berlin." The paper, a statistical analysis based on returns of
questionnaires sent to some 1,400 libraries, archives, collections, and repositories, assessed the development and importance of map collections in the FRG.
The final paper of the professional session was presented by
Monique Pelletier, chief, Departement des Cartes et Plans,
Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris. Entitled, "French Map Libraries and National and International Professional Organizations," it described the nature and purpose of the Working
Group on Map Libraries and Cartographic Documentation
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A view of Leipzig. The tall tower in the background is Karl Marx University where most of
the meetings were held.

which recently has been established within the Comiti.
Franfaise de Cartographie (CFC).
As the final act of business, the theme "Cartographic Networks" was chosen for the Section's professional paper sessions at the 1982 conference.
The Section was also responsible for a very successful
workshop on Map Curatorship held in Utrecht, the Netherlands immediately after the conference. Sixteen participants
came from fifteen countries in Africa and Asia. In addition, a
number of Dutch map curators attended some of the sessions.
The workshop was organized by Dr. Helen Wallis, director,
Map Library of the British Library and outgoing chairman of
the IFLA Geography and Map Libraries Section, and by Dr. E.
Hans van de Waal, Geografisch Instituut, Urecht, outgoing
secretary of the Section and chairman of the workshop.
Sessions covered such topics as planning and maintenance,
selection and acquisition, documentation, and cataloging.
Tentative plans were made for future workshops in Nigeria in
1983, Kenya in 1984, and the Phillipines in 1985.

Art Libraries Section
(Provisional)

This unit has been a highly successful Round Table within
the Special Libraries Division. In order to secure a more
significant role within IFLA, it sought and received provisional status as a Section. The Section will be soliciting additional members over the course of the next two years.
The Section published its third preliminary list of art libraries, as well as its newsletter during the last year. Both publications were seen as essential to promoting communication
among members who are scattered throughout the world.
The Section discussed a variety of projects at its business
meetings, including compilation of a bibliography of bibliog-
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raphies arranged by country to complement Amtzen and
Rainwater's Guide to the Literature of Art. In addition, the
group is seeking closer ties with the IFLA Round Table of
Audio-Visual Materials.

Science and Technology
Libraries Section

The section focused on plans to produce a patent document
handbook, which is projected for 1983. This project has elicted
cooperation from several potential contributors. The job of
editor was discussed at length. The handbook is meant to be
a guide for special libraries with small patent collections.
The program meeting consisted of three papers. I. Kharing,
State Public Library for Science and Technology, Moscow,
spoke on the flow of books from national publishers to libraries; D. Schmidmaier, Scientific Information center, Mining
Academy, Freiberg, East Germany, spoke on the Library Association of the GDR; and A. Evans, University of Technology, Loughborough, England, spoke on scientific and technical libraries in England.

Special Libraries
Division

As with each of its Sections, the Division was concerned
with election of officers to serve until 1984. That task had to
wait until the close of the conference since Division officers
are elected from Section officers. Both the chairman, Irwin
Pizer (University of Illinois Medical Center, Chicago), and the
Financial officer, Pat Molholt (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y.) are SLA members. The office of secretary
is held by Hugo Stibbe (Public Archives of Canada, Ottawa).
Although it is not required, the Division chose to hold a
Program Session in Leipzig. The Session was chaired by
Dr. Otto Simmler of Austria who was chair of the Division for
the last three years. Miriam Tees, (former SLA President) of
the Graduate School of Library Science, McGill University,
Montreal, spoke on "The Needs of the Special Librarian and
the Library Association." A second paper, by Gerhard
Schwarz of East Berlin, discussed "The Position and Development of Special Libraries within the Librarianship of the
GDR." Simmler announced the Division has tentative plans
for a worldwide seminar on special libraries in Vienna in 1982,
patterned after the successful seminar held during SLA's 1979
Annual Conference in Hawaii.
In 1982, IFLA will meet in Montreal. It will be an excellent
opportunity for more Americans to attend and become involved preparatory to 1985, when the meetings will be in New
York. IFLA Council Meetings will be held in Munich, in 1983
and in Nairobi, 1984.
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REVIEWS
Who's Who in Technology Today, 2d ed.,
Donald H. Jones and Lorraine D. Ferrari,
eds., Highland Park, Ill., J. Dick & Co., 1981.
$390.00 (7v. set). ISBN 0190-4841; ISBN
0-933980-07-8.
Sci-tech librarians have had available to
them only a few good biographical reference
sources on scientists and engineers. This
new edition should, therefore, be useful
since it provides biographical sketches of
15,000 scientists and engineers, representing an increase of 11,000 biographies over
the first edition.
The first six volumes cover electrical,
mechanical, chemical, civiliearth sciences,
physics, and biologicalienergy fields. The
entries are arranged alphabetically under
thirty-five topics and contain such biographical data as employment record, education, major publications and personal
data.
One unusual feature is the inclusion,
where applicable, of symbols indicating
whether the individual is qualified as a
technical consultant or as an expert technical
witness. In addition, each entry contains up
to five terms describing the subject's principal fields of expertise.

Introduction to Public Services for Library
Technicians, by Marty Bloomberg. 3d ed.
Littleton, Colo., Libraries Unlimited, 1981.
323p. $23.50; $16.50 (pbk). LC 81-8210; ISBN
0-87287-257-2; ISBN 0-87287-263-7 (pbk.)
The Bloomberg texts on public services
and technical services for library technicians- or library media technical assistants
(LMTAs) as those in the academic and public sectors insist on calling them-appear to
have become the definitive texts on these
subjects. This book is the third edition since
1972, and the BloombergiEvans book on
technical services has reached a fourth edition since 1971. Obviously these texts are
meeting a need. Their frequent revisions insure that they reflect new thinking and new
advances in library technology.
Introduction to Public Services for Library
Technicians is a broad overview of the interests of any public services department. The
chapter on "Circulation Services," includes

Volume seven is an index in KWOC format based on these terms. More than 50,000
entries appear under headings ranging from
"loudspeakers" to "physics." There are
great variations in the number of entries
under various headings; a specific term, like
"zinc," has a mere two entries, while a
broad term, like "organic chemistry," includes more than 150 listings.
One feature which would make future
editions easier to use would be a cumulative
index arranged by name entry. As it now
stands, the search for a particular name
requires that one know under which of the
thirty-five topics to look, which is not always a simple matter to decide.
The editors of this set have not indicated
how individuals were selected for inclusion.
A perusal of the entries shows that corporate
officers, managers, and professors, as well
as untitled engineers and scientists, are
included. While 15,000 is a fair number of
entries, it is, nevertheless, only a limited
portion of the total number of known scientists and engineers.

Ellis Mount
School of Library Service
Columbia University
New York, N.Y.

user registration, circulation control systems, and collection control; "Reference Services" includes the catalog, classification
schemes, and the role of LMTAs in reference
work; "Reference Materials" includes the
basic types of materials most frequently
found in libraries, with representative
titles; "Library Cooperation and Interlibrary
Loan" includes cooperative acquisitions,
cataloging and storage, the new copyright
law, and photocopying.
According to the author's preface, this
book is designed to serve as a text for a onesemester course in public services in a
formal classroom situation, or in an inservice training program. The book is not
meant as a guide to establishing a library
operation but rather to help prepare a foundation on which paraprofessionals can build
skills. Supervised work experience along
with the use of this text is a must for an
LMTA to assume major responsibilities. The
author states that "the most significant re-
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visions are: 1) updated editions of reference
materials; 2) addition of some new reference
works and deletion of some older materials;
3) new materials on automated circulation
systems; 4) revisions reflecting AACR2, Library of Congress Subject Headings (9th ed.),
Sears List of Subject Headings (11th ed.) and
Dewey Decimal Classification (19th ed.);
5) new material on automation in interlibrary loan; 6) a new section on bibliographic
data bases; 7) numerous changes throughout the text reflecting advances in librarianship, and 8) revised bibliographies." It is
.clear, from the extent of the changes over the
previous editions, that this third edition is
not just a pot-boiler meant to sell more
copies but an earnest attempt to provide upto-date material.
By far the largest part of the book-over
100 pages-is
devoted to discussing and
listing reference materials, with annotations. These works have been selected with
three objectives in mind: "1) to introduce
the LMTA to a select number of titles useful
for answering ready reference questions;
2) to introduce representative works in a
number of subjects; and 3) to present the
LMTA with a core of reference works as a
basis for developing skills through experience." It should be noted that the author
stresses several times throughout the book
the importance of experience for an LMTA.
The titles listed are those that would be
found in a medium-sized public or academic library. Almost all of the titles would
be familiar to an experienced librarian or
library technician. To an inexperienced

LMTA, this section provides a subject approach to a wide variety of reference materials and the forms they take, e.g., indexes, dictionaries, atlases, encyclopedias,
almanacs, and so on. Within this large section there are one or two things to quibble
about. In the science section, which the author states is devoted to the physical and
applied sciences, photography is the only
applied science listed among biology, chemistry, earth sciences, mathematics, physics,
and medicine, not all of which are physical
sciences. In the section on government
documents, the National Union Catalog is
characterized as a government document.
This is like describing a bookcase full of telephone directories for the New York City
metropolitan area as a series of paperback
books. It is, and they are, but. . . !
There are lots of illustrations and samples
of forms, catalog cards, and various entries
found in reference tools. Some procedures
are illustrated with easy-to-follow flowcharts, to which this reviewer is partial. A
lengthy glossary and a detailed index contribute to making this book a reference tool
for library technicians to use once out in the
field. lntroduction to Public Services for
Library Technicians fulfills its function as
a textbook for training academic and public library technicians. Special librarians
should consider this book only as a broad,
background text for in-service training.

Library Management Without Bias, ChingChih Chen, ed. Foundations in Library and
Information Science Series, v. 13. Greenwich, Conn., Jai Press, 1980. 225 p. $34.50.
LC 80-82482; ISBN 0-89232-163-6.

managerial practices, based on the premise
that prejudicial and discriminatory management has historically existed and still exists
today. Most of the contributions include
discussions of racial or sexual discrimination andlor bias, or at least relate the topic
under discussion to these types of bias. Age
discrimination and bias based on individual
sexual preferences are not discussed at
all. Bias based on handicaps is discussed
briefly.
Two papers by Jussim, "Communications
Dynamics for Management" and "NonVerbal Communications and Management,"
are excellent. They are also clearly related to
the main topic of the Institute, dealing with
subjects such as double-bind, role dissonance, and spatial restrictions. similarly,
the paper by Conroy entitled "Inservice

The fifteen papers included in this volume
were originally presented at a week-long
Institute on Library Management Without
Bias. Held under the direction of Simmons
College School of Library Science, the Institute was funded by a grant from the U.S.
Office of Education. Some differences are
noticeable in the quality of the contributions; however, the book as a whole is
worthy of perusal by library and information managers in all types of settings.
The focus of the Institute was on learning
to overcome bias and stereotyping in library
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William C. Petru
Hewlett-Packard Co.
Corporate Library
Palo Alto, Calif.

Training and Staff Development" is wellwritten and discusses with lucidity safeguards against bias. "Halfway to Thermoplyae," by Anderson, is exceptionally
readable and provides a good discussion of
change and interpersonal behavior. Battin's
paper on "Changing Old and Planning New
Organizational Structures" and Josey's
"Racism and Sexism in Library Organizational Structures" are also good.
In addition, this book contains several excellent management articles that include little or no discussion of bias but are well
worth reading. The papers by Labovitz,
titled "Making Effective Decisions" and
"Managing for Productivity" are the best of
these.
Seven of the fifteen papers are followed by
transcripts of the question and answer
period which followed the presentation of
the paper. These transcripts are especially
interesting, and many of the answers contain information not found in the papers.
The book concludes with seven appen-

dices covering nearly fifty pages. Of these,
Appendix IV, "A Summary of Issues and
Problems Related to Bias-Free Library
Management-Group Discussion," and Appendix V, "Summary Evaluation of the Institute," are interesting and useful. The
remaining appendices include photographs
taken during the Institute, reprints of newsletter accounts of the week written by
participants, and the Institute brochure, as
well as the inevitable lists of participants,
committee members, and faculty.
This book is interesting, although it is not
as comprehensive on the subject of management without bias as the title would indicate. It is a good compilation of the thoughts
of a distinguished group of contributors,
and contains a good balance of theory,
personal experiences, and specific recommendations for successful action.
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MANSELL
New Titles
A Guide to the Official Publications of the
European Communities
Second Edition
By John .Jeffries. 318p. 1981. (0-7201-1590-6).$36.

This revised and expanded edition fully records the recent
publishing output of the Communities through 1979.

A London Bibliography of the Social Sciences,
Fifteenth Supplement, 1980, Volume 38
Compiled and edited under the direction of D.A. Clarke.
904p. 1981. (0-7201-1631-71.$72.
This supplement, larger and more up-to-date than ever before. catalogs the holdings of the British Library of Political and Economic
Science and the Edward Fry Library of International Law.

The London Region

A n Annotated Geographic Bibliography
By Philippa Dolphin, Eric Grant, and Edward Lewis. 368p. 1981.
(0-7201-1598-1).About $44.
This basic reference work identifies literature on physical, historical, social, and economic aspects of the London region.

British Official Publications

A Directory of Sources
Compiled by Stephen Richard. 352p. 1981. (0-7201-1596-5).
About $42.
This is the first comprehensive guide to the increasing amount
of publications put out by British government organizations a t
all levels.

Transport and Public Policy Planning
Edited by David Banister and Peter Hall. 455p. illus. 1981.
(0-7201-1580-9).$33.
This book provides a comprehensive overview of the current state
of transportation research in the context of public policy form a t ion.
'
For more information on these titles and a complete
listing of Mansell publications, write to:

Mansell PublishingLtd.
A Subsidiary of The H. W. Wilson Company
950 University Avenue
Bronx, New York 10452
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EUROPEAN ACQUISITIONS
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A division of Dekker & Nordemann B.\.
of Amsterdam, Holland, D&N is backed
by more than 50 years' experience as
modern and antiauarian booksellers
- - - .- - .. - . and subscription a ~ents
to libraries
world-wide.
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Specializing in publications in
science, technology, engineering,
medicine, economics, business
and the humanities, D&N offers US.
customers fast, reliable, and comPetitivelv ~ r i c e acauisitions
d
from
virtually every publisher in
Europe, the u.K., Scandinavia, the
Middle and Far Easts, Russia and
the Slavic countries. Orders are
processed at our facilities in Shannon, Ireland, and shipped via
airfreight to the US. on a regular
basis, reducina deliverv time and
handling charges. Invoices are in
US. dollars, payable at our bank in
New York.
Libraries of all kinds will find D&N1s
US, office an ideal source for the
supply of any European publications. Let D&N extend your reach.
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Books Film Orders Rush/Reserve Approval Plans
Search Service Subscriptions Continuations/Standing Orders Check-in-Service
Antiquarian/Out-of-PrintPublications Invoices in U.S. Dollars

THE EUROPEAN
BOOK CONNECTION
22A

D&N (USA) Library Services Inc.
48 E. Chestnut Hill Ave., Philo.,Pa. l f l 8
215-242-4484 TWX:710-670-1327
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Preservation

rough treatmentt

3.

Hollinger's preservation/encapsulation materials provide a safe.
permanent method for preserving and protecting valuable one-sheet
documents. Both sides of the document can be read when encapsulated.
making this method suitable for both storage and display.
This simple. easy-to-use preservation method was developed by the
Library of Congress. The document is placed between two sheets of
polyester film, using the alignment grid for centering. Double-coated
tape holds the polyester film together outside the document's dimensions. Thus the document is protected against air, dirt and handling, yet
no damage is inflicted on the document itself. If necessary, the polyester
film can be removed and the document re-encapsulated.
Send for information and instruction sheet to Archival Products Dept.

HOLLINGER
CORPORATION
Document remama
d e & protected

3810 South Four M~lcR u n Dr~ve P 0 Box 6185 Arlington. VA 22206 (703)6714600

Run down the following partial
list of ALA/LlTA benefits:
LlTA Newsletter
Journal of Library Automation
(JO LA)
American Libraries
A member's discount on all ALA and
LlTA publications. Some free
Free information on consultants and
activities in the field
Reduced registration rates at LlTA
institutes

Excellent group insurance plans
A voice in legislation. LlTA representatives testify before congressional committees and regulatory
agencies
A free copy of each back issue of
JOLA on request (all that are available, 1968-77)
An opportunity to support one of the
leading professional associations.

Their value alone is considerably higher than the $15.00 it costs to join
LlTA if you're already an ALA member, or the $40.00 if you're not ($25.00
special half price rate for new ALA members and $15.00 for LlTA membership).
Follow the LlTA by supporting the Library and lnformation Technology
Association.
Call or write: Library and Information Technology Association, American
Library Association, 50 E. Huron St., Chicago, IL 60611 (312) 944-6780.
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THE 1981-82
ELSEWER
MlCROFlLM CATAWCUE
Now available on

microfilm-the
complete
c o l l e c t ~ o no f back v o l u m e s o f Elsewer
Science Publishers journals.

With these i m p o r t a n t j o u r n a l s s t o r e d on
m i c r o f i l m , l i b r a r i e s can:
store several
years o f i n f o r m a t i o n in a m i n i m u m o f s ace
p u r c h a s e s e v e r a l y e a r ' s w o r t h o f ack
volumes at substant~al,savmgs o v e r
hardcover prices
prov~de
the highest level o f b i b l i o g r a p h i c

E

integrity

HOME ADJ COMPUTER$.TI.
or
? S HOME(W)COMPUTER?/TI
or
USER: STRS/TI :HOME COMPUTER:

1 -:

3

The 1981-82 Catalogue provides you
with complete mformatlon on the w ~ d e
selection of back volumes available
from the following companies:
a Appl~edSc~encePublishers. Ltd.,
Barking, England
a Elsevier North Holland, Inc., New
York
Elsev~erlNorthHolland Scientlflc
Publishers. Ltd.. Limerick, Ireland
Elsewer Scientif~cPublishmg
Company, Amsterdam
a Elsevier Sequola S.A.. Lausanne
a Excerpta Medica, Amsterdam
a North Holland Publishing Company,
Amsterdam
ElsevierlNorth Holland Biomedical
Press. Amsterdam
a Nederlandse Entornolog~sche
Vereniging, Amsterdam

For a copy of the catalogue
or information on the tltles
and back volumes available
contact:
in the rest of
in the U.S.
and Canada
the world
Journals lnforrnat~on Eisevier SeaUOia.
.
.
Center
S.A.
Elsevier North
P 0 . BOX851
CH-1001 Lausanne 1
Holland, lnc.
52 Vanderbilt Ave.
Sw~tzerland
New York C~ty,N Y
10017

Strategic Planning for
Automation
Space Management
Productivity
Money

Cross-system Database Search Guides

For t h e online searcher faced with
multiple command languages.
Includes 21 of the most heavily used
databases
Shows search protocols and formats across
three online bibliographic search services: BRS, DIALOG and ORBIT
Charts are ~ r i n t e do n 11" x 16", heavy
duty, smudge-resistant paper
Complete set (21 charts)
Soc. Science Set (13 charts)
Science Set (13 charts)

$95.00
$80.00
$80.00

Dept El

CLASS

1415 Koll C~rrle,Su~te101
San lose, CA 95112-4698

Mar 11-12, 1982-New

York City

Space Planning & Practical
Design for Librarians
Mar 25-26, 1982-New

York City

Fee: $250

AARON COHEN & ASSOC.
Teatown Rd, RFD 1, Box 636
Croton-on-Hudson NY 10520
9141271-8170
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New from SLA

A cumulative author, title, subject, and member information index to all issues of Special Libraries for 1971
through 1980.
63/4"

X

10"/ ix, 94 pages I1982

Interested in finding information on individuals who have been
active in SLA? Perhaps you need to locate an article that appeared
in Special Libraries? Look no further-your search has ended.
The Cumulative l n d e x makes available, for the first time, more
than 10,000 entries from ten years of annual indexes and Directory
Issue indexes-all in one volume.
All entries are arranged in one alphabet. The alphabet includes
authors, titles, subjects, and member information. Each entry is
followed by a volume number(s) and page number(s) listed in
chronological sequence.

For ordering information, contact:
Order Department
Special Libraries Association
235 Park Avenue South
New York, New York 10003
212 1477-9250
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We Supply: I. Routing Slips
2. Master Periodical Sheets
3. Periodical List for Each Participant
4.Alphabetical Index of Participants
5. Alphabetical Index of Periodicals.
IN HOUSE INDEXING,INC. PO. BOX II,ROSLYN HEIGHTS, N.Y 11577
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ANNOUNCING "2" NEW
PUBLICATIONS
IN
COMPUTER SIMULATION

Simulation in Business Planning and
Decision-Making
By: Thomas H. N a y l ~ r

Simulating the Environmental I mpac
of a Large Hydroelectric Project
By: Normand Therien
$30.00 Each, or both for $55.00
plus $3.00 for shipping if order
is not prepaid
ORDER FROM:
Society for Computer Simulation
P.O. Box 2228
La Jolla, CA 92038 USA

U.S. PATENTS
by Class

ON MICROFICHE
Comprehensive coverage
Weekly delivery
A fraction of the space
Rapid search
For information on
CLASSFICHE" subscription
service. contact:
Patent Department
Research Publications
12 Lunar Drive
Drawer AB
Woodbridge, CT 06525-0127
(203) 397-2600

Write for our catalog and
FREE sample.
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When you invest in the United Negro
College Fund, you help students realize
their potential-especially for helping you.
UNCF gives young people the opportunity to attend 41 private, predominately
black colleges and universities. Our graduates have become engineers, technicians,

accountants, managers, economists.
Professionals who are helping to run businesses like yours from the ground up.
Send your check to the United Negro
College Fund, Box K, 500 East 62nd St.,
N.Y., N.Y. 10021.
And watch your investment grow.

6IvE TO THE UNITEDNEGBO COLLEGE FUNA
A MIND ISA TERRIBLE THIN6 TO WW'E,
@ 1981 United Negro College Fund, Inc.
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swets subscri~tionservice

I

A DIVISION OF SWETS B LETLINGER BY

PO. Box 830,2160 SZ Lisse-Holland
Phone 02521-19113jTeex41325

Swets North America Inc.-PO.Box 517, Berwyn,Pa19312.U.S.A.;Tel.215/644-4944
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PRICE FOR THE
COMPI.ETE
7-VOLUME SET $390.00
Order directly from
the publisher or
through your regular
bookceller. (Return
within 30 dayc if not
totally sati~fied.)

The completely cross-indexed modern
reference that focuses on the nation's
leaders in modern science and technology.
It contains up-to-the-minute concise
information on "who's doing what" and
"who knows what" in thousands of
today's most important technical areas.

This vastly expanded Second Edition is a
major compendium of vital information
arranged for instant access. An advanced
computer-generated "Keyword in
Context" (KWIC) cross-referencing
system with over 50,000 entries pinpoints
specific information within seconds.

LC-80-614137
ISBN 0-933980-07-8

Research Centers Directory

Trade Names
Dictionary
3rd Edition
A guide to trade names, brand
names, product names, coined
I names, model names, and
design names. Entries provide
trade name, product description, name of manufacturer or
distributor, and key to source
of information. Manufacturers'
addresses appear In the regular
alphabetic sequence. 160.000
entries. Edited by Donna
Wood. 1,000pp. in 2 vols.
1982. $160.00/set. (SO) Also
available: New Trade Names.
1982 and 1983 supplements.
$140.00/both. (SO)
I

Trade Names Dictionary:
Company Index
3rd Edition
Lists all 36,000 companies recorded in TND-3, togetherwith
the trade names of their products. 950pp. 1982. $185.00.
(SO)

7th Edition
Contains 5.000 listings of university-related and other nonprofit research groups throughout the U.S. and Canada.
Edited by Robert C. Thomas. Indexes. 900pp. 1982.
$170.00. (SO) Also available: New Research Centers: Supplements. Inter-edition subscription, $150.00 (SO)

Government
Research Centers Directory
2nd Edition
Fully describes 1,600 research and development facilities
operated by or for the U.S. government. Edited by Anthony
T. Kruzas and Kay Gill. Indexes. 425pp. 1982. $160.00
(SO)

Statistics Sources
7th Edition
Designed to identify prlmary sources of statistical data,
especially in American publications, of national rather than
regional scope. The new edition contains over 22,000 citations to sources of statistics on over 12.000subjects. Edited
by Paul Wassermanand Jacqueline O'Brien 1.100pp 1982.
$120 0 0 . (SO)

All Gale books are sent on 90-day approval.
(SO) These titles are available at Gale's 5 % standing order
discount.
Customers outs~dethe U . S and Canada add 10%.

7 Research Co.
Book Tower
Detroit, MI 48226

